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FLIGHT
INSURANCE
THE NAME FOR GLIDER INSURANCE

NEW

•

High value Glider scheme (widest possible cover with
economical rates)

NEW

•

"Economy" Policy for those pilots who do not wish to
fly in Competitions or Europe

NEW

•

Personal Accident Insurance for glider pilots, wide
cover- the lowest premiums available with a reputable
insurer in this market

NEW

•

Travel Insurance on either a "trip" basis or annual
cover. Again the widest possible cover at low cost

As always- our "standard" glider cover which provides all the
insurance you will ever need at the most economical premium
available now
We (our staff!) have insured more gliders than everybody else in the
business- if you do have to claim you will find the difference
ALL ABOVE POLICIES INSURED AT LLOYDS OR WITH
LONDON COMPANIES
BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATIONS

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR OLDER GLIDERS, FLYING THIRD
PARTY COVER AND GROUND RISKS ON GLIDER AND
EQUIPMENT
Contact: Carol Taylor Telephone 01845 522777 (24 hour answerphone)
Fax: 01845 526203 or write to: 48A Market Place, Thirsk, North Yorkshire, Y07 1LH
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The Best Gliders in the World
are now even better...

As UK agents for Schleicher in con;unction with
Jj Associates, we provide a full sales, maintainance,
spares and repair service for all Schleicher gliders

SALES • REPAIRS • MAINTAINANCE
London Sailplanes Ltd . Tring Road Dunstable Beds LU6 2JP
Tel : 01582 662068 Fax: 01582 606568 e-mail : lsl@gliding .powernet.co .uk
Web-site: http:/ / www.powernet.co .uk/ gliding/ lsl.htm

1·

DUNSTABLE REGIONAL$ 16th · 24th AUGUST 1997
For more information write or phone: London Gliding Club,
Dunstable Downs, Tring Road, Beds LU6 2JP
,· ·
Tel: 01582 663 419 Fax: 01582 665 744
·
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S.Z.D. 59 Acro
SZD-59 "Acro"
"The best of aerobatics and soaring performance at an affordable
price."
The SZD-59 ACRO is a dual-purpose single-seat all-composite
sailplane.
More and more glider pilots are discovering the challenge and excitement of sailplane aerobatics, whether for competition or pure
enjoyment. Until now, however, most sailplane designs were optimized for either soaring or aerobatic performance, but not both.
Now with the SZD-59 Acro, it is possible to have o virtually unlimited aerobatics glider and o 40:1 Standard Class sailplane in the
some aircrah. The secret to this versatility is the Acro's Detachable
wingtips. Also possible the option with the winglets. In its full span
configuration, the SZD-59 has the some excellent flying qualities
ond soaring performance as the legendary Standard Jonlor, from
which it was derived. With its 150 litre water lank capacity ond
265 km/ h top speed, the Acro rivals the best standard doss
sailplanes. But with the wingtips removed (a simple 2 minute
tosk), the SZD-59 transforms into a 13.2 meter, lost-rolling,
"unlimited" aerobotic glider, which can perform just about any
manoeuvre you can imagine, up to t 7/-5 gs.
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In either configuration, the SZD-59 is one of the smooth est, quietest and best balanced sailplanes ever produced. Of course it is
JAR 22 certified (U/ Acategory) and comes standard with such
features as a five-point harness, in-flight adjustable rudder pedals,
adjustable back rest, and fully oulomaliccontrol connections.
Fly the SZD-59 Acro. lt may be the best "two" sailplanes you've
ever flown!
Factory warranty: 1Bmonths.
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Price Ex-works $28,930 USD for Aerobatic Mode
SZD Acro demonstrator at Lasham!

Also available
SZD 55-1 High performance with exceptional climbing characteristics
SZD Junior, single seat club sailplane. Early solo to cross-country
SZD Puchacz, two seat trainer. Used on BGA courses
Puchacz demonstrator for sale fully equipped with instruments and AMF trailer
Sailplane Trailers Available

SK 94 parachute. Price £485. Exclusive of VAT
Finance available subject to status
For further information write to:
Anglo Polish Sailplanes, 22 Woodhurst South, Ray Mead Road, Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 8NZ
Tei/Fax 01628 39690 • Zenon Marczynski Tei/Fax no: 0181 893 4868/0181 755 4157
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YOURLEnERS======
MIKE, YOU'RE BEING GOT AT!
Dear Editor,
I am alarmed to see that you have taken to
publishing soft porn, or is it better described as
"soft paunch"?, in the June issue, p160, of your
otherwise excellent journal.
I have always considered S&G to be a
magazine that could be safely left around, as it
would not be a bad influence upon young and
impressionable glider pilots , but after seeing
your vivid portrayal of full frontal Mike
Bird-paunch I am not so sure.
Perhaps it could be used -suitably captioned as a warning of what can happen if one spends
too many hours sitting in a hot ship that never
lands out, rather than heaving heavy bits of
glider over barbed wire fences.
I have tried to contact Mike but understand
he is in America. Could he be doing a deal with
Playgirl1magazine?
DAVID CADISCH , Barnet, Herts

A LOOK AT OUR TRAINING METHODS
Dear Editor.
Risking remarks like "why doesn't he mind
his own continental b ..... business?" I hesitatingly draw your attention to the following. 11
seems that all over the world there is a strong
decline in interest in our beautiful sport, but I
have the impression that in Great Britain there
is an even more urgent problem originating
from within the gliding movement itself. In the
UK we have the A El system which in itself is
good. But at the Dorset GC we find it has
become more and more difficult to motivate
pilots to go on a course: it costs money, takes
holiday time and the average wife is not too
happy when the husband spends the latter at a
gliding site.
OK, you may say, you have to make sacrifices if you want to fly, but a lot of pilots who do
not mind working hard for the club object to the
idea of the AEI course. The same goes for the
instructors' training scheme. I have the impression that several clubs (including Dorset) now
have great difficulty finding new instructors.
(Some years ago I was told that the reason for
introducing these training systems was the
pressure exerted by the insurance companies. I
have slight doubts about that!)
And that is where the downward spiral
begins. Trainee instructors attending an official
BGA course are expected to demonstrate low
stalling and spinning characteristics, clearly and
positively , at the outset of flying training. If
unable to show a satisfactory level they are
returned to their clubs without further training.
The larger clubs are able to allocate gliders and
assign a senior full rated instructor to ensure
that the standards are reached, otherwise
many of the smaller clubs or individuals have to
pay considerable sums for pre-course training.
And the experience, indispensable for running
a club, gradually disappears.
How many instructors have we lost because
they did not fly enough cross-countries annually
to comply with BGA standards? One of the best
instructors I have ever known (pre-war quality)
never went cross-country I! And the Terlet CFI
(quite an instructor!) finally had time to go
cross-country in a glider again in 1996 after he
took early retirement- the last time was 30
August!September 1997

years ago! Here in the Netherlands we still
prefer decentralised training of instructors, so
the whole responsibility lies with the clubs. Of
course we also train instructors at Terlet, the
Central Flying School, but not many.
Theoretical and practical examinations are
organised by the national coaches. When they
(always two) visit a field for an instructors'
examination they not only check whether the
instructors' training scheme (in short, flying
exercises with mentor and pupils plus ground
instruction training) is strictly adhered to but
also whether the local flying and teaching
procedures are in conformity with national
standards.
This system generally works quite well and
has several advantages (no chauvinism of
course!): it is not dependent on the weather, it
is cheaper, keeps the wives happy -as it can
be done during the weekends and task weeks and the mentor instructors know their victims, ie
pupils and ab-initio instructors, pretty well! lt
takes longer, however, which still is an advantage, because it gives more time for new
information to sink in.
Are Dutch instructors less competent than
those in the UK? As a national coach and
member of the Dutch Safety and Instruction
Panel I dare to make a comparison between
the Dutch and British products (and not only
those of my own club!). Here, as well as in the
UK, the majority are good, some excellent and
a few not so good (who usually are quietly
asked to find something else to do).
If we compare the accident rate and the
number of World Champions per capita I think
our system is not doing so badly I More and
more pilots seem to be able to fly during the
week and have enougtil money to afford their
own glider. In spite of that the club should
remain the centre of all flying activities: the
majority of the members forming the club's core
from wtilich future AEis and instructors can be
drawn can still only fly during weekends.
I think it is time to consider going back to the
old days when instructors, and now AEis, were
trained at their own clubs. You now have a fine
Instructors' Manual that can be an excellent
guide in creating new instructors! Some
thoughts about how to adjust the BGA standards to make them more realistic would also
be welcome. lt will mean the difference between the life and death of some of our clubs in
the not so distant future.
Bruno Zijp, Weesp, Holland
Chris Pullen, chairman of the BGA Instructors' Committee, replies: Is the decline in
interest in our beautiful sport a result of clubs
ike Dorset GC finding it more and more difficult
to motivate pilots to go on an instructors'
course? I think not, and I base my answer on
the fact that we train about 80 assistant rated
and about 50 AEis each year.
These figures exceed the natural wastage of
instructors and with fewer people coming into
gliding this means more instructors fighting to
teach fewer students. In many clubs the problem is not the number of instructors, but the
difficulty they have in maintaining their instructing renewal requirement of 5hrs each year!
I am delighted Bruno considers the AEI

system good. Although I think he fails to appreciate that the course only lasts for two days,
normally at weekends. Thus it doesn't use up
holiday time, nor therefore domestic credits.
Assistant instructor courses do use up a
week's holiday, but it is obvious that Bruno has
never attended one. They most definitely do not
require trainee instructors to demonstrate low
stalling and spinning characteristics clearly and
positively at the outset of flying training. And if
at an unsatisfactory level the candidates are
certainly not returned to their clubs without
further training. 'I have no idea where he got this
idea from , but nothing could be further from the
truth. Ask any recently trained instructor.
I have no doubt that we are able to produce
better trained instructors given well prepared
candidates. lt is a great compliment to current
CFis that they have taken much more trouble to
prepare their candidates in recent years. Tl1is
general improvement is right across the board
and by no means exclusive to the larger clubs.
Th is has enabled the coaching team to produce
better trained instructors to return to their clubs.
I am ever mindful of the costs of instructor
training. Using Bicester, which is very central,
we have an excellent launch rate at below
national prices, offer good briefing facilities, a
hangar removing the need to derig and free
basic accommodation. Now that we don't have
to transport kit and the national coaches around
the country there is a great saving in time and
money. This means we have kept the BGA
course fees and flying charges static for three
years, as well as being able to offer more
courses which, I might add, have all been filled I
I am delighted to see more and more CFis
and senior instructors sitting in on BGA courses
and Bruno is more than welcome. Then he can
actually see what happens.

THE CHANGE IN WORLD RECORDS
Dear Editor
I understand that the IGC has decided that
all single-seater, two-seater and motor glider
world records will be merged with effect from
next October. Apparently, this despotic bunch
of Sunday afternoon pilots cannot detect any
performance difference between these classes,
even though they can still detect a (truly nonexistent) performance difference between men
and women.
In fact, team work substantially reduces the
individual workload in two-seaters , and the
(mostly obvious) advantages of motor gliders
are far too numerous to list here. Furthermore,
the maintenance of both general and feminine
records, rather than just general records , is
sexually discriminatory (against men) and
politically incorrect. Surely it would be better to
abolish, rather than amalgamate, some of
these classes. or even to weed out some of the
more trivial records? In this respect, the recently introduced "free" distance and "free" 0/R
distance immediately spring to mind.
In no other sport are the rules of the game
continuously subjected to such drastic
changes, all of which are made without any
prior debate within the gliding community. Well,
enough is enough, and if any readers agree
with me that the new "absolute records for
gliding" should be restricted to gliders without
•
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any means of propulsion, then do please write
to the IGC (via the BGA) and let them know
your views on this important issue.
JULIAN WEST, Munich, Germany
Ross Macintyre, chairman, IGC World
Records Committee, replies: Julian's first
sentence has neatly summed up the decisions
of the March meeling of the IGC. The committee that made the recommendations was not
overly sure of the amalgamation of two-seater
machines with single-seaters, but the meeting
as a whole made the decision. They also
decided, as the committee was split, to maintain the current practice of duplicating the
record classes for women .
If Julian can justify his claim that there is a
significant achieved performance difference
between single-seaters and two-seaters, and
also motor gliders. it wou ld make interesting
reading. As for the record types he mentions,
perhaps it is trivial to him that the longest flight
yet achieved in the world was a "free distance"
flight. I'm not so sure.
I will take issue with Julian on his premise
that there was no prior debate on the matter. A
report was issued to the IGC members so
delegates would come to the meeting ful ly
briefed by their national bodies. In addition.
readers of S&G were asked to comment in the
October issue, p261 , but there was no response from Julian to this request.
Finally, the BGA delegate, Brian Spreckley,
that excellent Sunday afternoon pilot, was a
member of the committee.

AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
Dear Editor.
I understand that Dickie Feakes is not doing
a GPS Jottings piece for this edition , so I
thought a comment on the last one, p159, might
be in order. lt is made from the perspective of
the IGC GNSS Flight Recorder Approvals
Committee (GFAC), which I chair. (See the
April 1996 issue, p82.) A GFAC paper proposed to allow separate GPS units connected
by cable to FRs and was accepted by IGC in
March, but only for certain badge flights. This
IGC decision was the "sensible compromise"
referred to by Graham McAndrew. (Also p159.)
As Dickie predicted, an \GC approval has
been issued for an EW/Garmin combination.
Specifically, on April19 the EWFR models A
and B were approved for Silver, Gold and
Diamond badge flights when connected to a
Garmin GPS 80-Mil, 89, 90 and 95, and the
Garmin GPS 55 with software versions 1.2 or
later. The Garmin 12X was added on May 13.
Other GPS models will follow later when tested
by the FR manufacturer and GFAC. lt must be
emphasised that the EWFR A and Bare
updates to the IGC standard of flight data and
other aspects, and EW have advertised the
update for £75.
The IGC rules for world records and for 1000
and 2000km diplomas are unchanged and
require a higher standard of electronic security,
typically from the types of sealed integral GPS
and FR units already IGC approved. No separate GPS unit has so far been able to satisfy the
IGC rules for data security for these types of
flights.
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Why does IGC and therefore GFAC have
different standards to the BGA? Well , there are
some 78 National Airsport Control (NAC)
authorities (like the BGA) in FAI, most not
having the past experience of the BGA in this
area. A level of international standardisation of
electronic security and flight d'ata format has,
therefore, been agreed so that there is one set
of IGC standards and not many different
national systems, at least for f,lights to be
validated to FAI/IGC rules.
IAN STRACHAN, Lasham

WHICH WAY TO TURN?
Dear Editor,
Instructors find pupils invariably favour turns
in one specific direction and many may not
know why they have this preference. Whilst the
position of the trim tab control may be either on
the right or left of the cockpit on most training
aircraft the airbrake and cable release would
normally favour the left hand. thus we teach the
pupil to fly a glider with the right hand, regardless of personal preference.
For this reason I propose that when we turn
to the left we explain that we move the stick to
the left and apply a small amount of back
pressure to maintain the attitude. When you
think about it, the backward movement of the
stick towards the body is a natural bending
movement of the right elbow, whilst if we turned
to the right the elbow joint wou ld oppose that
movement and therefore feel more restrictive.
lt may be argued that if it was more natural to
turn to the left then why should we turn to the
right when meeting an aircraft flying in the
opposite direction at the same level ? Maybe
someone will have another theory for that.
Of course, we could ask a normally left
handed person if they would prefer a right hand
turn , but it would depend on how long they have
been flying right handed. Well anyway it may
provoke some interesting chit chat in the bar.
BEHT BARKER, Wolds GC

DID AUSTRIA BREAK UP IN CLOUD?
Dear Editor,
I would like to add a footnote to Ann Welch's
article in the April issue, p91 , where she refers
to Robert Kronfeld's Austria breaking up in mid-air.
In 1938 Kronfeld was CFI (or, strictly, F\
because there was no other instructor) of the
then Oxford City and University GC which flew
from a field at Farmoor, where the reservoir is
now, and· where he coached me through A and
B certificates on Daglings. (lt was 30 years
before I had the chance to add the C.)
I remember a talk he gave to the club in
which he referred to the Austria breaking up. lt
Is clear in my mind that he said it broke up in
cloud rather than after it came out of cloud. I
don't suppose the difference matters but I also
remember clearly that he explained that the
aircraft was designed for slope soaring before
thermal soaring became a practical proposition,
and it had not been realised that the structure
would have to be much stronger to stand the
turbulence encouhtered in thermals and cloud.
Looking back now, having played about in
cloud a bit myself, I do not remember Kronfeld
saying anything about blind flying instruments
and I suspect that he may have experimented

by going into cloud. But he was a very experienced aviator and I may be doing him an
injustice.
I know he referred to the invention of the
Cosim var•iometer and I am fairly certain that he
ascribed the transition to thermal soaring to that
invention . I wonder if his son could throw any
light on these points?
JOHN TRENCHARD , Fa/mouth, Cornwall
B'ill Kronfeld replies : Regretful ly I was only
eight years-old when my father died and never
really had the chance to discuss with him so
many of the questions now being raised.
In response to John's letter, from what I
understand the Austria did break up in a
thunder cloud. I thin k therefore that it is more
than probable than the Austria was equipped
with some blind flying instruments including a
variometer.

/GC SPORTING CODE REVISION
Dear Editor,
I wou ld like to thank all those who contributed to the discussion on world records and
assisted the committee charged with exam ining
the current list.
I would now like to ask for some more help?
One of the complaints heard world-wide is that
the Sporting Code is too complex. I have been
asked to chair another IGC committee to
simplify the code and, secondly, to produce an
Official Observer's Guide to the code. To
achieve the second item, we have been able to
call on 00 guides already published in various
parts of the world. Any additional explanatory
notes others have used could also help us.
However, the committee is starting the first
task with a blank page in front of them . The
idea is to retain the meaning of the rules , but to
make them easier to follow. Possibly explanations of the rules in a narrative form within th e
00 guide could allow the Code itself to be
smaller and, hopefully, less complex, but the
committee would be pleased to hear from
anyone who wishes to suggest new ways of
wording the rules , or has ideas on the layout.
Indeed, any constructive suggestions (polite
only) on how to improve the Sporting Code will
be welcome. English language only, please.
E-mail (106025.2661 @compuserve corn)
would be preferred, or at least a floppy disc in
Microsoft Word format, but letters will also be
welcomed.
ROSS MACINTYRE (/GC SC Revision
Committee chairman), 4 Magna Close, Gt
Abington. Cambridge CB1 6AF

THE FIRST GLIDING CLUB
Dear Editor,
The article by Jasper Merriam 1in the last
issue. p143, was a fasci nating account of early
gliding. However, the Whitely Bank GC was not
the first gliding club.
The earliest that I know of (and claims for a
"first" are always open to challenge) is the one
started at Amberley Downs, West Sussex, in
1912. They used tai lless gliders designed by
Jose Weiss.
The details are in an article by Edgar
Brynildsen in the April 1930 edition of AIR
available from the Royal Aeronautical Club.
•
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Members were, I think, drawn from the North
London Polytechnic (Polytechnic Institute) . The
First World War put an end to the club. Gliding
might have advanced more quickly had peace
prevailed.
DENIS HARDWICK , London

NERDS HARKEN NOT UNTO BERKS
Dear Editor.
A big dose of overdue DIY, together with
indolence, warm weather and! inexorable
mental decline got in the way of creativity this
spring. I've insufficient comments or anecdotes
about the soaring world at large to justify a
column in your next issue. So I'll impose on
your indulgence and fire off my one mirwr bleat
on the letters page instead .
Why do the compu.ter literate become such
technological snobs and ignore the rest of us? I
read in the sub-head to his article on the new
rating system in the last issue. p164 , that Ed
Johnston invites comments addressed to him at
EdJohnston@Compuserve.com
This is worthy of the Grauniad at its most
insufferable.
Might not those of us not wired into the
Internet have some useful comments too? Why
not a postal address as well? What's wrong
with what you'd probably call Snail Mail, Ed?
(Not you, Gillian, I mean the author of the
article.)
Our posted comments could be with you by
tor narrow's breakfast- which is probably earlier

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 01869 245422
WORKSHOP, NR. HINTON A/F
Portable 0850 654881

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
Laminated ash skids for
most of the popular gliders
supplied from stook.
Others made to order

TRAILERS
Aluminum sheeting.
on steel frame
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than you'd be able to take action on them anyway.
In the infancy of electronics the BBC adopted
the motto Nation shall speak unto nation. But
after a further 70 years of electronics' advance
it's becoming very clear that soaring's nerds
don't want to be spoken to by gliding's berks .
This was typed on a computer. I've no
modem -but my wife says I have a smashing
pair of legs.
PENGUIN , Ulster GC, Bel/arena, Go Derry
Ed Johnston replies: A deserved repast to
nerds and berks alike. Of course, the fight to
reply will be granted to those surfing the crest of
the super-highway and peddling the bike of the
Royal Mail alike. Contact me by E-mail as well
as, not instead of, S&G letters, both of which
are most likely to get to me after my soon
expected change of address .

CHARITIES AND PUBLICITY
Dear Editor,
Why should only parachute or bungy jumping
be the sports that can help charities organise
sponsored events?
Since most gliding clubs encourage trial
lessons, it is an ideal vehicle for charities to
organise such sponsored events. it would be a
new idea for them, it is safer than many other
sponsored events, might encourage a wider
age range and gives your club publicity.
As I am involved with a few charities who
need cash I have encouraged one club to send
out letters to charities in their area and it was
taken up by some last year. A few have booked
again for 1997. Help your club and charities at
the same time.
ALICE ANSON', Watford, Herts
Correction: In the letter on data loggers from
Tony Gee in the last issue, p135 , 50% should
have been 500% in agreement with the five-fold
improvement Tony had pointed out.

a

We welcome your letters but please keep them
as concise as possible and include your full
name, address and tel! fax number. We reserve
the right to edit and select but point out that
the views expressed in letters and articles are
not necessarily those held by the BGA. Also,
please send contributions to the editorial office
at Cambridge and not to the BGA.
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LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

•
EX-STOCK
•
Bob Reece
REMATIC
School House
Norton
Nr Worcester WR5 2PT
Tei/Fax Worcester
(01905) 821334
Mobile Tel:
0589 786838

SKYLAUNCH WI.NCHES
Designed to easily produce High and CONTROLLABLE
launches every time with non-professional drivers.
Now with Over 150,000 launches experienced.
• Excellent acceleration using accurate throttle with simple variable
control in comfortable heated cab .
• Reliable running lrom cheap LPG fuel makes for clean air
•launching.
• High quality engineering and unique long life sprung cabl e feed
produces launches of exceptional smoothness.

"lt's like going up on Rails!"
Designed and built in Britain by

• Easy maintenance, simple design, dependable operation .
Single drum winches also available, and retrieve winches to
provide complete launching systems and give rapid launch rates.

ANOTHER WINCH JUST DELIVERED TO NORTHUMBRIA GLIDING CLUB

WESTLEY FARM , •BAYSTON HILL, SHREWSBURY.
SHROPSHIRE, ENGLAND SY3 OAZ

Tel : (44) (011743 874427 • Fax: (44) 101 1743 874682
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OUR NEW PRICE LIST NOW HAS 34 PAGES (as at going to press) OF STOCK INCLUDING:
AVIATION CLOCKS, 9 CARAT GOLD & SOLID SILVER GLIDER JEWELLERY, STILL MORE TYRES and TU BES,
PARACHUTES. NEW NORTHERN ENGLAND & NORTHERN IRELAND I :500,000 MAPS EDITION 20 and MANY MORE
NEW PRODUCTS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES. PLEASE ASK FOR YOUR FREE COPY.

TH E WAVE SEASON W ILL SOON BE HERE. PLEASE C O N TACT US EARLY FOR
YO UR OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS.
W e now also stock CANNULAS as well as CYLINDERS, REGULATORS, MASKS and ACCESSORIES AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
T hermal Underwear & Full Range of W inter Clothing in Stock.

HEATED INSOLES SHOULD BE IN STOCK BY AUGUST

3 6 South par k Av en u e, Ma n sfi eld, Notts. NG 18 4PL
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DEREK PIGGOTT

I,

'"'""9 oew' ;, lh•t the Sopec Dimoc•

motor gliders are perfectly capable of towing the
majority of our gliders and doing it much quieter
and at a lower cost than our present towing aircraft. The idea of towing with a motor glider is
not new and older readers may remember that
back in 1962 I wrote an article on motor gliders
suggesting that they could double as towplanes
when not in use for training.
The Super Dimona makes this a reality and
will happily tow any but the heaviest gliders from
some of the smallest gliding sites. Now it has a
Rotax 914 four stroke engine developing 115hp,
it offers much the same performance, but making far less noise than any other towplane.
it is also a super motor glider and now everyone agrees that it is the only way to teach field
selection and field landings , a motor glider is a
highly desirable , if not essential asset, for every
go ahead club.
However , many clubs are not able to justify
the cost of owning a machine which might sit on
the ground most of the time . Since it can be used
as a tug as well as a motor glider, it becomes a
more economic proposition. it also makes it possible for a new club to start up with just a motor
gl ider and then buy a two-seater glider and tow
it for dual and solo flying . Doing basic training in
the motor glider and then making a conversion
on to the glider on aerotow is a quick and very
efficient way of training , as proven by the evaluation trials in the USA some years ago.
My first concern was whether the Dimona
would be pulled about too much by beginners
learning to aerotow . I experimented at Lasham
to see just how much the Dimona was affected
by flying the glider too high or too low, and a long
way off to one side . I was very surprised to find
no difficulty at all in keeping the towplane straight
and under full control. I also took a tow in a K-13
to experiment for myself at the glider end . I was
able to pull out to almo st ridiculous angles without causing the towplane pilot any difficulty . My
conclusions were that the Super Dimona is less
affected by the glider getting out of position than
any other tug I can remember .
Although towing a two-seater takes a little
longer on the climb than some other towplanes,
the Super D.imona is able to come down much
faster and save time on the descent, so that the
overall time for a launch is much the same. it has
excellent all round visibility from the cockpit making it safer to operate than many other types.
There are several advantages of the Dimona
when tugging . The 914 is a development of the
Rotax 91·2 using a turbo supercharger to give
extra power and to provide a good performance
at height . They both have liquid cooled cylinder
heads (like many modern motor bikes) and these
reduce the risk of cracked cylinder heads caused
by the very rapid cooling off when the power is
reduced for the descent - a major problem with
other engines used in towplanes . There is also
a cowling shutter that cuts off the cooling air over
the cylinders helping to reduce the rapid
changes in temperature. The powerful airbrakes
can be used to descend very quickly using a little power to keep the cylinders warm .
There is the ever present worry with all tugs
that you may crack a pot or have a more serious
mechanical failure requiring an engine change
or a complete overhaul. Th is with a Lycoming
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Quieter Aerotows With
Your Motor Glider.
Derek evaluates the Super Di mona and discovers that one of
his early predictions have come true

Jochen Ewald's photograph of an ASW-24 being towed by the Super Dimona.
180 or 235 wil'l set your club back £8000 £1 0 000 for a complete overhau l and it is not
often that these engines will run to the ir official
life before needing thi s. Almost every club has
had this kind of disaster at some time or another.
Compare this with an overhaul for the Rotax
of £6000 and the lower fuel consumption and
the potential is obvious .
In the unlikely event of an engine failure , the
tug pilot is usually in a poor position but with a
motor glider you always have a far better choice
of fields, plus the advantage of the airbrakes
which make forced landings so easy .
As a pure motor glider for soaring and for train ing , the Super Dimona is a big advance on the
early Hoffmann Dim on a. The span is now 16.33
metres, the aerofoil has been changed and
winglets are a standard fitting as they give better performance and improve the lateral control.
There has been an extensive redesign of the
fuselage shape around and behind the wingroot
to eliminate the problems of airflow separation
on the first models which detracted so much from
the gliding performance. Whereas the original
manufacturer claimed 1 :27 for the best LID
which was over optimistic, with the new aerofoil
and winglets the 1 :27 now claimed is probably a
reality and for the tail dragger might even be an
underestimate. Most important for soaring , the
Super Dimona min imum circling speed is lower
than most other motor gliders making it easier
for thermalling in our conditions .
The main undercarriage has been changed
to a metal strut like a Cessna and there is now
the option of a nose wheel for those who prefer
that layout. I· have flown both versions and found
the difference in performance when towing is
minimal. However, the take-off run is longer with
the nose wheel version and this would be significant on smaller fields .
As a tail dragger I always find it a particularly
easy machine to three point and to keep straight

with the steerable tai lwheel. The toe brakes are
hydraul ic with the parking brake applied by
pulling up a small knob between the two seats
wh ile operating both brakes. The brakes , although effective , require a considerable pres sure to apply . They really should be modified to
increase the mechanical advantage as the
amount of movement on the pedals before the
brakes come on is very small and the pressure
required to brake to initiate a turn, for instance,
is in my opinion unreasonable and unnecessary.
Th e nose wheel version has a step to assist
climbing into the cockpit , whereas on the tail
dragger the main wheel spat acts as a step.
The cockpit is luxurious and tl1ere is plenty of
instrument panel for GPS , variometers and full
radios . The cockpit is roomy with adjustable rudder pedals to cater for tall and short pilots. The
back cushions are removed to allow parachutes
to be worn if required .
The canopy is rugged and fitted with powerful
counterbalance springs so that opening and
closing it is very easy . it is securely locked by
moving the levers on each side of the cockpit
forward as on the K-21 . The canopy can be jettisoned by pulling them back past the normal unlocked position and breaking a seal. it opens by
pull ing it back and the front tilts up , looking a little vulnerable, but in fact supported very securely
and quite safe in a wind .
Air brake levers are provide for both pilots . For
instruction the student sits on the left and works
the airbrake lever with the left hand as in all normal gliders . The instructor has an airbrake lever
on his right-hand side which means that he has
to be very careful if the aircraft balloons on la!'1ding as it is quite easy to get muddled and to move
forward with the stick (instead of the airbrake
lever) and pull back on the airbrake to round out!
The top surface airbrakes are very effective
but easy to use and adjust. Opening the airbrakes , the lever is held in an indent in a posiSAILPLANE & GLIDING
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tion with the a1rbrakes partially open. This position can be used for a long descent or for making powered approaches, aeroplane fashion with
one hand on the throttle. lt has much the same
drag effect as partial flaps on a normal powered
aircraft and cuts down the float, making a powered approa8h and landing easy. There is sufficient power to make an overshoot and a rapid
climb away with this airbrake setting.
A slightly harder pull on the airbrake lever
brings it out of the indent and allows full airbrake
to be used. There is a small nose down trim
change when they are opened which nicely compensates for the increase in drag and makes it
easy to hold the approach speed.
The tail dragger version of the Super Dim on a
has the main wheels set a little further back than
on the original Hoffmann IUimona, which improves the directional handling on the ground.
However, it is still tail heavy and H1ere is still very
little likelihood of tipping forward on to the nose
when using the wheel brakes. lt has an effective
steering tail wheel which makes taxying and
keeping straight on take-off and landing very
easy. The wheel brakes on H1is version are operated by pulling right back on the airbrake lever,
whereas on the nose wheel version the braking
is with the individual toe brakes.
The elevator trim quadrant is situated on the
centre consul and is a simple. lift the knob to
move it, spring device.
The starting and engine handling is as simple
as a car. Taxying is easy with use of the wheel
brakes to turn. Most important for a gliding site,
the view ahead and all round is exce'l lent both
on the ground and in the air.
The hydraulic constant speed, feathering propeller replaces the old electrric design which took
so long to feather and unfeather. Unfeathering
now takes less than 2secs. The propeller is already cleared for 1OOOhrs between overhauls.
The operation of it is very simple. For take-off
the pitch lever is fully forward and power can be
reduced by easing back the rpm with the lever
and re-adjusting the boost to suit. Tl1ere is no
danger of over-boosting and causing damage
that way. (I would have reduced the boost first,
but the factory representative suggested otherwise.) As the propeller is geared down, the noise
level is very much lower than the direct drive engines in most towing aircraft. At full power the
propeller is only turning at 2400rpm.
For take-off, the propeller control, throttle and
carburettor heat levers , which are mounted in
the same quadrant , are all fully forward. This
puts the propeller pitch to fully fine for max rpm.
The exhaust driven super charger comes in
as on a car once the rpm have built up after full
throttle has been applied. The extra 20-25hp
makes a striking difference to both the accelera tion and climb. There is a 5min limit for full power
after which a warning .l ight reminds you to reduce the rpm slightly. Failing to do this eventually results in the turbo gate opening automatically
reducing the power.
Without a glider on the back the take-off run
is about 150m and the climb angle surprisingly
steep for the recommended climbing speed of
60kts. Climbing at 1200ft!min almost makes it
feel like a winch launch. After many years of
using a Falke for field landing training, it is a joy
to put on the power and climb so quickly.
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The high rate of climb , together with ttl e •low
propeller and engine noise, makes it particularly
"farmer" friendly and I believe there will be far
less complaints about tug noise with this aircraft
than with any other towplane type so far. I am
told that the noise footprint at 300 metres (58dbs
at take-off power) is about the same as a regular towplane at 1200m. Certainly from immediately below I could hardly hear it towing a K-13
at 2000ft.
The engine and propeller effects have been
almost totally eliminated. Even going from zero
to full power quickly there is no sign of any yawing or H1e nose rising; a splendid achievement.
This is ideal for glider pilot training and is achieved with a small amount of engine and propeller
offset, just like a model plane. (Why hasn't this
been done before I ask myself?)
Cruising at 75% power gives a cross-country
speed of about 105kts using 20 litres/hr which
makes it an excellent going places tourer and,
of course, at lower speeds the consumption is
much 'lower. On the standard tankage of 55 litres,
it has a range of over 250nm cruising at over
1OOkts. An optional extra for touring is an alternative 791itre tank giving over 6hrs' flying.
Reversing the turn from 45 '' to 45 '' at 50kts
takes about 4sec , a good rate of roll for any 16
metre machine. This does, of course, require full
rudder as well as full aileron but like most motor
gliders , the rudder loads are much higher lhan
on any gliders- a pity for basic glider training.

If a stall is made in a gentle
turn then there is little risk of
accidental spins
The stall is very docile with lots of warning buffet and full control down to the moment the nose
drops. There is very little tendency to drop a wing
when the stall is made in a gentle turn and so little risk of accidental spins. However, for training
purposes it can be made to drop a wing for effective demonstrations.
lt is not cleared for spinning or aerobatics in
the U K. Tile side slip is normal with no large pitch
changes but this is academic as the airbrakes
are so effective.
I flew the aircraft all the time close to the maximum all up weight with two heavy pilots and almost full fuel. When you evaluate the aircraft at
your club, don 't forget that you wouldn't fly your
normal towplane with two up and fu ll fuel. The
extra weight 1has a significant effect on the performance of any aircraft. At this weight it took
exactly 6min from starting the take-off roll to
2000ft and back down wiH1 a Pi latus B-4 on tow
and K-13 tows to the same height took 8-9min,
close to our other towplanes but using less fuel
and with far less noise.
What didn't lli•ke about this machine? Well ,
my only real criticism is that the handling is not
quite as nice as the original Dimona. The Super
Dimona ailerons are line for cruising but rather
stiff for thermalling , although the rate of roll is
very good. Moving them on the ground it is clear
that most of the load in flight is caused by the

springs in the stick unit put there lo make the
ailerons sell centring. The springs have to be
quite strong to do this and the result is rather
heavy ailerons compared with gliders.
lt is a requirement for light aircraft for the
ailerons to return to the central position when
t11e stick is released, whereas on gliders this is
not required. I don't understand this requirement
and see no reason why the pilot should not be
expected to centralise the ailerons after enter ing a turn or returning to stra1ght flight. The rud der loads are also rather high but new aircraft
are always a little stiff until the bearings in the
control system wear in.
This is a very simple aircraft to operate and
any glider pilot will feel at home alter a few minutes in t11e air. For gliding sites with noise problems it offers a striking improvement over all our
present tugs and motor gliders . lt seems a good
proposition for many clubs in this country who
need quiet towing and a motor glider for field
landings and other training. The supercharging
should be of particular benefit to gliding clubs
abroad with "hot and high" airfields where the
tows are often to a density altitude ol1 0 0001!.
A few people have expressed doubt about
such a lovely looking machine standing· up to rigorous club use. However, there is ample evi dence from the flying clubs using the Katana light
aircraft (a very similar airlrame), that it is rugged
and that the serviceability is exceptionally good .
lt is certificated as a normal light aircraft, can be
used for aerial work and is cleared for towing
gliders up to 700kgs, ie a fully loaded K-21.
Tile supercharged Rotax 914 has now been
in use for several years and can be considered
well proven. it has, of course , normal twin ignition like any other light aircraft. Initially I was
rather cautious about recommending it, but since
superchargers are common on most high performance cars , there is no doubt about their reli ability . lt does not seem possible to over boost
and damage the engine by mishandling and so
far there is no evidence to show any reduction in
the reliability compared with the unsupercharged Rotax 912.
For the private owner or group ownership it
offers a very elegant machine which can be used
economically as a tourer or for soaring flights in
thermals or waves, plus the attraction of free flying while towing at the club.
Fly it when you get the cl1ance. it's a fun aircraft'

a

'Aquarius' (Dual Weight)
Calculators...... .

.. ...... £14.00

Wind Component Resolvers.

.. ... £7.00

'Gemini' Calculators
(Resolver on Reverse Side)

.£14.00

Flight Planning Rulers. . .

.. ..£4.50

'Dolphin' vario Conversions from .... £45.00
SAE for Product Details to:

34 CASWELL DRIVE, SWANSEA
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A tax From Minden
his issue's "Tail Feathers " comes to you
from Minden , Nevada, where I've been alternating landscape photography on the ground with
gliding along the Sierras in the company of a distinguished former chairman of the BGA . In this
climate, and at my age , and with the lust for
records , badges and diplomas already satisfied
on previous trips , I'm happy to fly just every other
day . The DFCBGA and I took off the day before
yesterday in the Grab 103 . He'd not flown for
nine years , having taken up croquet and pho tography instead (either a sad sign of senility or
the beginnings of wisdom , depending on your
own point of view) and I was eager to demonstrate both the excellence of the Sierra wave and
the excellence of my skill in exploiting it.

J'

Chilled extremities.
desire which I can entirely understand, and to
which I myself give way whenever I get the
chance.
Back to the DFCBGA- after 250kms wandering up and down the range we heard that a legal
wave "window" was now open to 25 OOOft.
At 22 OOOft , however, 20 wrinkled old toes
were getting frozen and we were running out of
oxygen , so we pulled out the brakes and dived
back to Minden. (You mean you fumbled the
wave and made a virtue out of a necessity? 'Ed.
Well, yes. Plat .) This was a case of an ill wind
blowing some good : a young pilot who sorely
needed his height Diamond gratefully seized the
103 and took it to 25 OOOft. Our chilled extremities- and our fumble- did him a favour. Back on
the ground I met another young pilot who last
year got his height Diamond - wait for it - the
same day that he went solo . Eatcha - no , stop
eating your hearts out and buy an air ticket.

Scrub outlandings

Landscape photography.

Such eagerness and pride mu st inevitably
lead to a fall - or in this case a plummet. I
unerringly released in the trough of the wave at
2500ft agl and descended at 700ft a minute ,
landing seconds after the tug, to be greeted by a
chorus of "What're you doin' back here ?" etc .
Th e ne xt time , better luck- and better communication with the tug - led to a rough but positive
ascent into steadily smoother air and a swift ride
to 18 OOOft , the usual ceiling for gliders. DFC BGA wa s much impressed and took lots of photos. These pi x will come in handy as postcards
of the "Wish you were here" variety , designed
solely to provoke furious envy in the recipient.
Talking of envy, two years ago an Australian
pilot dropped in at Minden and, being without a
passenger, I took him up in the ASH-25. We did
a brisk 500kms cruising the Sierras: in the back
seat he would frequently focus his video recorder
on the instrument panel while crowing into the
microphone "Eatcha heart out, Bruce: look ,
120kts at 18 OOOftl" Apparently he regularly
swapped tapes with a gliding friend and this particular tape was going to turn Brucie quite green .
The thought obviously gave my passenger even
more pleasure than the flying. The urge to make
one's friends sick with jealousy is an innocent
204

A word of warning . This is a land of extremes :
it can go quickly from being too easy to horribly
difficult. Today , for instance, was gin clear with
8 and 9kt thermals and wave . Trouble is , one
gets nervous below 15 OOOfl because th ere are
vast spaces whic h are unlandable- not to men tion heavy sink. Glider pilots locally did once
think of banding together to clear a strip of desert
scrub near Lake Mono in California to cater for
the possible outlanding. A splendid idea? Not in
the opinion of the Federal anti -drug squad who
feared that such a strip would be used by armed
narcotics smugglers flying from Mexico . Indeed
it is suggested that if in trouble in a lonely area
you should not land next to a light plane in the
hope of getting help. You just might get shot instead.

Ah! wilderness
Much concern is being felt by American glider
pilots at the threat to ban all types of gliders from
the great national parks- in whi ch the DFCBGA
and I have recently spent much time with tripods
(a sure index of a serious photographer) and
black and white film (an even surer sign of a serious photographer). Without wanting to say "I
told you so" 11 do remember writing about this
threat in S&G some years ago after encountering scores of hang gliders , paragliders and conventional gliders swarming around every crag in
the French Alps. At what point , I asked , do these
stop being an occasional and attractive enhancement to the scenery and start becoming
an eye sore ? Conventiona l gliders usually fly
higher, though some pilots can't resist the sadistic thrill of making low passes at 150kts over hik-

ers . The irony is that groundborne visitors are
the ones that inflict the physical damage and pol lution with millions of boots and car exhausts .
However, lovers of nature and the environment , splendid folks that they are at heart , are
not in the Kasparov or Deep Blue league when it
comes to relentless logic and consistency. In
Germany an environmental group has tried to
stop a gliding club's operations because the gliders on the approach might disturb some rare
species of fauna . If the glider pilots were grounded , it does not occur to the extreme environmentalists that the frustrated soarers might pollute
the atmosphere by having to drive many miles
further to find a site , or that they might take up
power flying , or take four-wheel-drive vehicles
across vulnerable terrain , to get their kicks. If
they prevent a young chap doing something potentially unfriendly to the flora or fauna , do they
expect him to stay in bed all day, or simply drop
dead? Maybe that's what they do expect : it is
said that the only time we are perfectly integrated
with our environment is when we are buried.
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Complaining bitterly.

In France a glider pilot bought a farmhouse
near the field where he fl ew, and not long after
was complaining bitterly about the noise ol tugs.
In Britain , airline pilots retire to country cottages
next to long established gliding clubs , then -you
guessed it.

Core!
One of my passengers in the ASH-25 two years
ago at Minden and at the Te xas Nationals was
Duncan Gumming , born in Britain but now a naturalised American. Duncan is a Cambridge educated engineer who used to be a member of l he
Cambridge GC .
The CGC , incidentally , was once famous for
original if not downright eccentric soaring activities, such as chucking gliders into the Irish Sea
and when that got boring , ditching them in the
North Sea. Since the 1950s either 1) The CGC
has sobered up greatly or 2) They are more
skilled at keeping their adventures out of the public eye or 3) The original bizarre stories were
much exaggerated. "Print the legend" is our
motto so (3) is out. Anyway, in Te xas I told
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Chucking gliders into the Irish Sea .
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Duncan about Alan Purnell's idea, published in
the June 1982 issue of S&G, p1 08, for a thermal
centring device : if Alan's theory could be realised
in practice would dearly love to have one in my
panel before I got doddery and useless in the
air. (Too late' Ed.)
The aim was to display on the screen the path
of lhe glider through the air as seen from above,
marked by rates of climb or descent. In principle
it should be possible to wrap the glider around
the best lift much more efficiently than one does
at present. Alan Purnell's idea was way ahead
of available technology: he envisaged a bulky
cathode ray display sitting in the panel, crowding out the other instruments like a cuckoo in a
wren's nest.
The information needed would be:a) Heading, supplied by a compass or equivalent device that was unaffected by a glider's constant changes of bank angle.
b) Airspeed through the airmass.
c) Rate of climb/sink from the vario.
The main technical challenge apart from the
display was the compass device.
Duncan Gumm ing, who has been in correspondence with Alan Purnell, is using a, wait for
it , triaxial flux-gate magnetometer which uses
the Earth's magnetic field to obtain heading without the usual problems of a mechanical com pass . (If this TFM gadget sounds like the
"flux-capacitor" in Back to the Future, so be it. )
The key questions I put to Duncan were:
Does this thing now exist?
If so, does it work well?
If so, when can I have one?
To which the answers are, respectively, "yes",
"sort of" and "God knows".
11
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A bulky cathode ray.
Currently Duncan has been flying around in a
Ventus with a conventional lap top computer
strapped to his chest. This is only slightly better
than having the drawing room television set
strapped to your chest while pulling steep turns.
The computer is connected to transducers for
the airspeed indicator, the TFM, the varios and,
for experimental purposes only, a g meter to pick
up small changes in acceleration.
Here are a couple of real-l ife examples. In the
first illustration (Fig 1) the glider, circling left, has
encountered some good lift, indicated by the
largest green blobs. (These blobs, pro rata to
rate of climb, are at 5sec intervals, so this example shows about 2min's flight.) The pilot has just
shifted towards the bottom of the page : his current position indicated by the T. The circle is his
future path if he continues his current rate of turn.
This "future circle " opens up the moment you
take off bank.
August!September 1997

Great shakes! Plat was only able to take this picture of Monument Valley (of "Stagecoach"
fame) after his Navajo Indian guide showed him how to keep his tripod in an erect state. True
story!

Red = sinking.
Green = climbing (allowing
for total energy correction)

.'

14:06 :37

Fig 1. a) Glider is circling left. b) Green blobs,
at Ssec intervals, proportional to the climb
rate. c) T indicates present position; circle
indicates path at present turn rate.
A possible improvement is the continuous display of climb and sink rates as a band of green
or red , as shown in the second illustration (Fig
2.) (lhe position of the next circle at your current turn rate is not shown 'here, but it is still presented to the pilot.)
The chief unknown, apart from the purely
techn ical challenge, is the ergonomics- how will
a pilot actually be able to use the device in practice, assuming that accurate information comes
up on the screen as hoped, and that the screen
is a convenient size and easy to use? Will it benefit inexperienced pilots more than very skilled
pilots- as GPS has done? My own guess is that
in the early stages it will be most effective in twoseaters, with one pilot reading and interpreting,
and the other either flying the glider or at least
keeping a very good lookout!
An important point is that 1) a thermal is constantly changing and 2) the glider is descending
through the thermal, so that when you intersect
an earlier circle you are not in the same place
and may not get the same reading. Thus in Fig 2
(Variable width line display) you sometimes get
the same reading as you cross your earlier path,
but often you don't. Some of this discrepancy
may be due to lag in the vario, or to changes in
airspeed and bank.
One thing I am confident of is that even
if i t does not make us all centre like Andy
Davis , we will learn some fascinating new stuff
about thermals.

VARIABLE WIDTH LINE DISPLAY
Fig 2.
My E-mail address is:101660.304@compuserve.com
Definitely not gliding!: Geneticist Steve Jones
of University College London , hosting a BBC
Radio 3 programme, "Blue Skies", asked Adrian
Smith, president of the Royal Statistical Society,
how other sports compared with football in risk.
Adrian replied : "We can set u,p a nu merical
scale - let us suppose playing football at school
clocks in at 1, then based on the kind of figures
that are available at the moment , canoeing
would come in as a 10; that would be ten times
more dangerous. Motor cycling would come in
at about 35 and rock climbing at about 40. But
the thing to really avoid is hahg gliding , which
comes in at 1500!"- spotted by the Arm-Chair
Pilot in the Society's journal.
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BOOK EVIEW
Dick Stratton. BGA chief techni ca l officer, reviews two books by Derek Piggott which are
available from the BGA- Sub-Gravity , priced at
£3 plus 50p p&p , and Ground Launches at
£8 .99 , plus £1 p&p.
In Sub-Gravity Derek lists no less that 18 acci dents ( 13 fatal) attributed to reduced g disorientation. With the co-operation of the RAF Institute
for Av iation Medicine , he has well researched
and identified the causes of these accidents and
firmly places on the shoulders of gliding instructors , the task of eliminating them ! So much so it
is self-evident that air experience instructors
should be the first to read this excellent treatise ,
since they may be the first to encounter problem
students .
Easy to ready and understand , it is strongly
recommended to all clubs.
The title of Ground Launches may be confusing until you realise that this textbook is targeted
at the USA Soaring Association's members who
are by no means as familiar as we are in the UK
with the various techniques of winching and
auto tow launching .
Nevertheless , it is a ve ry systematic and com prehen sive document, based on massive experience on every aspect of introducing ground
launch techniques to a gliding movement dedicated to aerotow launching!
lt is because of the escala ting costs in the
USA (as in the UK) that there is a move to a more
cost beneficial technique. Some 83 pages. with
diagrams . explain it all , including accidents.
Again , every cl ub should have a copy. lt is prob ably a unique document.

NB. The BGA shop hold a full range of gliding
books. Tel 0116 253 1051 for a catalogue

Glider Cov rs
Ozee Leisure have followed up th eir successful
range of cold weat her wear with gliding covers.
They are made in a soft nylon fabric which has
been laboratory tested against UV penetration
equalling constant use for 365 days .
The combination of the silver pigiment on the
reverse of the fabric and the white face reflect
90% of the UV . The other 10% is absorbed by a
UV chemical absorber impregnated into the fabric during its manufacture. lt is also waterproof
but in addition all the seams have been taped to
give complete protection in all weathers.
They sounded good on paper but Mike Smith .
who ownes an LS -8, was most enthusiastic
when he tried a set on his glider. He found they
fitted perfectly. he liked the use of soft pi lied
fleece sewn into the outer fabric to protect the
canopy and the neat way the various sections
gave maximum coverage to his glider.
"A very classy product. Beautifully made in
super fabric" was how he summed them up .
For more details see the adverti sement on
p208 .
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AER0'97
Jochen reports on the Aero
'971nternational Trade Fair
for General Aviation held in
Germany in April at
Friedrichshafen, on Lake
Constance, and sent us these
photos

his is the largest aviation trade fair in Europe
and held every two years . The 435 exhibitors
from 23 countries filled ten hal ls as well as taking space at Friedrichshafen Airfield where there
were 2725 flights . lt covered many branches of
aviation from model aircraft to business turbo
prop s and over the five days the re were more
than 60 000 visitors .
lt has a great atm osphere and is well worth
visiting - the next will be in spring 1999 .
Schleicher had the ASW-27 , ASH -26E and the
brand new Mid -West rotary engine powered
ASW-22BLE on show. The firm was also pleased
to give details of the records ·flow n in Sch leicher
gliders. On April 18 Karl Striedieck (ASW-27)
achieved a 1300km goal flight (see p224) and
on April 21 Klaus Wedekind (ASH-25M) fl ew the
largest European triangle (see p223).
Schempp-Hirth and DG showed their best
selling 18 Metre Class motor gliders -the Ventus
2cM and the DG-800s . Of particular interest was
the new DG -505 MB Solo powered 20122m
flapped two -seater, repl acing the DG-500M. The
fuselage with the engine was on display and is
now ready for its maiden flight. lt was intimated
that a new Standard Class glider will be emerging from the Schempp-H irth stable later this year.
Roll aden-Schneider brought their new Solo
powered motor glider, the LS-9 , and the LS -8/18,
wh ich fills the gap for those clubs who want to
offer their members high performance gliders
without having to buy expensive and more diff icult to fly flapped designs. Both have been test
flown and hope to be certified soon.
Glasfaser Flugzeugbau Hansjorg Streifeneder, well known as the maintenance and repair specia list for all the Glasflugel gliders,
brought a revolutionary glider - the Alb atross.
With the new gull wing concep t, developed by
Loek Boermans in the Delft wind channel, the
wing-fuselage interference drag will be reduced .
A new cockpit design with a really crashworthy
structure promises to give better protection for
the pilot than anything in existence , and the
glider is equipped with a parachute rescue system . Th is was the first the aviation world knew
of this design and the fuselage and centre-section were on show. lt is hoped that the first flight
will be in about a year.
Air Energy , a new , small factory , brought

along the first electric pow ered Italian kit glider.
the Silent, which will soon have its maiden flight.
This might be a new way of gliding . The battery
gives enough power for one launch up to 2000ft
before being recharged.
Guntert & Kohlmetz were showing the aerobatic Fox which is now German certificated and
has been flown by the German aerobatic team .
Herbert Gomolzig brought his RF-9 ABS prototype which I wrote about in the December
issue , p329. He was pleased to get the noise
measurement data some days before the exhibition as this proved his design to be one of the
qu ietest motor gliders . Cus tom er interest is
great , so Gomolzig is looking for partners to go
into production .
Gomolzig Flugz eu g und Maschinenbau
GmbH (Herbert Gomolzig's son also produc es
the well known silent exhaust kits for powered
aircraft) showed the first of a series of six new
all metal si de-by-side high performance gl iders the Caproni Calif A-21s. They are built by
Gomolzig from spare parts of the original Calif
production . Brasilian Ximango's German dealer
announced th at the Super Xi mango is now available with the Holfmann hydraulic constant speed
prop , improving performance in the whole range
and lowerin g noise. (I think British customers
will also get this option at Xi mango UK .)
Scheibe showed the latest version of his SF25c Falke series whi ch gives eco nomica l aerotowing fitted with the Rotax engine and a winch
for winding the aerotow cable i. n duri ng the descent. Toge the r with Scheibe . Centrair from
France were exhibiting their new, optimised twoseater trainer Alliance 34 wh ich is th e modified
SF-34 Delphin built under licence. This trainer is
popular with clubs as it is smaller, lighter and
cheaper than most other GRP two -seaters .
LTB Nitsche brought the Rotax-Samburo I
reported on in the December 1995 issue, p3 28 ,
and last Octobe r. p271 . Test Pilot Rainer Stockl
was asked a lot of questions about motor glider
towing - he was the first to do this in Ge rm any
and his test flight data has been the basis for
good and safe (J AR ) certification ru les .
Stemme, th e luxury two-seater motor glider,
is now offered with the turbo charged Rotax 914
engine and variable pitch folding prop giving better take-off and cruise performance.
Diamond Aircraft from Austria included the
turbo tug among the motor gliders . The new
Super Dimona HK 36 TTC , fitted with the 115hp
Rotax 914 F3. was at the exhibition and during
the weekend airshow we saw it towing the Swift
used for the German aerobatic team's display.
Czech metal gliders and motor gliders were
brought along by their German agents. Th e L13SDM Vivat with a two wheel undercarriage and
the Walther Mikron engine . the LET L-33 Solo
an d the L-23 Super Blanik are not too expensive
and have proved to be reliable club aircraft.
HPH , a Czech factory until now well known
for their accurately made small scale models .
are building the Glasflugel 304cz under licence
and showed their new prototype with winglets.
PZL from Poland was pl eased to have the
German LBA type certification for the PW-5
World Class glider (Symyk) built at Swidnik. And
from their Beilsko factory they brought the 15
Metre Class SZD-56 Diana and the SZD-59
Acro , whi ch is now available with wing lets.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Protect your glider from ultr11 violet light
with 11n Ozee glider cover
Ultra violet light ... Manufactured to the highest quality the Ozee glider cover gives complete protection from the sun's harmful
ultra violet light, Laboratory tests equal to 365 days constant use revealed no deterioration in the fabric's ability to repelliV light This is
achieved by using a fab ric which is made in the UK, the reverse side of the cloth has had a silver pigment applied which reflects the majority
of the UVwhilst the white face side of the cloth has been impregnated with a UVchemical absorber

Water . .. Waterproof and windproof the Ozee glider cover offers the added protection against the wind and rain, all seams have been
taped and Velcro flaps secure each section to one and another.

Design . .. Available in three separate sections or as a complete cover, Fine detail has been incorporated for a superb fit , each make
of glider will have its own tailored set of covers incorpo L' ating tl1e following features.
Cauop)': Sofi fleece lining sewn into the outer fabric to protect against scratching. Wings: breathing holes on the underside of the wing to
allow air flow around tl1e wing, strong webbing loops on under side of wing for securing in strong winds. Reinforced area at skids to
protect from wear. Tail: Velcro attachment at rudder for easy fitting. Personalised numbers and letters Jllinted on tail section. All sections
have webbing straps ;md buckles protected with flaps for a secure fiL

Availability ... LS 8 and LS 6 covers are in production now, all makes and models are available to order. For fmiher details contact:
OZEE LEISURE, 73 Pall Mall, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex SS9 IRQ • Tel: 01702 471693
or sole UK agent Shirenewton Sailplanes • Tel: 01291 641 674

+ Colour brocbure 011 tbe Ozee rallge offlyilzg suits avtlilable from the above ttddress +

"

Insurance & Marketing Services
+ Buying

e

Global Aviation

- Access to Europe's largest independent database of aircraft - buy direct from owners- no commission
payable.
+ Selling
- Sell your aircraft using "'!'ne Avie:tio Exc " ge"TM with absolutely 110 commission fees payable and FREE
unri valled cm•erage throughout the World (Colour photographic displays will attract a small charge).
+Technical Support - Senior CAA/BGA Inspectors aJ•ailable to check the aircrajl before you part with your money, which can
include Collection/Transportation/Ferry from most European Countries.
+Insurance
- On Line Insurance facilities linking you directly to the Inmrance Markets- for All Aircraft Types, All
Values, All Ages o,f'Pilots- including Transportation Cover- Ferry Flights, Pilots Personal Accident,
Loss of Licence.
+Finance
- Competiti1•e Financing Terms Available with flexible repayment profiles.

Telephone us today for an information pack or browse our Internet Web Site http://www.global«viation.co.uk
lfJifJJJ"IJ 'IYiiJi!l'fJ 1q VJ!lW tlriJIJl'li ®WT
J1 ,IJ tJ.JJJJ];j)I}JUilFl iiY~if!JJ UiiJ{]itJJ'iJJ®d !)J(IJI!J@g;.;J = ~rlJ.JJIJ)ifty fPOJrtJ!iFIJ 1!)1! ~ut! flJ iS i1iJJ!il ;IJJ!J wdqq !il!iif)J'!Ja!IJI! y:VWil (f}:Jl(Ji1JJ,7'ii (}fJii' Vf&/1!.

Global Aviation Group
PO Box 100 • Sarisbury Green • Southampton • ENGLAND S031 7HJ
Tel: (44) (0) 1489 571414 • Fax: (44) (0) 1489 57Wl • Email admin@globalaviation.co.uk
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LS-9.
IAR Romania were exhibiting the IS-28M2GR
prototype witl1 the Rotax 912 A3 engine and
Hoffman hydraulic constant speed prop. This all
metal motor glider comes with adequate power
at a very low price. (See my test flight in the
December 1995 issue, p329.)
AB Radab from Sweden offers a completely
different concept. Their kit Windex 1200c is a
small, light GRP motor glider with the engine in
front of the fin. With the engi11e stopped, it is also
good for aerobatics.
There was great interest in the two solar
motor gliders, Stuttgart University's lean§ 2 (see
October 1996, p271) and Gunter Rochelt's Solair
2. These prototypes seem to show the future of
gliding- launching and flying by solar energy.
lean§ won the Ulm solar flying competition and
Solair is nearly ready for its maiden flight. But I
lea re 2.

think we'll have to wait some years for the technology to develop to make these designs affordable for the average glider pilot.
IDAFiieg, the academic flying group's association, showed the new Akaflieg Stuttgart flapped
20m two-seater fs-33 Gavilan which will have its
maiden flight in the early part of this year.
Akaflieg Munich brought their aerobatic tug Mu30 Schlacro and FVA Aachen showed the first
wing they have built for their new carnard type
glider, the FVA-27 Ente, which is waiting for load
testing.
The German Aero Club (DAeC) attracted potential glider pilots with a PC glider simulator operated from a real glider cockpit with the screen
on the instrument panel which they invited visitors to fly.
I thought this was an excellent idea clubs
Windex 1200.

might like to copy when they have recruitment
drives and open days.
A special display, "Seventy five years of gliders", showed the oldest Lilienthal glider replica
going back more than 100 years. The
Wasserkuppe Gliding Museum and many private owners (nearly all Vintage Glider Club
members) from Austria, Switzerland and
Germany gave an excellent presentation about
the history of gliding from last century's hang
gliders up to the latest high performance ships
and solar gliders.
DG-505MB: On going' to press Jochen told us
that the DG-505MB had a successful maiden
flight in early June with the 65hp twin carburettor Solo engine giving an impressive performance.
~

TOM BRADBURY

RS
Tom says that summer
droughts generally give good
cross-country conditions
A hot day with almost cloudless thermals.
ot, dry and sunny summers seem to have
occurred rather often in recent years. If summer
1997 turns out wet it will make the water companies happy, if no one else.
The ideal soaring summer has a maximum of
sunshine and a minimum of rain days. Such
summers worry the water companies who rely
on heavy winter rainfall followed by a traditional.ly damp British summer to keep their reservoirs topped up. In recent drought years winter
rainfall did not make up for the lack of summer
rain and by April 1997 there was already talk of
water restrictions in central and south-east
England and also in France.

Spells of drought
Since 1959 lack of rain has seriously troubled
the water boards on several occasions. Table 1
gives their list:
Table 1. Water Companies Drought
May 1959 to October 1959
6 months
16 months
May 1975 to October 1976
Feb 1984 to August 1984
6 months
Nov 1988 to August 1992
46 months
(but wet interludes)
April 1995 to April 1997
24 months
The 1988-1992 drought was broken by wet
spells which spoilt soaring weather but did little
to help the water boards. The Hydrological
Institute said that groundwater was less than for
any period this century. Since then they have
declared t(le 1995-97 drought as the worst for
two centuries. East Anglian Water contemplated
building a desalinisation plant on the North Sea
coast. Others considered floating huge plastic
bags of water down from Scotland.

Global warming
The increasing frequency of hot summers
may be attributable to global warming. Fig 1
shows the change in the Northern Hemisphere
temperatures from 1861 to 1995 compared to
the mean for the 30 years 1961-1990. Although
the actual figures are tiny the trend looks convincing. 1995 turned out to be the warmest year
over the entire globe , beating 1990 (the previous record year) by a small margin. The eruption of Mt Pinatubo (Philippines) in June 1991
caused a small but detectable cooling due to volcanic dust in the atmosphere.
AugusVSeptember 1997

1990 had a record breaking heat wave from
August 1 to 4.
1995 beat 1976. August had the warmest central England temperatures since records began
in 1659. lt was also the driest summer ever,
breaking the record set up In 1976.

Hot days are seldom the best days
Fig 1. Global warming. Land and sea surface
temperatures over the Northern Hemisphere
1861-1995. (Diagram by courtesy of
Weather.)
lt is far from certain that higher temperatures
will give us better soarin9 in the UK. So far the
warmest summers have also given the most
cross -country days in the UK. However a fine
summer here is usually balanced by a wet summer in eastern Europe and Russia or vice versa.
Table 2 shows that our best summers for
cross-country soaring occurred mainly during
the drought years. The first three columns give
sunshine , rainfall and the number of dry days at
Birmingham . Column 4, headed Badge Days
gives the number of days when flights of 300km
or more gained badges. The Peak Temperature
column lists some of ·the hottest days. The 30
year average sunshine and rainfall is given on
the bottom line.
Table 2. Good Soaring Summers
Figures for Birmingham: May-August
Sun
Rain Dry Badge UK Peak Temp
Hours mm Days Days (Date & value)

1976
1984
1989
1990
1994
1995
1996

994
829
1006
864
804
957
885
hrs

Average 712

160 182 86
197 91
136 87
158 79
77
92
135 74

43
28
40
37
22
37
29

July 3
Aug 8
July 22
Aug 3
July 12
Aug 1
July 22

35.9(,C)
31.7
34.2
37.1
34.0
34.3
33.2

mm

226 (for the 30 years 1961-1990)

1959 was a good summer too but there were
fewer sailplanes then and cross-country flights
were not comparable with recent years.
1976 was the warmest and driest since
records began in 1766. From June 23 to July 8
temperatures exceeded 31 oc somewhere every
day.
1989 was a particularly good summer with exceptionally long spells of good soaring weather.

Hot days are greeted with delight by the TV
forecasters but the hottest days seldom give the
best soaring conditions. This is because on most
hot days there is very warm air aloft before dawn.
In the morning the air is very stable and the temperature has to climb particularly high before it
breaks the inversion. As a result thermals are
delayed until after midday and most hot mornings are lit only for sunbathing .
In Fig 2 the tephigram shows the difference

Fig 2. Soundings in cool and hot weather.
Left hand sounding for July 22, 1995, after a
cold front. Right hand curve shows hot air
sounding for August 3, 1990. The shaded
area indicates the amount of solar energy
needed to start thermals.
between a cool but outstandingly good soaring
day and an exceptionally hot day. The left hand
curve shows the temperatures aloft on July 22,
1995 (the 1OOOkm day). The right hand curve is
for August 3,1990, when a record high temperature of 37.1 oc was measured at Cheltenham .
The shading at the base of each curve indicates the amount of solar energy needed to
break the nocturnal inversion and start thermals.
On July 22 so little heat was needed to set off
thermals that it became soarable by 0800 GMT.
In contrast August 3, 1990, had much hotter air
aloft and needed far more energy to start convection. The first thermals did not begin until midday but soon afterwards they went up to SOOOft.
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DRY SUMMERS

Conditions for high temperatures
in England
England is too small to produce a heat wave
by itself. lt needs the air to be pre-heated over
the continent first. The majority of hot days occur
when warm air reaches the UK from a south easterly direction.
On days when temperatures rose to 30°C or
higher the winds were between south and east
for 60% of the time. Highs, cols or ridges accounted for 34% (these were often the day after
a south-easterly).
Winds from a westerly point very rarely
brought high temperatures except on the lee side
of mountains when the f6hn effect caused local
hot spots. However a long and sunny land track
sometimes produced high temperatures in eastern England. If the west wind was strong enough
to hold off the sea breeze even coastal resorts
like Cromer and Lowestoft became hot and thermals extended right up to the coast.

Importance of dry ground
Hot spells are nearly always dry spells too.
When the ground is very dry the vegetation tends
to shut down and evaporation is much reduced.
Less of the sun's heat is wasted evaporating
water leaving more energy for heating the
ground. The increase can be as much as 30%.
On some hot stable days this is enough to lift the
maximum temperature an extra 3°C.

Dry ground may encourage
drought to persist
When the ground is so dry that vegetation
dries up the temperature rises higher than normal. This makes the air expand and produces
an upper high which deflects the jet stream and
steers Atlantic depressions away from us. Most
droughts just cause a temporary loss of vegetation.. The permanent loss of forests may be more
serious than the drying up of grass. In the last
20 years the deforestation in Nigeria, Ghana and
the Ivory Coast is thought to have caused the
collapse of the West African monsoon system.

a new road or a field of oilseed rape show up
through the murk. Such hazy days make GPS a
necessity. Even if you use GPS the visibility may
fall below the minimum for VMC thus restricting
the area for cross-country flights.

Haze weakens thermals
Thick haze also tends to reduce thermal
strength because some of the solar energy is
absorbed by the haze. This warms the hazy air
aloft, reduces the temperature contrast between
the ground and 5000ft and weakens thermals.
When the sun's elevation is low a deep layer of
haze absorbs the slanting rays so much that
thermals start later and end earlier.

Smog
This word is a contraction of "smoke fog" and
originated in the USA. Powerful sunshine interacts with various sulphur, nitrogen and carbon
compounds to produce an unpleasant brown
murk known as photochemical smog. This cuts
down the visibility and makes life unpleasant in
busy cities, particularly if the air is stagnant and
the smog is pinned down by a low inversion.

Fine days spoilt by sea air
High temperatures inland tend to encourage
deep penetration of sea breezes. especially over
those parts of eastern England where the land
is very flat. Sea fog and coastal stratus is liable
to spoil soaring when the air comes in across
the North Sea coasts. Although the hot sun usually burns off all the fog or stratus as it crosses
the coast. the inversion above the sea air is
harder to destroy. This ruins the day for clubs
near the coast but may not trouble those well inland. However on June 30, 1995, the central
Midlands had a maximum of 31 oc and the east
coast sea breeze came unusually far inland. it
passed Cottesmore at 1620 GMT, Birmingham
at 1810 and Wellesbourne Mounlford at 1845. lt

The cloudbase is higher in dry spells
The condensation level depends on the difference between the air temperature and its dew
point. (These figures can be got from Volmet
broadcasts.) A useful guide is to multiply this difference by 400 to get the cumulus base in feet.
Thus on a fine summer day a difference of 1ooc
gives a cloudbase of 4000ft. On exceptional days
during a dry spell the difference exceeds 20°C
and then any cu forms just above 8000ft. In the
drought year of 1976 one pilot climbed to 11 OOOft
before a patch of cu formed just above him. In
such dry air many Eenglish thermals never get up
to the condensation level and skies remain blue.
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was last seen by a balloonist between Stratford
on Avon and Alcester. He reported it as a kind of
wave coming through the trees from northeast
and receding to the south-west.
The situation at midday on June 30 is illustrated in Fig 3 while Fig 4 shows the movement
of the sea breeze front (pecked lines) and the
following cold front.

Weak cold fronts have a similar
effect
During dry spells Atlantic fronts often become
so weak when they reach the UK that they lose
all their rain and sometimes their cloud too. They
just bring a shallow layer of cold air which acts
like a sea breeze and produces a very low inversion. Such an event once sank the Open Class
during a Lasham contest.
The task setter wanted to lengthen the route
for the Open Class so he added a dogleg back
to the west. When the competitors headed westwards for the second time conditions had
changed. The low inversion had arrived and thermals were suppressed .

The run up to hot dry summers
Several good summers have been preceded
by mild winters with long spells of strong west to
south-westerly winds. These brought above average winter tempe ratures to much of the UK
and northern Scandinavia. The Atlantic jet
stream was often very strong and gene rated
some deep depressions. Most of these passed
over or just north of Scotland b ringing severe
storms to parts of the UK.
Here are two examples of mild winters which
preceded fine summers:

Visibility problems in hot weather
flying
Hot days are often hazy days. Europe produces millions of tons of grime which is carried
up by convection and brought over to England
by the south-easterly flow. Our cities then add to
the pollution. The air is so thick that every cubic
centimetre contains a thousand microscopic particles. The haze can grow so bad that the ground
almost disappears at the top of a climb. Only
contrasting colours such as the chalk cutting of

Fig 4. Deep penetration of a sea breeze front
from the east coast on June 30, 1995. (By
courtesy of Weather.)

Fig 3. Chart for 1200 GMT on June 30, 1995.
(Provided by courtesy of Weather.)

Winter 88-89
December. Strong westerly. Exceptionally mild.
January. Very strong WSW'Iy. 1Exceptionally
mild.
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February. WSW'Iy gales, exceptional in the
north . Very mild.
Summer 1989
June . Very warm mid-month but cool spells early
and late .
July . Very warm, dry and sunny.
August. Warm , dry and sunny.
Birmingham reported 753hrs sun from June
to August.

GLC»B~L

POSITIONING
SY'STE~S

SKYFORCE SKYMAP 11 ..................... £
SKYFORCE TRACKER 11 ....... .......... £
SKYFORCE LOCATOR 11 ............ .... £
SKYFORCE LOCATOR .................. .£
SKYFORCE LOGGER .... ................... £

Winter 1994/95
December. Very strong WSW'Iy. Mild , wet and
sunny.
January . Very strong wester lies, exceptionally
wet later.
February . Very strong westerlies ; another very
wet, mild month
Summer 1995
June. Cool , cloudy first half. then warm and
sunny.
July . Dry , sunny and hot.
August. Record breaking hot, dry and sunny.
Birmingham reported 7 49hrs of sun from June
to August

GARMIN GPS 12 XL... ...................... .. £ 219
GARMIN GPS 55 ......................... ...... .£ 249
GARMIN GPS 89 ....... ..... ...... ............. £ 279
GARMIN GPS 38 ....... ................. ... ...... £ 149
GARMIN GPS 90 ................................. £ 380
GARMIN GPS 95 XL. .......................... £ 535
GARMIN GPS 100 ............................... £ 785
GARMIN GPS 100 with database ..... £ 875
GARMIN GPS I 00 AVD .. ................. £I 095
GARMIN GPS 150.............................. £t329
(all other GARMIN models & accessories avai lable)

Here is an example of the run up to a mediocre
summer.

Winter 1991/92
December. Dry and anticyclonic, severe fro st
second week.
January Strongly anticyclonic from the 11th.
February. W'ly. Dry except in W Scotland. Mild
everywhere .
Summer 1992
June. Warmest since 1976 (this weather did not
last) .
July. Cloudy, cool and wet at first, then warmer.
August 1992. Unsettled, windy and very wet.
Birmingham reported only 528hrs of sun
A cold anticyclonic winter with persistent easterly winds is seldom followed by a really good
summer.

Long soarable spells
A feature of hot dry summ ers is the persistence of soarable days.

Table 3
Number of good soaring days. (Based on
competition days and days when crosscountries of 300km or more achieved
badges.) The list includes the poor year of
1992 for comparison.

May
June
July
August
September
Total

1989
7
13
17
21
3
61

1992
5
4
7
12
28

1995
9
8
14
21
52

1996
9
16
19
21
65

In 1989 both June and August had unbroken
spells for nine consecutive days while July had
a full 14 day spell. In August 1995 only one day
was lost out of a sequence of 18. This was a
pleasant change from 1992 when several clubs
only got three contest days.
August/September 1997

959
659
245
I IS
165

MAGELLAN
MAGELLAN
MAGELLAN
MAGELLAN
MAGELLAN
MAG ELLAN
MAGELLAN

Breakdown of fine spells
As long as the dew points remain low, heat
waves are unable to generate cu-nims and the
weather rem ai ns dry. The arrival of moist air upsets this stable pattern and then the fine spell
gives way to thundery outbreaks.
In the good years the weather soon recovers
and the fine spell is resumed but in poor years
an outbreak of thunderstorms is followed by
many days of cool rainy weather which devastates contests.
In the excellent summer of 1995 the weather
broke briefly giving violent thunderstorms with
heavy hail on May 26.
Further thundery outbreaks occurred on July
5th , 1Oth and 11th ending up with a small tornado near Ooncaster. However by July 22 conditions were good enough for the first 1OOOkm
and several 750kms. There were no such record
days in August but it was outstandingly good for
contests.

The fine weather usually ends in
September
Most fine summers end in September as the
equinox approaches. Cooling in polar regions
strengthens the jet stream which in turn brews
up deeper Atlantic lows. These disrupt the blocking system which kept the fine summer going.
In 1976 the dry and sunny August was followed by a very wet and thundery September.
This was an unexpected triumph for the newly
appointed Labour Minister for Drought.
However an Oriental Holy Man offered
prayers for rain too and his supplications m_ID<
have been more effective.
kill

MERIDIAN XL .. ........ £
GPS2000 ........ .............. £
GPS3000 ...................... £
SKYBLAZER XL.. ....... £
SKYBLAZER LT ......... £
EC-1 OX ..................... ... £
EC-IOX with GPS ...... £

230
145
179
349
246
799
949

TRANSCEIVERS
& RECEIVERS

NETSET PRO 63 receiver ............. .. .. £
NETSET PRO 60 r·eceiver ................. £
ICOM IC-~~1..................... £
ICOM IC-A3E transceiver ......... ......... £
ICOM IC-A22E transceiver ... ............. £
ICOM A200 Panel Mount transceiver ........... £
NARCO COM 810+ Panel Mounted ........ £

I 09
199
229
270
3 14
699
979

HARRY MENDELSSOHN
DISCOUNT SALES
49·51 COUNT ON ROAD •EDINBURGH EHIO SOH

HOURS: MON-FRI9.00am • 5.30pm

,01314477777
FAX LINE: 0 131 452 9004
ADD £4.50 DELIVERY TO ALL ORDERS
(U.K. MAINLAND ONLY)

NEXT OAY OEUYERY TO U.K. &EUROPE (<villloble on request)
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Thick packing behind smaller pilot

Soft pat·king rnay lOmpres'i by 50% or more

With the glider climbing at 45° virtually all the pilot's
weight is compressing the 'cushions'

Stirk moved hack, feel leaw rudder pedals

Small pilots need packing behind
and beneath. May also need ballast

Drawings by Steve Longland.

n the 1970s there were a number of fatal accidents at the start of the winch launch. The pilot
slid backwards during the initial acceleration and
lost control, usually spinning. Such accidents
have continued.
One factor was that directional control was
lost since the pilot's feet were no longer in contact with the rudder pedals . But it is not as simple as that. Fig 1 shows a pilot in a modern glider.
Note how the shape of the seat slopes upwards
to support the thighs.
Also note the distance of the pilot's head from
the canopy and the location of the lap-strap- but
more of this later. There is an unsatisfactory feature in the illustration which, of course , you 've
spotted . The headrest is in the wrong position .
lt has been well researched and found that the
point of contact between the headrest and the
pilot's head should be in line with the eyes.
Some of the features shown will eventually
become part of the design requirements - JAR
22 (Joint Airworthiness Requirements for
sailplanes and powered sailplanes). Fig 2 shows

f·..

the correct positioning of the lap-strap at the "Hpoint" to minimise the risk of injury in a crash.
The seat shape and H-point location stops "submarining" (sliding forward through the lap-strap)
and the correct headrest position minimises
whiplash injury. Sadly there are many gliders
without these features which makes them less
safe than the more modern types.
This background information will help you understand some other causes of accidents.
Fig 3 shows a small pilot. it is quite possible
that smaller pilots will need some packing behind them , even if the rudder pedals are adjustable. I use the word "packing" advisedly
since many piilots will think in terms of cushions and herein lies the risk. Cushions are usually soft and therefore compressible.
The initial acceleration on a modern , powerful
winch may be in excess of 1 g (32ft/ sec/ sec )
which means it is likely the pilot will compress
the cu shion ( Fig 4) and his feet will lose contact
with the pedals (and hence directional control ).
He will probably pull the stick back, which is crit-
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ical at a time when it should be pushed forward
to control the marked nose-up pitching tendency
of most gliders. The glider will then climb much
too steeply (Fig 5) with the pilot's weight compressing the cushion.
There is a simple safeguard - calibrate your
cushion. Put it on a firm , level surface , put a
board on top and stand on it. Get someone to
measure how much the material compresses. If
the reduction in thickness is more than 10% then
you would be well advised to throw ,it away and
get some firmer packing. lt might save your life.
Another feature of your glider which is almost
as significant is the angle of the shoulder straps
(Fig 2). If they are not between the angle of horizontal and -15 ° they will not hold you down in
the seat. If they slope upwards they will hardly
constrain you at all and if they slope down at
more than 15° the risk of spinal injury due to a
heavy landing is increased.
There is another significant safeguard. If your
glider has in-flight adjustable rudder pedals , set
them for comfort in flight and then bring them
back a c.ouple of notches to minimise the risk of
losing contact during the initial acceleration of
the launch.
All this can make launching safer, at least from
the initial risk of stalling and spinning after inadvertently climbing too steeply. But these accidents are usually fatal so to avoid the risk throw
away your soft cushions and replace them
with firm packing.
E:l
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

BARRY GILMAN

rite about th Derby
GC which is one of
most attractiv in t e U
with its outstanding se nery
and farmhouse club rooms
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in the early 1930s by enthusiasts who had seen
it in Germany . They were helped by a govern ment subsidy wh ich covered 70% of capital expend iture . Thi s led to what has been called "a
shotgun wedding " between the Derby GC and
the gliding section of the Manchester
Aeronautical Society Ltd and the leasing of the
87 acres of Camphill Farm in 1935 . Thus, the
Derby & Lanes GC came into existence on the
same site it now owns.
Situation. The Peak District , an area of out stand ing beauty , was England's first Nationa l
Park . lt is a del ightfu l region and a pleasure to
explore at ground level or from the air and
Camphill is an ideal base.
Pilot development. As with most gl iding clubs
that have not reinvented themselves as soaring
centres, we offer a thorough training programme
for the ab-initio provided by the CFI's team of 13
full Cat, nine assistant and eight air experience
instructors. Most importantly , the training programme is continuous beyond the solo stage
and the Bronze badge syllabus with formal lectures and fly ing exercises to achieve competent
cross-country standards. Following this, there is
encouragement to increase self-confidence and
extend individua l abilities by flying prescribed
0 / Rs or triangles against the clock.
Our recently updated Pilots' Manual is an essential part of the training programme and given
free to all new members. lt is also a mine of essential and useful information for visiting pilots
and particularly useful if they have a copy in ad vance . They can then familiarise themselves
with launch procedures and circuit patterns
which underscore safe flying operations on this
hilltop side under various wind conditions _ A
copy will cost you £3.50 (£4 .25 posted)_
Facilities. We have a fleet a modern glass-fibre
gliders with two Puchacz and a Grob Acro for
training and a pair of Jun iors for solo use . There
are also 39 privately owned gliders.
All launching is by winch and with our new
Skylaunch we now have four winches , two of
which give four operating cables on any flying
day. launches of up to 1600ft are normal except
for west wind days when a 400ft lob is usually
sufficient to get established in the hill lift.
The original farmhouse has been extended to
August!September 1997

Camphill. Photo: lan Dunkley.
provide comprehensive clubhouse facil ities .
These include a substantial dining room with an
excellent meals service and a general purpose
room for meetings , lectures and social evenings.
The bar has often been rated as the cosiest of
all the British gliding clubs and who are we to
argue?
We can sleep up to 16 in bunk beds and have
camping and caravan space for visitors_
Tough at the top! Being a hilltop airfield ,
Cam ph ill is a demanding rather than a difficult
site and requires the respect all pilots should
give to any hill site . Occasional limitations imposed by low cloud are more than compensated
by the opportunities for soaring at all times of
the year. Airspace cons iderations have still al lowed several flights to over 10 OOOft during the
first three months of this year , including one
Diamond cli mb to 17 2000ft. A "wave bo x" is
available for the exploitation of local wave conditions and several members have achieved all
three Diamonds flying from Camphill.
Vintage stuff. The rebuilding of a Slingsby T-21
triggered the formation of the Camphill Vintage
Glider Group which now has a membership of
26 . We have ambitions to make Camphill the
vintage capital of the north and , by way of encouragement, offer free daily membership to all

VGC members. By the time you are reading th is
the National Vintage Rally will have been he ld
here wit h at least 20 visiting aircraft and pilots
from the UK , Ireland, Australia and Japan .
We are open for flying throughout the sum mer months and only close on Mondays during
the winter and can guarantee friendly enthusiasm and hospitality.
~

Above: Nick Newton's HOtter 7 slips in past Camphill's clubhouse. Photo: Chris Hughes.
Below: Camphill's westerly. Photo: lan Dunkley.
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short visits to America and now and again I've
flown at gliding sites of various kinds. Following
one such trip when I visited three sites and S&G
published an article describing these experi ences, I was besieged with queries from read ers asking about gliding sites in the US and what
was needed to fly there . So when I was offered
the chance to live and work in America for a few
years I considered it my duty to accept the offer,
and wh ile there to investigate the gliding scene
and report back on the experience. So I said
farewell to my beloved Std Cirrus (not to mention my gliding partners) and headed west.
As I write there are six inches of snow on the
ground and zero wind so there is not much gliding of any description, but it gives me the chance
to describe how I went about getting started.
In the UK. where gliding is regulated by the
BGA with the CAA looking over its shoulder, pilot
certification is maintained at club level and from
Silver upwards the ~AI badges are recognised
as the main qualifications. However. in America
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) maintains a firm grip on gliding as it does all other
forms of aviation. The Soaring Society of
America (SSA) oversees gliding in general and
most gliding sites are affiliated to it, but a lot of
pilots are not members and the final authority on
licensing is the FAA.
The essential qualification for the glider pilot
is the FAA Private Pilot's Licence (PPL), and beyond that the Commercial Pilot's Licence (CPL),
and aircraft have to have either an FAA type certificate or an experimental certificate.

If you are going to fly
seriously in the US you
need to get a licence
To get a PPL (gliders) you have to have at
least 7hrs solo and for the CPL 25hrs. and in
both cases you have to complete written and
flight tests. You can of course fly as a student
under supervision without either type of licence,
but you will be limited in what you are allowed to
do. So if you are going to fly seriously in the US
you need to get a licence.
There are reciprocal arrangements under
which visiting pilots can be granted a PPL or CPL
on the basis of a licence issued in another country. provided the other country has broadly similar requirements. The problem with the UK is
that we don't have a formal pilot's licence for
glider pilots. and I have heard of people reporting different experiences when attempting to get
a US licence on the basis of UK qualifications.
So it was with some trepidation that I presented myself to the local Flight Standards
District Office of the FAA, which happens to be
at Washington's Dulles International Airport, to
seek a US licence. I had assembled every bit of
documentation I could think of - logbooks.
Lasham progress cards from the 1970s, FAI certificate and, although I did not intend to instruct
in the US, I had taken the precaution of taking
along my assistant instructor's ticket (lapsed)
with a current BGA Instructor's medical certifiAugust/September 1997
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AMERICA
Although we have given this information before, we are
frequently being asked for just the details covered by Neil in
this article as more and more UK pilots are gliding in the States
cate . The FAA inspector seemed to be familiar
with the UK way of doing things and did not mind
the lack of a formal licence.
He examined all my paperwork in great detail, asked a few questions and eventually pronounced that on the basis of several hundred
hours gliding, Gold badge and the odd Diamond,
plus my out-of-date Instructor's quali fication , I
could have a US CPL (gliders.) The medical certificate proved to be unnecessary as in the US
for gliding (it is different for power flying) it is only
necessary for pilots to certify they do not knowingly suffer from any medical condition which
would make them unable to fly.
So I left with a temporary CPL for gliding and
about eight weeks later the formal licence ar rived from the FAA. it has the word "Restricted"
stamped on it and a note to the effect that I am
nol allowed to fly "for compensation or hire" .
Nobody I have spoken to is quite sure what is
the purpose of a CPL which cannot be used to
fly for payment, but FAA regulations are quite
clear that a licence issued on the basis of a foreign qualification will be subject to this restriction. As I was not intending to anyway it doesn't
really matter and with it I can fly more or less
anything, from the front or back seat. with or without passengers , so long as I am paying for the
flight , which is pretty much the same as in the
UK. Launching in the US is usually by aerotow,
and sites which provide ground launches either
by winch or cartow are relatively rare, so most
pilots have an "aerotow-only" restriction on their
licences. I have no such restriction, which means
that I can use any launch method , including selflaunching motor gliders!
Now you might think that with this piece of
paper I could go and fly , but you would be wrong.
All pilots in the US, regardless of their licence or
the type of aircraft they fly, have to have a
"Biennial Flight Review" (BFR) unless they have
had a fl ight test during the previous two years.
As I had bypassed the flight test by using my UK
qualifications I had to complete a BFR before I
could fly solo . So the next thing to do was find a
suitable site.
Gliding sites in the US mostly fall into two
types. There are clubs, much like in the UK, usually with substantial joining fees but modest flying costs, and which tend to operate mainly at
weekends. Then there are commercial sites,
which simply charge for tows and for both the
glider's time and that of the instructor if you use
one, and which generally operate seven days a
week. Examples of both can be found within
reach of Washington, but I decided that a commercial site would suit my purposes better in the
first instance, and the nearest was called Bay

Soaring. This was a small outfit with three club
two-seaters , two single-seaters and two
Pawnees, and maybe a dozen privately owned
gliders, flying from a narrow grass "gl iderport"
just outside the little town of Woodbine in
Maryland, about fifty miles from Washington.

Prohibition on cloud flying
means staying at least 500ft
clear of cloud vertically
The BFR consists of at least an hour's flying ,
or three flights in a glider if the cond itions are
not suitable for soaring , and an hour's discussion on the ground. I optimistically set aside an
afternoon for this, but in fact it took four attempts
before we completed it, entirely due to the
weathe r. On the first afternoon, cloudbase was
at about a 1OOOft, and although the cloud was
well broken and we would have flown in the UK,
the prohibition on cloud flying in the US means
staying at least 500ft clear of cloud vertically and
1OOOft horizontally, so there was no flying .
However I met the instructor, lan. and we
spent an hour or so talking about the differences
between UK and US operating practices, which
counted as the ground instruction bit of the BFR .
The next two appointments were cancelled because of high winds and snow. but after about
six weeks we at last managed some flying.
For aircraft I was offered the choice between
a Grab Twin Acre and a US built Schweizer 2-33.
Having flown tt1e Grab more times than I care to
remember I chose the 2-33, which has been the
standard basic trainer in the US for about four
decades.
lt is a high-winged metal glider with struts, a
tandem two-seater where the instructor gets into
the back seat by means of a side hinged door.
There are no instruments in the back. it may
seem crude by modern standards but it is immensely strong and , although rather heavy on
the controls, quite pleasant to fly.
We had three fl ights, the first a high tow which
also served as a site orientation flight, the other
two relatively low tows to comply with the requirements. Oddly, the rules require at least a
360° turn on each flight , so a cable break exercise with a 180° turn and return to the field does
not qualify, and although I was half expecting a
simulated cable break, it didn't happen. (I gather
this rule is expected to change shortly so don't
rely on it.) However with these l an endorsed my
logbook with the words "BFR completed satis- •
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LETTER FROM AMERICA

Neil has been gliding at
Lasham since 1973. He
has about 500hrs, a
Gold badge and
Diamond goal, owns a
share in a Std Cirrus
and was at one time an
assistant instructor at
Lasham. He is currently
in voluntary exile in the
United States.

factorily" and I was at last fully certified as a US
Commercial Pilot (gliders).
On the next two visits to Woodbine I flew both
of the site single-seaters. Over the last twenty
years or so I have flown about thirty types ranging from an Oly to a Ventus, but surprisingly the
performance characteristics of the two Woodbine gliders were outside the range of all those I
had flown previously . The first was the
Schweizer 1-26, a metal single-seater of all of
12.2m span and a glide ratio of perhaps 22:1
when new. Although relatively modest in performance this glider outnumbers all other types in
America and has one-class competitions all to
itself. The other site glider was the LAK-12, built
in Lithuania and now quite familiar ir] the UK. lt
is similar to the Nimbus 2, with a span of 20.5m,
flaps . waterballast, and an LID of about 48:1,
which makes it easily the highest performance
glider I have so far had the pleasure of flying .
Despite the difference in age and type, both gliders are great fun to fly, the LAK being particularly docile for such a big glider.
A word about the cost of gliding in America.
The word is "expensive" . An aerotow at
Woodbine is upwards of $20 depending on the
height, about the same as at home. but the hire
of a glider varies from $35 an hour for the 1-26
to $60 for the Grab. If you use an instructor either in the air or on the ground you also pay for
his or her time at $45 an hou r, and there is an
additional fee of a few dollars on every flight to
cover insurance. So my BFR consisting of three
flights plus ground instruction cost a little over
$200. (At $1 .60 to the£ this is about £1 25.) And
20min non-soaring flights in the single-seaters
are about $50 or $60 including the tow.
Having arrived in the US at the end of the season and taken about three months to complete
all of these formalities ,I have not yet had an opportunity to sample soaring conditions in the US.
In fact Maryland is not noted for outstanding
soaring, although wave can sometimes be contacted nearby, some 50 miles downwind of the
Appalachian mountains.
For spectacular gliding one needs to go to the
mountains of Colorado or Nevada, the hot plains
of Texas and New Mexico , or the mountain
ridges of Pennsylvania and West Virginia. I hope
that my stay in America will permit pilgrimages
to these mecca's of soaring, and if it does I shall
be sure to report them in these pages. if nothing
else to make readers jealous.
Postscript. A few weeks after writing this article, I turned up at Woodbine only to find the gliderport closed. Further investigation revealed that
as a result of local pressure Woodbine Gliderport
has ceased to operate. However, Bay Soaring
has moved and is now flying out of Ridgley
Airpark, a small airfield on the other side of
Chesapeake Bay in Maryland.
i:l
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STAYING ABROAD

PORTUGAL· A GLIDING HOLIDAY?

An Astir flying over Covilha.

IN

o, it isn't a country you associate with gliding but things have changed dramatically since 1989
when not a single glider was flown and they only had a few old gliders and a limited number of tugs. In
less than ten years the Aero Club of Portugal have revitalised their gliding activity and are averaging
250hrs per glider each year, mainly at weekends, and have three airfields. The Si ntra airbase, by
courtesy of the Portuguese Air Force, which is near Lisbon and used mainly for instructing during the
winter; Cavil ha, Serr_a da Estrela, which is most active in spring up to August for mountain , thermal
and wave flying and Evora for summer and autumn soaring . The Aero Club has a fleet of three Blaniks,
a Twin Astir, Club Astir, ASW-20, two LAK-12s, Fournier RF-3, Rallye, Supermunk and a Dimona. lt is
po~si ble to hire gliders and also tugs for local flights.
Evora and Covilha are good cross-country sites (on average you get 6kts) and attractive areas.
Last August a pilot flew from Covilha to Fuentemilanos and returned the next day, so if you are going
to Spain this summer it might be an interesting task in reverse . For more details contact Phi lip C. Silva
or Eduardo Barges, Aero Club be Portugal, Rua General Pimenta de Castro 4C, 1700 Lisbon. Portugal ,
tel 00 3511 8405317, tax 00 3511 8405572. -Details from Philip Silva.

AUSTRALIA
Andy Todd was in Brisbane on business when a meeting was cancelled. He said he
"flicked through the Yellow Pages, found an entry for a gliding club and discovered what must be the best cross-country soaring in the world"
When God was creating the world, around about Tuesday afternoon He decided He was going to
take Sunday off and go gliding . So He created Darling Downs in Queensland . Later when mankind
discovered the joys of gliding a small group of intrepid pilots on walkabout formed the Darling Downs
GC. The club is 120 miles west of Brisbane between Oakey and Dalby and is clearly marked (ram the
air by a massive Malu grain silo.
it is in the middle of a pancake flat flood plain 150 miles long and 100 miles wide. Just about every
paddock (field) is landable and big enough to get a 747 into. There are few major roads and they all
seem to be laid out in a 500km triang ular grid ... Just fol low the lines and with gin clear visibility - there's no need for a GPS. (Come to think of it, the vario seemed to be redundant as well.)
Unlike the more popular southern Australian sites, the area is blessed with a year round unstable
micro-climate. The only real impact on gliding conditions are the shorter winter days in July and
August. High season sees 6 to 1Okt thermals to 900011 virtually every day. The Bunya Mountains to
the north-west offer the possibility of ridge and wave soaring when you get bored with 500kms day
after day. The club has about 100 members with a small grass strip, a Pawnee and a varied selection
of glass single and two-seaters. I flew their Puchacz and the LS-7.
There's a functional bunkhouse (though there are plenty of hotels nearby if you want more comfort), a well equipped kitchen and a very dangerous "serve yourself" bar. it's a tourist area so there are
lots of things to do (or for the rest of the family to do while you have some real fun).
There is a large complement of very experienced and friendly instructors. They run cross-country
and ab-initio courses in the summer (our winter) catering for groups or individuals. it's the site where
the great lngo Renner learnt his stuff. He was a member from 1967 to 1973 and described it as the
best cross-count.ry soaring in the world. If you are interested I strongly recommend you call Trevor
Benge on 0061 076 32 5228. If you want to make it a family holiday, the Sunshine Coast and the Gold
Coast are only three hours drive away and the Great Barrier Reef is nearby.
i:l
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Championships is the opportunity to make and
renew friendships with gliding enthusiasts from
all over the globe . Since 1989 we had exchanged
Christmas cards with Harry and Heidi Polzl from
Ontario whom we had met at Wiener Neustadt.
In January 1995 we spent an evening together
at Omarama and I confessed to a longing to fly
in the Canadian Rockies . The Polzls live in
Toronto, which reminded me of the cabled reply
from a Vancouver company to its London head
office when asked to meet a British director off
the transatlantic liner in Halifax : "You meet him ,
you're nearer".
Following the break up of the USSR Canada
is now the largest country in the world and the
Polzls live over 1800 miles east of the Rockies.
However, inhabitants of such vast countries
often seem to disregard the obstacle of huge distances, so on our subsequent Christmas card
we asked Harry whether he knew of anyor;~e living near the Rockies who might lend us a
sailplane for ten days in May during our annual
migration from New Zealand to Europe . In late
January 1996 Harry taxed us the names of Hal
and Renate Werneburg of Calgary.
Glider pilots are surely a unique community in
that one can contact a complete stranger on the
other side pi the world with a request for the use
of his precious expensive sailplane during the
best part of the soaring season , expressing the
wish to fly it long distances over extremely inhospitable terrain , and not receive a total raspberry in reply. On the contrary , Hal replied with
what we came to know as his characteristic
thoughtful enthusiasm , suggesting an itinerary
which proved a complete success and recommending that we base ourselves with his glider
on the airfield at Golden, British Columbia.
The next three months saw a flurry of taxes ,
and by the time we left New Zealand for
Vancouver in mid May I already held a Canadian

Justin's photo of a cloud street along the Beaverfoot Range.

~GOLDEN MEMORIES
If one could imagine a glider pilot's heaven I would dream of
soaring among majestic mountain peaks under a deep blue
sky studded with cumulus above a landscape of great natural
beauty, fascinating wUdlife and friendly people. This dream
became a reality for Gillian and me in Western Canada

Golden Airfield looking north. Photo: Justin.

A map of the area by Steve Longland.
gliding licence (a difficult item to obtain in advance) and a sectional chart of the area around
Golden. This confirmed the vast scale of the
country ; the Rockies run almost the whole length
of North America and from Vancouver eastwards
are approximately 400 miles wide. But perhaps
their most remarkable feature is the abruptness
with which they cease at their eastern extremity,
to be succeeded immediately by the immense
prairies which stretch towards the Great Lakes.
Hudson Bay and ultimately the Atlantic.
This extraordinary final rampart and subsequent absence of foothills stirred my memory ,

and I realise that it was all part of the great North
American Trench which I had flown over and admired in Colorado and New Mexico. Often overlooked in school geography lessons it is surely
no less impressive than its African counterpart
the Rift Valley. lt has an 11 OOOft watershed north
of Leadville , Colorado ; by the time it reaches
Golden its floor is 2600ft and forms the bed of
the Columbia river which flows northwards to
Kinbasket Lake before looping back into a parallel valley to the west which slopes in the opposite direction, taking the river southwards across
the US border and finally to the Pacific Ocean
near Portland , Oregon.
•
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We flew into Vancouver on a fresh spring
morning. B~ilt on the mouth of the Fraser River
the city lies at the foot of the Coast Mountains
which were covered in snow down to a remarkably low 'level We soon learnt that the whole
area had just endured one of the coldest, longest
winters on record. and spring was running four
weeks late.
After a night's rest we drove our hire car inland to Whistler village , recently voted the
world's best ski resort , and then to Pemberton
where Peter and Christine Timms have set up a
gliding operation on the local airfield. Rather like
Zell am See this is situated near the head of a
lake at a valley junction. The Garibaldi
Mountains to the west provide some protection
from the Pacific maritime air and in good weather
the flying must be spectacular, although the outlanding possibilities looked very limited .
Th e Timms operated a couple of Blaniks and
are planning to acquire an L-33 Solo, but during
our two day visit the weather did not co-operate,
with cloud well down the 9500ft Wedge Mountain
overlooking the airfield. Nevertheless we enjoyed ourselves enormously thanks to a friendly
eng ineer at the local railway yards who let us
ride on his mile long freight train , alternating between the caboose and one of the five diese l
electric engines.
Heading further west we crossed another watershed and reached the Fraser River at Lilooet .
Here the rain shadow effect was very marked
with the country side looking quite arid, an abun dance of farm land and encouraging landing
prospects. THis continued all the way to
Kamloops and Sicamous, with more scattered
fields as far as Revelstoke. However , the Tran s
Canadian Higl1way then climbs over the Rogers
Pass flanked by 10 OOOft mountains with the rail road flickering in and out of tunnels alongside,
and for 60 miles we could see absolutely
nowhere to land until we emerged at the south ern end of Kinbasket Lake and entered the
Columbia River valley leading to Golden.
At the airfield Hal Werneburg was awaiting
us . He was everything we had imagined, kindly,
wise and with a ready sense of I1Umour . He in-

traduced us to his Ventus B and its excellent
trailer , and helped install my Cambridge GPS
system. After a short test flight to adjust the C of
G for my light weight we exchanged vehicles and
he returned to Calgary, leaving us with his tow
car and a feeling of complete di sbelief at our
good fortune .
Gliding operations at Golden centred around
a modest commercial operation called Rocky
Mountain Soaring with a Blanik , Pilatus B-4 ,
Ventus and Citabria tow plane. lt was run with
enormous enthusiasm by Uwe Kleinhempel ,
who also provided launching for the half dozen
private owners on the field and visitors .

"On my first flight I found
cloudbase at 9000ft, 6kt thermals and unlimited visibility"
He had recently offered a C$500 prize for the
first 1-QOOkm flight out of Golden and urged us to
claim it, expressing regret that , due to the late
spring , conditions were wel ll below average.
However, such evaluations are relative : on my
first flight I found cloudbase at 9000ft, 6kt thermals and unlimited visibility . Flying south-east
along the valley looked straightforward with a
good scattering of fields . North westwards habitation stopped after 40km, although logging trails
continued along the Kinbasket Lake shore which
might provide some landable areas during this
period of •low water levels due to so much moisture still being held by the snowfields.
I flew rather tentatively east along Bush Arm
and on up the Bush river towards Mt Bruce and
the Columbia icefield , but with thickening high
cloud and su rrounded by 11 OOOft mountains
which cut off the views back to civilisation my
courage failed and I returned to Golden.
The following day was overcast so we set out
to drive the route I• had flown. The logging trail
proved well surfaced and after disturbing some

mule deer and ground squirrels we met our first
black bear, cheerfully chewing dandelion s beside the track.
Further on we found a mother and two cubs
which hastily climbed a tree as we approached .
At the head of the Bush Arm I reconnoitred some
silty flats as possible landing areas , together with
the shingle banks beside the river whilst also
speculating on water landings in the lake Itself
and on the smaller tarns beside the trail.
The weather seemed to have established an
alternating pattern of cloudy and fine , so at the
next opportunity I decided to explore flying
across the mountain range s east-west. The
Rogers Pass proved as fearsome from the air
as it looked from the ground , and was clearly
only possible if cloudbase wa s above 12 OOOft
which seemed unlikely during this period.
Heading east the route along the highway to
Lake Louise looked feasible , but unfortunately
the conditions deteriorated sharply due to
moister air from the east producing much lower
cloubase. Confronted with an array of snow clad
peaks it was difficult to image the prairies less
than 60 miles away shrouded in drizzle. Clearly
distance flights would have to be made along
the main Columbia River valley towards the US
border, and with Uwe's help we planned a suitable 1OOOkm 0 /R, as well as a multiple T.P
course. Th is included using the hang gliding platform built on a 5000ft hill overlooking Golden as
a remote start and finish point , enabling an early
departure along the ridge tops before the valley
thermals started.
Tile next day looked rather stable , and this
was confirmed by an initial flight around the
Golden area. Waiting until the latest possible
moment to have any chance of success I took
off at 111 Ohrs, behind the Citabria which struggled for 30min to tow the ballasted Ventus up to
8000ft. Striking off along the Beavertoot
Mountains conditions were still weak but the
ridges were working and progress gradually im proved although my overall speed was still below
100km/h.
My pessimism increased witll a layer of high
cloud ahead , which led me to abandon the task.

Continuing expansion has resulted in our move to
larger premises. As Britain's leading glider insurance
agents, handling gliding related insurances for more
owners and operators than any other agent, we thank
all our valued clients and invite you to take advantage
of our considerable experience in aviation insurance.
Phone, tax or write to:

Stephen Hill

-h.ll
I

aviation
insurance
serv1ces ltd

Phone: 01765 690777 Fax: 01765 690544
Unit 1A Sycamore Grange Estate,
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Inevitably conditions then improved markedly
and I began to average over 120km/ h on the
homeward leg.
I decided to detour westwards past Mt Scarlet
O'Hara and over the Bugaboo Provincial Park.
On a remote white mountain slope I spotted the
den of a grizzly bear, recognisable by a black
hole in the snow and footprints leading to a large
yellow stain , not surprising after a six month win ter hibernation. Re-crossi ng the valley I cruised
back to Golden, landing after Bhrs and 775km.
Following a day of overcast spent exploring
the Yoho National Park and canoeing down the
Columbia River in the evening watching bald eagles and beavers, our last morning dawned cold
and clear. I declared a multiple 1008km TP
course , Aberfeld Dam , Blaebridge , Elko . and
took off at 1040hrs releasing at 8200ft 25min
later. The first thermal gave 4kt to 9200ft , from
which a magnificent cloud street lay along the
ridge line to the horizon.
Over the first turn at 1320 the sky to the south
looked ominous but meanwhile the second leg
sped by in exactly 2hrs (132km/h) of exhilarating soaring. The penultimate leg continued the
pace until the southern end of the Beaverfoot
Range east of Fairmont Hot Springs. The bad
weather I had seen earlier. consisting of general
cloud cover and showers, had advanced northwards but I thought I could detect a brighter area
in the distance and set off a maximum glide from
11 OOOft.
Emerging from the rain at 6000ft (3000ft agl) I

found a small patch of sun illuminating a mountain side and managed to gain 2000ft before proceeding further south into an increasingly bleak
sky. With 45km to go at 1720hrs I decided reluctantly to abandon the task as continuing on track
would result in landing out just after rounding
Elko . Conditions looked poor In all directions ,
but my sunny patch was still there and took me
back to 10 OOOft into range of the Beaverfoots
which were now in deep shadow.
Flying slowly along th e ridges I worked my
way back towards the sunshine, finally reaching
it at 1845hrs. Th e strong convection earlier in
the day seemed to have brought in cooler air
from the east and the lift had an ominously so ft
feel to it. Passi ng the Radium Hot Springs with
1OOkm to go I was unable to stay above the
peaks , but still found occasional weak lift and
much reduced sink against the upper slopes.
Gillian radioed advice of a 15kt northerly funnelling along the valley at Golden and this was
confirmed as I ran into heavy sink passing a
southern facing bluff 30km out. However, the
wind provided a vital benefit because after arriving at 1500ft agl beneath tl1e l1ang gliding launch
ramp I was able to soar up to its level in the
smooth hill lift before landing at 1955hrs having
covered 91 Okm .
For a site to provide a visitor with such spectacular flying in what the locals swore were very
mediocre conditions is testimony to its potential.
The Trench running south-eastwards from
Golden offers a combination of excellent soar-

EBBO

ing and reasonable landing possibilities at least
as far as Missoula, over 700km away. Routes to
the north-west, as well as those crossing the valley systems, also offer exciting possibilities in
good weather and a reliable motor glider would
come into its own during exploration of these
areas . The last two weeks in May and mid July
are said to be the optimum periods.
We left Golden to return the Ventus to Hal in
Calgary . We spent a memorable evening in that
city trying to persuade him and Renate to escape the Canadian winter by visiting us in New
Zealand and we stilt hope to succeed . Hal described the position of soaring in Canada: in such
a huge country of only 30 million inhabitants it
has proved very difficult for the gliding movement to achieve critical mass . As a resu lt the
Soaring Association of Canada has had to battle with an indifferent and largely uncompre hending bureaucracy , and a level of airspace
restriction irrespective of the very low traffic density. In this respect perhaps Canada suffers from
being l10me to ICAO.
However, such conce rns have less impact on
a visitor. Aro und Golden the restricted airspace
is based above the highest mountains and
throughout our stay I never saw another aircraft
away from the airfield.
The local people were friendly and interested
in what we were doing , whilst food and lodging
was inexpensive. The scale of the landscape
was awe inspiring and the mountains had a
noble look about them with magnificent granite
faces looking down on the green valleys far
below and tarns in the forest ringed with yellow
pollen . We will go back!
Postscript: A fortnight after we left Uwe flew his
Ventus along the same route we had plann ed
together and completed the first 1OOOkm in the
Canadian Rookies. But the course of progress
is never smooth: during the Canadian Nationals
Uwe was injured whilst landing out the Ventus in
the prairies. Sadly he and his backers have decided to close the business . Hopefully it will reopen before too long .
E:l

The
Investment
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Life!

When you 've goffa go
you 've goffa go/
UriiMg -the discreet pocke t size urinal
STAY AIRBORNE as long as you want

A Parachute designed to provide a safe exit and low speed descent to even the
heaviest of pilots yet occupying minimum cockpit space and providing lo ng
duration comfort. Your life is roo valuable ro trust to an inferior design.
PERFOIL'VlA.t'\fCE DATA
Max. operational height : I O,OOOfr
Weight of assembly: 14lb
Max . deployment speed: 150 knots
R:tte ofJescent at 255lb : 17.7ft/s
Operatiqnal life now extended tO I 5 years.
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Give them something th~'V really want this year!
A gift from the BGA Shop

British Gliding Association
ale~

Dept. Fr epo t, Leicester LEl 7ZB • Telephone 0116 253 1051
or a k u ·to se11d you our cotllplete sales li~t
ACCES /VISA accepted)
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rable for what happened on the ground than in
the air. There were several new rules including
the controversial one that every pilot must drop
one day's score from the overall results - see
"Drop-a-Day Rule" . The 36 competitors gathered for briefing on Saturday, May 17, were probably the first British glider pilots to compete in
France with all the proper paperwork completed.
A month earlier it had become clear that BGA
gliding certificates and Cs of A were no longer
acceptable to the French authorities. Brian
Spreckley, the competition director, considered
transferring the competition to Spain. But with
great effort and expense he arranged all the necessary paperwork for the Camp to go ahead in
France and the competitors owe Brian and his
team a debt of thanks. Unfortunately he was not
so successful in arranging the weather and we
had to wait until Sunday for the first contest day.
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The winning Crabb twins with Tim Scott in 3rd place.

Le Blanc, France, May 17-25
Day 1, Sunday, May 18
Met: 10kt W, 3/8 cumulus with some cirrus approaching from the SW.
Task: 229km triangle, Couhe, Argenton .
This seemed like a straightforward racing day.
However, for most of us it was our first attempt
at using a GPS verified startline. This is a 6km
imaginary line through the start point at right angles to the track. Since verification is by GPS
logger, the most reliable way to know you have
crossed the line correctly is to check the bearing
and distance of the start point as shown on the
GPS- not recommended when you are flying in
a large gaggle.
Most of the early starters were soon caught
up and overtaken by the Crabb twins who flew
together for much of the time in their identical
LS-8s . Amongst the later starters Russell
Cheetham (also LS-8) managed to catch up and
overtake the main gaggles to achieve a convincing win at 87km/h. Paul and Steve Crabb came
joint 2nd with only 9sec between them.
This was a day for the Standard Class gliders
with Dave Watt (LS-6- 18m) the only pilot in a
flapped glider to make the top hall of the windicapped results . Russell was now the overall
leader and wore a pair of shorts decorated with
hearts which were to be passed on to each successive leader.

Day 2, Tuesday, May 20
Met: 7kt W, 3/8 cumulus with spreadout.
Task: 352km quadrilateral, Parthenay , Eguzon ,
Chatillon-sur-lndre.
Brian warned us that there was a chance of
damper air from the NW causing the cumulus to
spread out. This happened all too soon and
many of us arrived at the first TP to find no sun
on the ground. One third of the fleet (mostly
Standard Class gliders) failed to get back to the
sunlight and landed near the TP. Others struggled on despite the spreadout, but nobody managed to complete the task. Paul Crabb went
furthest, but sacrificed a few kilometres by turn ing back to land alongside Steve to give them
joint 1st position for the day and overall . Paul
and Steve now each wore a pair of shorts decorated with hearts - they were tied together
Siamese style at the hip.
The next few days were cold and wet - rather
August!September 1997

so the cautious conserved their height. In fact
there were still good climbs to be found and
Russell Cheetham stormed home at 95km /h.
Others did not find the good climbs and were
caught by the deteriorating conditions forcing
them to glide home slowly or even to land short.
The provisional scores showed Paul Crabb
retaining the lead , but the GPS told another
story. Paul and Steve Crabb , Gill Spreckley (LS8) and Ed Downham (ASW-27) had all fai led to
make valid starts and had their day scores reduced to zero . This made Tim Scott (LS-8) the
new wearer of the heart covered shorts and put
Russell into 2nd place. Suddenly drop-a-day became all important - if we had another competition day the Crabbs could forget their disastrous
mistake and regain their lead .

Day 4, Sunday, May 25

like being in England- however we kept our spirits up by writing limericks like this one from John
Tanner (one of the tuggies) :
The Crabbs ' main rivals were Scott,
Russe/1 Cheetham and even Dave Watt.
To keep them at bay
They used "drop-a-day"
A fair scoring system - or not?

Day 3, Friday, May 23
Met: 12kt E, 3/8 cumulus, cirrus encroaching
from the south.
Task: 261 km quadrilateral, Port de Piles ,
Valenc;ay, Chauvigny.
We launched into strong lift with cloudbase rising to 50001!. But by the time the startline opened
the cirrus was already cutting down convection .
The first leg caused few problems so that most
of us still had a good load of water to take advantage of strong lift and good streeting for the into
wind second leg. Cross-country theory required us to
turn the upwind second TP as low as we dared, but
the rumulus were small and meagre on the third leg,

Met: 17kt NE, blue anticyclonic weather with low
inversion.
Task: 174km triangle, Valenc;ay, St Savin.
This was a director's nightmare - the last day
of the competition with everything to play for and
weather that was marginal. Brian launched the
grid into weak conditions but decided to delay
opening the startline beyond the usual 15min
until the inversion went up to 3000ft. At 3pm

Brian Spreckley at the open air final prize•
giving. Photos: Barbara West

EDJOHNSTON

OVERSEAS NATIONALS

Brian opened the line and t11e gaggles set off upwind. For most of us it was impossible to make
headway against the wind . Tim Gardiner and
Richard Blackmore used their ASH-25s to good
effect and nearly reached the upwind TP at
Valenl(ay . Meanwhile Paul and Steve Crabb flew
brilliantly to round the TP and then drift downwind to land back at Le Blanc and win the day
with 74pts.
Never have so many pilots flown for so long
to cover so little distance for so few points.
For Paul and Steve t11e number of points for
the day hardly mattered. The drop-a-day rules
now allowed t11em to drop their zero point day,
take joint 1st place for the day and regain the
heart covered shorts!

Day 2.20.5

Day 1.18.5
229km .& Couhe·,
Argenton

Pos

Pilot

Crabb, P. G.

1•
1;
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10

Crabb, S. J .
Scott, T. J .
McAndrew , G .

Glossop, J . 0
Wait, D. S.
Hin dlcy , S. A.
Cheelham. A. A.
Jeffcry. P.
Down ham, E.
Spreckley , G.
Gardiner, T.R.
Thomas , G.
C/arke , A . J.
Bl a c~more, A. H.
Wcllord , A. J.
Saket, I.
Langrlck , G.
Spencer. J.
Fujimoto . S.
Campbell, 0 . A.
Alii son , D.
Cuming , M. F.
Jenning s , N.

"

12
13

·~

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Ell . S .
Cheatham, H. E.

~7

Murp hy. T. J.
Browne, A.
Popika, J.
King, P. A .
Smith. E. A.
Angell , J.
Bridges, A.
Hibberd . G.
John son , A.
Falrston, B. A .

28
29
~0

31
32
33
34
35
36
HbtsC'Of'ltOt.frs

I

G.eusdon. G.
Doyen , f .
Doyen. S.
John son, R.

Glider

LS·B
L5-8
LS·8
Duo Discus
Discus
LS·6

Speed
(Dist)

79.8
79.7

n.e
(2 17.01

726

aao

Dis cus
LS·B

T1.7

LS-8
ASW-27
LS-8
ASH-25
LS·7

6.2

87 1
67.4
70.4
75.1
(75 9)

For some of the other competitors drop-a-day
was less agreeable and for Tim Scott and
Russell Cheetham it took away their 1st and 2nd
places respectively . On the positive side the new
rule allowing for control at a TP to be achieved
by one logged point within 'hkm rad ius of the TP
worked well.
The TP co-ordinates used for GPS verifica1
tion were frequently up to /.> km away from the
photographic feature on the ground. This meant
that the zones for photographic control and GPS
control were significantly different in some
cases. Many competitors did not bother to fly
into the photographic quadrant if they were confident that their GPS logger was working
correctly.
~

352km _• Parthenay,

Eguzon ,
Chatlllon-sur-lndre

Pos

Pts

Oist

Pos

Pts

2o
2&
5
29
7:
6

905
905
-877

335.8
335.8

386
822
-<!37
81 0

296.9
292 I
301 .7
288.5

889
869
788
762

-1000

2 18 . 1

-751;
720
784

29-1.8
310.7
269.0
307.3
227 .0

1=
lo
4
7
5
9
8
146
3
10
11
12

1
18
21
12
22
34

-890
- 140

300.1

Discus

72.8

7~

822

(:l.l o.6)

14:=.

ASH-25
LS-7

74 9
70 8
(680]
67 3

23
10

-111111

( -a.8J

7!l!l

J90.2

35

4
26
31

- 92
75:3
732
7&1
-1181
-85ll
- 3313

25

6>2

258 .5
198.3
198 3
183.9
104 b
103.6
103.9
198. 1
108.2
203.7
102.6
105.3

13
21
16
20
18
22
27
31
26

ASH-25
DiSCU!i

P12gasus

LS-4
Discus

LS·8
LS-4
Nimbu s 2
Nimbus 2
DG-300

LS·7
LS-8
LS-7

Ls-7
LS-4
Discus
ASW-20

LS-1
LS-7

LS-6
Pegasus
SZD-55
Pegasus
DG-100

64.4
67 2
77 .1
6()6

(189,9)
67.3

62.3
i16S. I)
70.6
82.8
[? 17 8)

a ·•

68.2
68,Q
88.3
(1 9.1)
(145.0)
(20 1.1)

G5.8
09.0
713
( 171.4)

17
19

I"'"

27
32

11
24
28
18

-806

-294
- 796

14c

--!01
- 741
774
761

20

723

ta

:!6

33
30

-7

_,57

U9.9

10-l.t
100.0
99 .4
103.6
187.9

1111

345

99.2

-751
7""(5
·-624
319

103.6
12 1.0
57.6
il92

23
24
17
30
29
34
28

32
35
33
19
37
36

713
7 17
780
9
771
796
691
675
677
!>49
575

•as

Day 3.23 .5
261 km • Port de Plies ,
Valen~ay ,

Speed
(Disl)

(0.0)
•(0.0)
85.9
H7.1
(26 1.3)
90 1
75.1
94.8
73.8
(0.01
{0.0)
83.3
78.0
66.6

829
(182.3)
82.6
57 3

!>48
50S
6 17

(2593)

.rr5

(1 10.5 )

272
266
274
455

&lil

450

a

lt1
80.2
54.6
70.8

56.5

Charuigny

Pos

33"

D

33-o
3

0
902
896
-474
8S7
- 792
1000
769
0
0
72!;
824
-<;!lll
722
- 270

4
27

G=
13
I

14

33•
~3·

18
11
19
17

30
18
23
26
32
2
6>
5
22
21
24
8

525
2&7
270
261
27 1
2S.
259
263

65.2

20

1250.2)

508

(228.4)

28
29
25
31

78.6
78. 9
781
75 9
70 8

59

54 1

245

(1 24 )

2n=

78 4
633
77 I
(70.4)

313
130
277

Pts

99=
12
15

?

a

-Qll.l

-.lliO
- 187
91 3
857
858
-<;Qil

664
592
831
825

Day 4.25 .5
174km .&. Vatcn<;ay ,
St Savln

Dlst

139.2
139.2
25.6
256
25.8
00
17.6
35 0
116.3
0.0
23.8
66.8
0.0
0 .0
63 .3
45 .5
00
23 .8
0.0

I=

8=

IS.

B•
n~

21
6

22
DN F

846

<5,6

00
00

74
74
9
8
9
0

! Bell
1 68
16 9

2

·-

16
1
0

1 1
lfi16

1604

1574
1572

156~

7

1482

31
0
0
28
8
0

1-tll

15•

a

23-o

0
9
g
17

1a49

4

15-

23-

a..

-66 1
832
- 94

Total

!Sa

!!-

25 .6

Pis

3
23=
23-

2fi.8

- 225

80 1
753
-682
-437
418
562

.

25 .6
36. 3
23.3
25. 6
35.0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0.0
1 1.3
0.0
23 8
25.6
0 .0

8

Pos

5

IS..

7

20
7

6
13
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
9
0

a-

23-><

23-

n•
23
23=

23~

8
8=
DNF

10
0
0

DNF

1401
137 1
13Z5
1291
1267

tt68
124-:>

119·'
1140
11:19
11 34
11 27

1!26
10!18
1095

086
1072

1038
11l20
- 6
935
730
590
1133
1088
962
596

INTERNATIONAL
GLIDING
COMMISSION
Ed.• who deputises as the FA/ British
delegate for Brian Spreck/ey, p icks out the
salient points of the /GC spring meeting in
Brussels.

Swidnik,manufacturers of the PW-5 World
Class glider, promised to revise their decision
to not give refunds to reduce the price of the
PW-Ss flying in the World Air Games this
September in Turkey . Also some but not all the
technical issues with the glider have been resolved .
You can no longer have start and finish points
for your world record 1Okm apart , but you can
change your P2 during international competitions on a pre-declared rotor.
The GFAC committee was 'i nstructed to approve data loggers (eg EWs connected to separate GPS devices (eg Garmins) for badge flights
up to Diamond . Also Brian was elected as the
IGC delegate responsible for the GNSS FR
Approval Committee , chaired by lan Strachan .
A large circular discussion on recognising an
international 18 Metre glider/ motor glider integrated Class resulted in no change to international rules and Classes.
We are going to South Africa for the 2001
World Championships.
All motor glider and two-seater records are
being merged (best one gets the Open Class
record). In addition , records will be awarded for
15m span gliders and the World Class glider.
The whole lot is being duplicated for women's
records . New records for 0/R speed at 500km
intervals were introduced for these Classes .
Frightening reports were given on environmentalists banning flights over US national parks
(sight pollution , you know) and almost impossible noise restrictions on German tugs . These
"standards" have a way of spreading ...
Europe is changing radio frequencies which
may mean new radios for all , but not for a few
years. A continuing battle goes on to keep VFR
and glider flight on the international airspace
agenda .
~

ZULU GLA SS EKLTD

* High quality repairs completed on time
* General maintenance, wax polishing, hard sealing and instrument installation
* We supply Garmin 100 mounts, tyres & tubes, hard seals,

battery boxes, instrument accessories, tail skids & tip rubbers

Workshop 01844 208157
(SCHUEMANN) Pete Wells
Home & Fax 0 1844 2 01028
Mobile 0831 2 73792
'-~ - A ll m odels now in stock in cluding new 57mm C\1
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KLAUS WEDEKIND, KARL STRIEDIECK & JOHN GOOD
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ling over England and the North Sea for five days
with low pressure over the Czech Republic . A
cold front was going through from north to southwest on April 20 and the low pressure was building up. This front passed over my site Betzdorf-Kirchen , 1OOkm north of Frankfurt and
50 km east of Cologne - at 2pm when thermals
starting building to Bkt and giving a 5000ft cloudbase. I was disappointed because I had hoped
the front would go over the middle of Germany
six hours later - in 95% of cases weather
changes have become so rapid in the last seven
years that perfect gliding conditions seldom last
longer than 30hrs.
A small warm front from Denmark was forecast for that evening and the next day which
made me change my plan to declare a 1250km
triangle with the first TP north of Berlin near the
Polish border.
At 5.30am on April 21 there was no wind, an
absolutely clear sky and the temperature
at -5°C. An hour later there was a strong shadow
on my neighbour's white wall and when this appears an hour after sunrise it tells me that conditions will be good . If the shadow isn't well defined
you have a hazy sun and thermals begin later
so the day isn't as good as expected .
We have more than 100 little mountains between 1000 to 3000ft asl in the eastern area of
our airport. Usually thermals start over the mountains an hour earlier than in the flat country to
the west , so I expected them from 9am at the
latest. But there was nothing and no sign of convection in the east.
At 9.15 I declared a 1122km triangle, starting
half way down the first leg at Betzdorf-Kirchen
to the first TP ( 141 km) at Vinsebeck, 20km south
of Detmold (where there is an RAF base) - and
then 341 km to the second TP at Tachov in the
Czech Republic, 115km east of Nuremberg , with
the third TP (435km) at St Avoid Airport, in
France , 30km west of Saarbrucken . The rest of
the first side of the triangle was 207km. This was
a total of 1124km but my site doesn't lay exactly
on the leg of the triangle so the record distance
is 1122.2km.
I took oH at 9.28 and started the task at 9.41 am
when I saw the first small but high cumulus to
the east above the mountains. After gliding
30kms at the minimum sink rate of the big ship , I
found t11e first thermal (3 kts ) at 400ft above a
small mountain and I was away. I took only
1ooott to cross to the next larger cloud which
gave me a 1Okt climb to 5000ft.
lt was then I had a real problem. My young
co-pilot. Timo Jiihrig, who was relatively new to
gliding , was sick the first time and then every
halt an hour' This was terrible and during the
phase of the flight when I was dolphining along I
thought seriously of landing at the nearest airport to get him to hospital - later on he began to
feel better and slept for most of the time .
The first 400km was completed in 4hrs with 6
to Bkt thermals all the way . But I had a little difficulty in th e Thuiinger Wald area near Erturt . The
north side of this 200km ridge , which was exactly on my route , looked beautiful and ~ made
the mistake of going there. Usually the top of the
Thuringer Wald or the south side are the better
options and so I decided to leave the fantastic
thermals marking my route.
August!September 1997

APRIL· AMONTH
FOR RECORDS
We have three accounts of record flights, one flown in
Germany and two in the USA -the first the largest triangle ever
flown in Europe on April 21 and the others of wo rl d records
flown along the Appalachian Mountains on April1 8. Klau s
Wedekind begins this triology with a description of his
1122.2km in an ASH-25 at 110.14km/h

Klaus about to celebrate with his wife Rita just after his flight. Photo: lngo Wiebeliz. Klau s has
been gliding for 42 years, an instructor for 35 years and, including time as a tug pilot, he has
more than 10 000 gliding and power hours. He won the Barron Hilton cup in the Open Class in
1986 and flew the first 1000km at the M-Ranch in Nevada . He has been a successful competition pilot, including the German Open Class Champion with good placings In Internation al
events. Klaus, an inventor of the Wedekind safety device needed for L'Hotellier connectors for
all pre 1993 gliders, had a Mid-West Wankel engine fitted to the ASH-25 two years ago but finds
the extra SOkg a disadvantage on long flights.
lt was stupid of me not to have been content
with 6 to Bkts and cloud streets! I was soon faced
with rain and heavy snow showers. The ridge
had totally over-developed and I had to go 30km
and 90 " oft course to the south to find the best
conditions.
With tine cloudbase then up to BOOOtt I was
climbing at more than 1Okts. The race was about
to begin!
I only circled twice in 150km to the second TP
with an average speed of 125km/h tor that part
of the second leg , arriving at 141 Ohrs . The next
leg which crossed Germany was 435km . I
pushed the "beast" forward at more than 1OOkts
and didn't circle once for the next 330km . Th e
average speed was 165km/h with a 15km/h ta il
wind . The last 1OOkm of this Formula One leg
was flown in blue thermals and the weather conditions didn't change tor the last 1OOkm to the
third TP in France.

This left me with the last leg of 207km. Often
blue thermal streets were visible against the sun .
I turned in France at 5.13 and had 3hrs to sun set tor the last part of the flight with a headwind
of about 1Okts.
lt was a little tricky finding lift of 4 or more knots
because I coulqn't finish this large triangle with
only climbs of 2 to 3kts. The last thermal I took
?Okm before the goal was 1kt, but I felt happy
having the extra 1OOOtt- the lost time wasn't as
important as having a sate final glide.
I ordered a case of champagne over the radio
and my wife Rita arrived at the airport with the
bottles just as I was flying over at 7.52 .
The flight , wh ich is the largest European tri angle. gives me two German records -the trian gular distance and the fastest 1OOOkm triangle.
I am very happy and a little proud . And , very
important, the champagne helped Timo feel better and he is pleased to be in the record list.
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Karl ( ASW-27) a straight distance to a goal, a distance
I and US national records for a single-seater (world) and
) of 1250km for one world and seven US national ecords.

ns
John, who has been flying for
some 15 years and has 1000hrs,
tells his tory

I
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March 22 In my Discus. That was another great
day, bu t at the sou th end of the fli ght thermal
conditions deterio rated early. I landed near
Gadsden, Alabama at 1515hrs having completed 1078km. On Ap ril 18 I decided that the
right task for me was a long 0 /R. so I chose a
TP just north of the Virginia/Tennessee bord er
for a distance of just over 1250km.
The strong ridge winds we need for this sort
of flying are easy to tell on the grou nd: at th e

ridge top they make a sound in the trees like a
fast train that never passes. The sound on April
18 was disappomtingly faint at 0500 , but by sunrise the crescendo was underway and alter
launch it was clear that we had all we needed in
the way of wind .
At the speeds we were able to maintain (11 o130kts), flapped gliders have a big advantage,
so I resigned myself to being "tall -end Charlie"
for !he flight. This gave me the benefit of hearing
reports of conditions ahead from the best possible source. lt seemed improbable that the Bed ford Gap can be c rossable with the low ceiling
we had, but with the three gliders ahead reporting few problems, I was able cross without delay.
The Knobblies are us ually called ''dreaded"
and with good reason; during my March flight I
had to deal with them at very low altitudes, and I
had no desire to do so again. The sunfight and
reports of wave clouds as I approached the area
were encouraging and In a few minutes I was
climbing at a smooth 6kts. I've been through this
area perhaps a dozen times and this was easily
the most comfortable passage.
Motoring along 8000ft above the terrain gives
lime fo r calm reflection. lt semed to me that bypassing the Knobblies In wave should make the
flight reasonably easy. The remaining distance
to my TP featu red excellent ridges and only one
significant obstacle, the gaps at Tazewell.
I should have known better than to think such
thoughts, yet even so the retribution we encountered seemed rathe r savage. Snow in southern
Virginia is almos t unheard of in April, yet the
ridges were covered and we had over an hour of
hellish flying. We always had 2km or more of
clear air, and there were some fields in the valley that a willing mind could accept as perfectly
landable , but the mental strain was at least as
much as I cared for.
Yet when conditions cleared a bit and we were
able to press on, all that strain was quickly forgotten. Patches of sun appeared and made the
snow-covered rid.ge seem a glorious sight, More
snow at Tazewelllooked to be a problem, but it
quickly cleared and we passed the gaps there
with little trouble. My TP arrived and I bid farewell
to my th re e companions, envytng them their
route towards the sunny south while my task took
me back towards the snow.
I should have saved my wor ry. The snow
showers had cleared and conditions were near
perfect - a ridge that worked at 120kts and 8kt
thermaJs to deal with any troublesome gaps. As
I pressed on north I was hoping I might find some
remaining trace of the wave and perhaps avoid
the Knobblies in both dJrecllons. There was no
sign of the lenticular cloud that had been so
prominent earlier, but the pattern of cumu lus
clouds looked favourable and the air was
severely rough .
I cli mbed off the ridge near Seneca Rock to
try for the wave. Afte r a certain amount of fumbling, I connected with the smooth lift and watched the terrain fall away from me. My averager
counted up to 13kts as fast as it could display
the digits (post-flight analysis sho wed that the
peak lift was 16.2k1s). I made no attempt to find
the stongest lift or to climb high, happily settling
for 14 OOOft and high groundspeeds .
Yet it's almo s t ce rtain that th is wave lift
went to over 20 00011 ; thus this could have

been the mythical three Diamond, 1OOOkm flight.
With this boost from the wave and the excellent conditions ahead. the flight now seemed assu red. I rejoin ed th e ridge downwind of th e
Bedford Gap and encountered no further problems that th e strong therm als could not easily
deal with. I arrived at the start/finish point at
1640hrs, the n flew south-west to a landing at
Eagle Field
The project for the next two days was the aerotow retrieve of Kart and Roy, an adventure in itsell. We finally arrived back at Eagle Reld on th e
Sunday afternoon to a welcome and celebration
fully worthy of the flights we had completed.
Steve Long land tracks their route.
~
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JOINT AVIATION SERVICES Ltd
Last issue some of the other agents were each claiming they were the biggest.
We are not the biggest, but all of our clients are treated as friends.
Joint Aviation run by Glider Pilots for Glider Pilots.
(We also have access to more underwriters tban any other agent)

Call Terry Joint or David Innes
Tel 01420 88664 • Fax 01420 542003
or write to
3A & 3B Old Aylestield Buildings, Froyle Road, Shalden, AI ton, Rants GU34 4BY
ORe-mail joint.aviation@virgin.net
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CAMBRIDGE
• Calculates and displays vector wind at each height
• TPs and routes can be entered manually or by a PC
• NMEA compatible output for varios
• Intuitive display screen layout - impossible to get lost
• Automatically records engine noise for turbos & MGs
• Electronic task declaration
• Easy selection of landing fields and markpoints
• Clear indication of left or right turn to TP/Goal
• Proven in 1995 World Gliding Championships

Now with NEW

12 Channel Garmin engine
The FIRST GPS Secure Flight Recorder system to obtain fuiiiGC Approval. You can now replace
your first generation GPS, barograph, cameras and logger with a secure flight recording system that
has fuiiiGC and BGA Approval and which can be used as sole evidence for FAI Badge and Record
flights. lt is also a superb glider pilot orientated GPS with many exciting and proven features.
The Cambridge SFR system has been selected by the BGA for fitting in the their new Duo-Discus
where it will be coupled to the Cambridge LNAV variometer system
Desig ned and Manufactured by:

Represented by:

Tel:

Cambridge Aero Instruments

Fax:

(1) 802
496 7755

Warren-Sugarbush Airport
RR Box 109-3, Warren, Vt 05674

(1) 802
496 6235

Tel:
(44) 01865
841441

RD AVIA TION Ltd

Fax:

Unit 25, Bankside
Kidli ngton, Oxon OX5 1JE

(44) 01865
842495

CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENTS- The choice of Champions -Leaders in innovative technology
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MARY MEAGHER

WRESTLING

WITH

WATERBALWT
Mary at last accepts the challenge
and her experiences may well help
others reluctant to carry water

B

old''""' pUot' doc't
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tanking up their waterballast to the max and belting off into the blue. This old woman took a long
time to come to terms with tile use of water to
improve her performance . For six years I was
perfectly happy without it in the Pegasus , just
floating along , meandering from cloud to cloud,
evolving a techn ique of seldom stopping to take
a climb . This worked pretty well most days but
on strong days everyone beat me.
I watched Paul Crabb syphon jugs of water
into his Pegasus wings and tried to copy. Most
of it splashed over my shoes in the process and
it is not easy to suck water up a long plastic pipe
if you are wearing dentures . And my Pegasus
developed chronic colic - the plastic wing tanks
distended with pockets of air that blocked digestion. After a wrestling match every morning and
soaked shoes , up to my armpits in mud stuffing
the pipe in after it had burst forth yet again , I was
about ready to give it up .
The day they set a 500km via Bury SI
Edmunds I didn't fly that much faster and ended
up landing in a very large stubble field . Good
th ing it was a big one because I had forgotten to
dump the water and the ground run went on and
on and on . And the hardest thing about the derig
was unscrewing the pipe connections. I couldn't
remember for sure whether it was clockwise or
not, so ended up doing violence with two pipe
wrenches, which probably contributed to a subsequent substantial leak in the system.
In 1996 Dave Richardson fixed the leaky pipes
and I entered the Booker Regionals . This time
water worked ! I learned a lot and pass it on to all
you fellow strugglers.
Dave advi sed keeping the wings level when
filling the tanks . This prevents air bubbles interfering with the smooth flow . I wrote down carefully which way to unscrew the connections and
got straight in my mind what to do with the little
levers when filling up .
A lot of onlookers scoffed at our method of filling up the wings . We used a series of buckets
and jugs. and poured the water down a funnel
made from a two litre plastic coke container with
the bottom snipped out, fixed by electrician 's
tape on to a length of red plastic pipe sold to take
the waste from caravans. And it worked . I don't
get wet. my crew doesn'[ get wet (or not very ),
and with the wings level on two trestles the old
dear drinks it down , five or six buckets each side,
wh ich seems about right.
August!September 1997

Nominating the right person to run with the
wingt ip is important. He should be young, fit ,
know how la keep your wings level and when to
let go without swerving the glider. Your lap and
shoulder straps should be extra tight, because
the ground run goes on a lot longer and every
bump on the ground sets off a lot more flop in
the wir'lgs and shocks the spine. But hang in
there, keep the wings level and eventually the
old girl lifts off.
If it is a hot day and the tug is somewhat
feeble, make sure that you are way at the back
and have plenty of runway ahead . I always decline the first launch if they have me at the front
of the grid . More cannon fodder launching first
gives you gliders in the air to mark the lift when
you get going at last. Because you are lumbering around with a couple of hundreds of pounds
of water sloshing around in your wings , the climb
from the top of the launch to start height can be
less than certain . The last thing you want to do
is take a relight , because you should dump the
water before you land and it takes at least 2min
to dribble out , and then you would have to fill it
up again . Luckily , even on the grey grim days I
managed to struggle up to the TMA ba se of
4000ft over Booker and set forth . And on a good
day it was a revelation !
it is like flying a different glider. 'N'o more being
despised by a Discus and out flown by an LS-4.
I can keep up with the gaggle! Belting back from
the last TP at Goring, I took one more climb - a
good one - to 3000ft and blasted home at VNE

intending to bedew the upturned faces at tile fin ish line. Unfortunately, however , I drew back the
two levers that unlatch the canopy instead of the
two levers that dump the water . No harm done ,
tile Pegasus canopy will not depart even if you
fly the who le day unlatched . Only pulling the red
knob up front as well will actually separate the
canopy from tile glider.
One of course wants to hang on to water having realised the advantage of performance
gained by the extra weight. But there comes a
time when it's not looking too good ahead, and
it's not good where you are , and you don't want
to hang on to your water while grovelling down
amo ng the desperate.
On Day 5 of the Booker Regionals I struggled
on for ages through the gloom before decid ing
to dump and tweaked the correct levers .
Instantly a 2kt climb turned into 4kts .
There are of course one or two finer points of
etiquette regarding waterballast in competitions.
Raining on the opposition is frowned upon. Even
with water on beard. it does not pay to fty too fast- between 75 and 80k t seems best between thermals. This is a difficult measure to stic'k to when
you are cruising along and find yourself overtaken and left behind by the hot ships , but never
try to keep up with an ASH-25 , it doesn't pay.
Just trickle along at best glide on a grey day
and you too may have the happy discovery on
sliding in at twilight that all the hot ships are still
out there, on the deck, bleating for their crews on
the tan nay while you get a good night's sleep I

a

sunstate soaring
Australia
sunstate Soaring is situated in the city of Dalby, Queensland, which
has a population of 10.000 people and is 2.5 hours, by car from
Brisbane. The airfield is within walking distance of the town centre,
which offers an extensive range of accommodation and restaurants.
From Dalby there is easy access to Brisbane, the Gold and sunshine
Coasts, Barrier Reef as well as the Bunya and carnarvon National
Parks. sunstate Soaring has a fleet of modern fibreglass Open, Racing
and Standard class gliders. which are all equipped with Cambridge
LNavs linked to approved Cambridge GPS Data Loggers. The weather
in Dalby is superb offering a 12 months long cross-country soaring
season 500-Km flights have been flown in the area during ever month
ofthe year, 1000-Km has also been achieved from this area.

~

For further information please contact us at:
PO Box 452, Dalby, OLD, 4405, Australia
Phone/Fax: +61 <0!76-625860 or Fax: +61 <0!7-33022085
Mobile: +61<01412-269493
After hours: +61!0176-621803
E-mail: sunstate@tiga.com.au
Internet: http://www. tiga.com.au/sunstate
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Bank Holiday, it always does , so why plan an
Easter aerobatic competition wh ich requires a
400011 cloudbase? But this was when we held
the inaugural aerobatic competition in memory
of Dan Sm ith at Dunstable.
Dan Smith flew aerobatics in gliders when
gliders were not quite as suitable for advanced
manoeuvres as they are today. He won the last
official Aerobatic Nationals at Dunstable in 1968
flying an Oly. His winning routine included rolling
and inverted flying. The judging panel and contestants list ran like a Who's Who of gliding. For
some reason the national competition stopped
in the 1970s until its recent revival in 1990.
During his presidency of the London GC, Dan
remained interested in aerobatics and was planning to support the new Nationals just before his
tragic death in a gliding accident two years ago.
Dan's family generously donated a trophy in
his memory to the London GC , to encourage
"aerobatic excellence". The rules for this first
competition were simple. A Sportsman programme (positive g figures), open to all levels of
aerobatic pilots to be flown in K-21 gliders ,
loaned by Ounstable. The most demanding figures were stall turns and humpty bumps .
The programmes for the two day event were
published in advance which allowed some practice, but on the second day an unknown one was
to be revealed . The judges sat on the ridge marking each figure out of 1Opts . At the end of the
Comp, the pilot making least mistakes would
win. The trophy itself would go to the highest
placed sports pilot in the competition.
As it turned out most competitors flew three
unknown programmes. Not many admitted to
any serious practice and those who had featured
in the top half. The rest used the first programme
as •their practice and the standard of the second
known programme was noticeably higher.
Debbie Bilham kicked off showing the form
that won her the Sportsman Class Nationals last
year. Joh.n Bastin flew from memory shunning
the accepted norm of a written programme and
forgot the order of play half way through. Sam
Mummery completed without zeroing any stall
turns and late entry Bill Craig was so far out of
the box the judges couldn't see him to give any
marks. The first known programme was won by
Unlimited Class pilotlan Tunstall with 76% with
Novice (but ex Pitts pilot) Stefan Kwiecien hot
on his heels, flying an almost flawless routine.

p

Left to right: Ashley Benjamin, Ray Stoward, Debbie Bilham, Chris Cains, Betty Smith (Dan's
wife), Sam Mummery, Stefan Kwiecien (with the trophy), lan Tunstall, Graham Smith (Dan's
son), Guy Westgate and John Bastin. Photo: Nikki Marchant.
By early afternoon National Champion Guy
Westgate found his o l'd form , win ning the second programme with 78%, Stefan again chasing
the lead with 76% and flying beautifully. Debbie
gave a strong performance but was beaten by
fellow novice Chris Cain. John Bastin had a copy
of the programme in the cockpit which helped
his score and for a second time Sam wowed the
amassed crowd by scoring all his stall turns.
By mid afternoon the first day's schedule was
complete but Jim Duthie decided to press on and
fly the final programme, the unknown. lt was then
published and flown in reverse order to current
scored position.
John Bastin flew his best programme to score
3rd for the unknown. Guy's was very sound with
an average of 79% and then he watched as
Stefan flew an almost perfect routine but (tragically) fell ou t of a stall turn to place him 2nd in
the unknown. lan Tunstall also made an uncharacteristic mistake and zeroed the last few fig-

OHering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service In:
All glass, carbon, kevtar, wood and metal repairs
Modifications
Motor glider engine approval
C of A renewals and general maintenance
Weighings, 1ncluding accurate in flight C of G
positioning
Re-finishing in all types of gel coat and paint
Hard wax polishing
Competition sealing
BGA and PFA approved

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
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ures, dropping him from a favourite to win to 7th
for the programme. Sam too spoi lt his run of
scored stall turns and bagged his first zero.
Like many soaring competitions, the final
scores ref lected cons istency rather than pu re
bril liance. Guy Westgate took Gold, having won
the second two programmes. Newcomer Stefan,
after only a month of gliding solo, put his Pitts
experience to good use to finish 2nd and, technically still a Sportsman Pilot, took the trophy.
Aerobatic veteran Sam Mum mery proved
consistency scores by taking Bronze with l an
4th . Second placed Novice pilot Debbie Bilham
was 5th; Chris Cain 6th , John Basti n 7th, Jerry
Be ringer 8th , Ashley Benjamin 9th, Ray Steward
1Oth and Bill Craig 11th.
Our thanks to the judges, lead by Chris Pollard,
who sat on the downs all day peering into the sky
whilst fending off daft questions from the amassed
Bank Holiday public; Nick Buckenham for scoring
and Jim Duthie, the contest director.
~

ROGER TARGETT

ROGER TAKGE'IT
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr- Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL1 0 3TX

Tel: Workshop (01453) 860861
Home (01453) 860447
(Portable (0850) 769060
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PETER WELLS

Left, an original Ottley Motors unit, circa 1945-49. Centre, a Slingsby nose hook assembly from
about 1960. Right, a Cair manufactured type IP27 (1997) for the T-21.

Peter, an aircraft
engineer, BGA
senior inspector
and a glider pilot
since the 1950s,
traces the history
of the Ottfur hook
and Is optimistic
about its future

ou suddenly realise that tempus really does
fugitwhen it dawns upon you that there is probably a generation of glider pilots out there who
may never have heard of the Ottfur Quick
Release Unit. With a funny name like Ottfur
some even believe it to be of German origin and,
with the exception of vintage enthusiasts, few
are aware that it was conceived as a result of a
fatal accident in 1939.
On that July day Frank Charles, a dirt track
rider, had a winch launch in a Slingsby Petrel.
When the glider entered low cloud the winch
driver reduced power expecting the glider to release the cable. On emerging from the cloud
Frank, with the cable still attached, turned downwind. Equipped with a hook that didn't have a
back release mechanism, and before the winch
driver could operate the emergency cable cutter, the glider reached the limit of the available
cable and was pulled almost vertically Into the
ground. Frank was killed instantly.
This terrible accident was witnessed by a certain John "Pop" Furlong (soon to be involved
with the initial formation of the Glider Pilot
Regiment but later, and more importantly, in the
creation of the ATC gliding movement) . He was
convinced that such tragic accidents were preventable and soon designed a release unit which
would automatically release should a glider overfly the cable. His friend, Leonard Ottley who
owned Ottley Motors Ltd of Wood Green ,
London, took on the manufacturing .
And so the Ottfur quick release unit, or more
commonly the Ottfur hook, was born. The basic
concept has changed very little since the 1940s
and it has undoubtedly saved many lives. Its versatility to meet the geometric needs of many and
varied type installations by the simple process
of reorientating standard components is impressive and its principles are still utilised in today's
high performance gliders.
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The Ottfur hook was an immediate success
and became a standard fitting in all Fred Slingsby's gliders. Fred also modified it for other gliders such as the Rh6nbussard.
Ottfur became synonymous with Slingsby and
there were a series of modifications for each new
glider type. But when Fred retired and the company was bought by Vickers Ltd, the Ottfur went
into decline. Understandably Vickers were more
interested in military hardwear. Slingsby/Vickers
and the MoD (ATC) did hold spares but without
essential manufacturing support the Ottfur was
destined to become extinct.
I was introduced to the Ottfur in 1967 when
an enthusiastic CFI with a misguided sense of
humour presented early solo pilots with a bag of
unrelated bits of ironmongery, a pair of pliers
and a screwdriver, and told us to make an Ottfur.
lt took me over an hour not to complete the
task, afflicting third degree lacerations to my
hands in the process. lt was not until 1995 when
Colin Street of Cair Aviation, a founder member
of the Vintage GC, suggested that some effort
should be made to ensure long term support for
the Ottfur that I again took the plunge.
Cair Aviation bought the design and manufacturing rights from Slingsby!Vickers in 1990
with the faint hope that eventually it would be
posslble to launch a long term support service.
But it was late 1995 before serious work began
and, in parallel, we were able to look at the JAR
22 requirements and the possibility of introducing some British competition into the market.
The starting point was a plastic folder of old
drawings, a cardboard box of Ottfur bits, some
new but most used and unserviceable, and four
wooden trays containing half a ton of original
tooling . Although the data on assembly and test
procedures were missing, we realised that we
could achieve the first objective.
The tooling list showed that some drill jigs
were missing and replacements had to be designed and manufactured. The original press
dies were discarded in favour of the more modern process of laser cutting and other processes,
such as fabrication , heat treatment and plating,
were sub-contracted
A big problem was the absence of test procedures. The Australians had produced an OSTIV
report in 1983 claiming that the Ottfur did not
meet JAR 22 requirements. But the Ottfur had
been designed before JAR 22 existed and as
the report made no reference to SCAR , it was
decided to check the Australian test results and
evaluate the Ottfur against SCAR Section E.
We made a test rig and , with many thanks to
the engineering department at Crawley College,
Sussex , it was suitably calibrated. The tests
proved the Australians were correct and an evaluation using the weight and wing loadings of gliders contemporary with the Ottfur proved that it
did meet the requirements of SCAR Section E.
The Australian report also showed that wear
in the over dead centre geometry (ODC) adversely affected release pull loads. The tests
confirmed this and found that the condition of
the hook profile also had' a significant affect on

release operating loads. A combination of wear
in the ODC geometry and any noticeable indentation in the hook profile could result in release
operating loads which , in certain circumstances,
could be high enough to make it impossible for a
pilot to actuate the release mechanism . A unit
returned from Denmark in 1996 had this fault.
Then we faced another problem . The original
hook was made by welding three 14 SWG steel
plates together around their outer edge . In one
sample corrosion between the plates had so
weakened the assembly that the beak of the
hook had broken off.
Examination showed this was a common
problem , so now the hooks will be CNC machined from the solid, surfaced hardened and
plated. A hook with a modified prolile to eliminate the risk discussed in the previous paragraph is now being evaluated.
Other points wh ich came to light were that the
Ottfur cable rings are not compatible with Tost
release units whereas Tost cable rings are compatible with Ottfur's, and that attempts to launch
a glider which needs a black, brown or red weak
link using Ottfur cable rings could result in a distortion of the rings or, worse, complete failure.
The BGA have been told about these findings.
A comprehensive support service for users of
the original series of Ottfurs is now available from
Cair Aviation.

But what of the future?
Prototypes of a new generation of Ottfur nose
and C of G units are now being tested with encourag ing results . They have been designed to
meet JAR 22 requirements using modern manufacturing processes wh ilst maintaining the
basic, reliable Ottfur concept, and w ill fit airframes that take standard Tost units.
There appears no technical reason why they
should not be accepted as a valid alternative.
However, there remains the problem of type certification and approval, but it should be possible
to offer competitively priced alternative units in
the near future.
(Dick Stratton, BGA c!Jief technical officer, comments: "lt is important to emphasise t!Jat any replacement of existing Tost !Jooks by Ottfurs
would require major modification approval, since
suc!J a c!Jange would invalidate tile glider manufacturer's type design certificate.)
See also BGA & General News.
i:l
Below: This photograph shows examples of
the laser cut corn
nts of the Ottfur hook.
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Pop-Top Glider Pilots Parachute

•. State of the art in emergency parachutes
The Pop-Top. External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment.
;1-\0HAS
•
Fully encased risers resulting in a snag free parachute container system.
-v-• Steerable parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots.
~,.
s oft, slim line design for the ultimate in comfort
~ •
• BriNsh built, quality assured to BS 5750
• Reliability , comfort and efficiency when it matters

THOMAS Sports Equipment Limited
Lofty's Loft· Pinfold Lane· Bridlington ·North Humberside· Y016 5XS • Tel: 01262 678299

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING GLIDERS AT LASHAM SINCE 1957

WE CAN OFFER

+

FAST HIGH QUALITY REPAIRS IN GRP, CARBON (SKINS AND SPARS),
I<:EVLAR, METAL, WOOD

+
+

GELCOAT REFINISHING TO THE HIGHEST STANDARD

+
+
+

INSTRUMENT PANELS MADE AND INSTALLED

COMPETITIVE PRICES FOR C OF A INSPECTION, COLLECTION AND
DELIVERY CAN BE ARRANGED
COMPETITION SEALS FITTED
CAA APPROVED WELDING

+
+

HARD WAX POLISHING
LLOYDS APPROVED REPAIRS

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
TELEPHONE/FAX 01256~381359
e
e
E
e
l
d:AM FAVIa
IOn
n
erprlses
1
1
1 ~=~:k;~;:aR:~:2~TJFaux~0148872224
Mambury Airfield, Lam bourn,

I

+ Come to the professionals - you know what you're geHing +
, Normally comes fully fitted
1 end pointed. Including: front
door, spore wheel, jockey
wheel, safe double strut
knuckle support struts.
(onvenlionol rigging on or
off the trailer. Jacking belly
trolley. Lots of options to suit
your preferences
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GT 2000 LIFT TOP

TRADITIONAL DROOP SNOOT

Designed for the tight
budget. Specify your own
options. Specify your own
fittings- use existing
fillings if you like. Proven
design with over 320 built to
dote end 16 years'
experience. Very suitable ,for
dubs ond 2 sealers '
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TONY DANBURY

The Rudder's
Not For

Turning
A scary incident which
ended safely

I

have been asked by fellow glider pilots to
write up the K-13 incident at London GC in April
so, reluctantly , here goes:
I had a look at RW's logbook and pre-solo card
and all he really needed was a few more cable
breaks and a stall/spinning session . As the
weather was good. with just some cloud at about
3000ft, we decided to get the K-13 (FSO) and
go spinning. RW had arranged to fly with
Malcolm Bland but as they both weigh near
200ibs I (1541bs) volunteered to fly with RW.
I gave RW a thorough briefing on what we
were going to be doing on the flight(s) and also
how to use the parachute. In view of his weight I
decided to put him in the rear seat.
As usual, when instructing, I had my handheld radio with me and tucked it into my jacket
under the harness strap. RW had not flown
a K-13 before so he had a few goes on the tow
up to 3000ft and, after release , tried a few gentle turns and then did some clearing turns to
check for other aircraft below etc. As he had not
had a spin before I demonstrated two to the rigl1t,
with about one full turn , before applying full left
rudder to stop rotation etc.
RW was then invited to have a go himself.
"OK, now stick fully back and yaw to the right; in
she goes , now apply full left rudder and ease
stick forward. Heh, what was that bar1g? I have
control."
FSO had come out of the spin, of course, because the stick had been put forward and the
wings unstalled, but the yaw string was nearly
at right angles and both my rudder pedals were
forward. After a few moments we real ised that
the left rudder cable had parted somewhere and
the cable tensioning system was holding the rudder hard over to the right.
Time to take stock. We were at about 2000ft
over Tilsworth (and some very high voltage cables) going round in large sliding right hand circles, with the wings level and descending slowly.
The glider was stable and the circle could be
tightened by rolling to the right (the yaw string
actually straightened whilst rolling so it was not
stuck!) and rolling to the left produced a pretty
solid side-slip. The ASI was useless.
We were both wearing parachutes but I have
never used one and frankly did not fancy trying
one now. We were surrounded by a steel frame ,
had large crumpable wings and were descending at least as slowly as we wou ld with a
parachute, assuming they opened OK. Stick with
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what you know! In addition, the thought of facing
the committee. manager and CFI after abandoning a very nearly airworthy glider wou ld have
been too much.
I then remembered my radio, so it seemed a
good idea to let someone know of our predicament. How about a Mayday? Hopefully it would
be the only chance I'd ever have to call one . I
use the key lock on the ICOM so I did not ct1ange
frequency inadvertently and it was tuned to
129.90MHz. Anyway I did not want the whole of
the UK to know about us, just LGC and a lew
balloonists and parachutists. I could only imagine the reaction in the tower, office, tug and winch
to the call. Someone, I can not remember who ,
acknowledged.
Our circles were drifting slowly towards Eaton
Bray . At 1OOOft the situation had not really
changed and we were looking to see where we
might arrive.
I cannot claim that I was selecting a field! I
transmitted our Mayday again and tried to concentrate on getting us down in a suitable area.
We crossed the new road where there is a
sewage works and a fairly large area of bushes,
the latter being preferable if we could not reach
a field . Then, right on track( I) was a large smooth
field , with sheep at the far end, so we went for it.
With the wings level the side-slip was considerable and the glider turns . Who said "the rudder is not for turning?" Try a K-13 with full rudder.
My main concern was not to let the glider fall
into a spin. We had all the ingredients ; over ruddered, underbanked, no ASI and wanting to land
at minimum speed. I was sensitive to the slightest hint of any pre-stall buffet!

Stopped with barbed wire
cutting into the leading edge
In order to make the touchdown as light as
possible, or perhaps I clean forgot about them, I
kept the airbrakes closed and we landed very
gently on hard smooth ground about 50 yards
into the field. However, we were still turning and
the glider rotated about 180" and slid sideways
towards a fence and hedge. We stopped with
the left wing high over the hedge and barbed
wire, at the top of the fence , cutting into the leading edge of that wing about a foot out from the
fuselage.
We clambered out and I called on the radio
announcing our safe arrival and no injuries.
"Please will someone get a trailer and retrieve
us?" I went and saw the farmer whose main concern was that no sheep were injured ! He didn't
mind gliders but not those blasted hot-air balloons. Nice fella!
Throughout the whole procedure RW was
calm and discussed the various places we might
land (arrive). I am relieved that RW has not been
put off gliding and is progressing well. We both
had two-seater flights later that day.
The BGA were called and both suspended
and re-instated my instructor rating that day.
In retrospect I have been embarrassed by the
number of people who have congratu lated me
on a job well done. I am not known for my mod-

esty but in this case, apart from not actually pan icking , I was just very lucky and let an excellent
glider look after us both. The mechanica l failure
was at the port rear ruqder tu rnbuckle on the
thread . Dick Stratton. BGA chief tech nical officer, had a look at it and stated that he had never
known this happen in a K-13.
There have been several sugges tions on
things I should have done : take out my trusty
cutters from my top pocket and cut the other rudder cable (a trailing rudder would have fluttered
to death '); hook my foot round the other pedal
and pull (no room ); get the student to pull the
end of the left cable, assuming he could find it.
Oh , and why didn 't I side-slip the two or three
miles back to the club and land there. Isn't hindsight marvellous.
FSO now has new turnbuckles and cables and
I have taken it spinning again.
NB. On May 28 RW successfully flew his first
solo after breaking the winch cable !

a

Be Warned
Peter Molloy draws attention to a
trap many can fall into at this time
of year. 1t was emphasised last
August, p209, by Howard Johns
but is worth repeating

A

glider is airborne for a whi le and then, from
an apparently normal approach , it makes a to tally unnecessary low turn away fro m the approach and crashes during the last part of the
final turn.
Why? Why? Why?
Things that jump to mind are stupidity, carelessness, lack of currency . We could go on but
none are applicab le. it's a little more complicated. Investigation revealed the following sequence of events which may seem similar to
days we have all experienced .
The crash was 11 ){hrs after our pilot had got
up. lt was hot and cloudless and soon th e temperature rose to the high 70°S. He drove some
distance to the airfield, helped to rig several gliders and had a number of fl ights that involved
some soaring . These were followed by two tugging trips before a 27.:hr soaring flight.
On landing, he helped derig that aircraft before being told his syndicate glider was at the
launch point. Thinking it was an easy way to get
it to the trailer, he took one last launc h. And it
might well have been his last - it certainly was
for the glider.
During this long, hot, busy day he didn't wear
a hat, had little to eat or dri nk and didn't have
time for a rest. The end resu lt was:Fatigue. Heat exhaustion. Dehydration.
These, like oxygen starvation, dull our senses.
make us less capable and unable to make the
right decision. The symptoms creep up on us in
such a way we are the last to be aware of them.
And by then it may be too late. So on a hot, busy.
action packed day always consider your needs :
Protection. Refreshment. A little rest.

a
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FROM THE BGA CHAIRMAN
Dick continues the overseas theme evident
in this issue, as well as giving a warning
about possible future airspace problems
Visiting gliding sites other than one's own can be
good fun and provides excellent opportunities to
widen our experience and make new friends .
Club visits are therefore a most enjoyable part of
my activities as chairman and I have much
appreciated the friendly welcome extended to
Mary and me around the country and the opportunity to fly at some widely differing sites .
So when we arranged to have a holiday in
the Canadian Rockies In May I was keen to get
airborne if possible. Bill Scull kindly came up
with a telephone number for Pemberton Soaring , "somewhere near Vancouver", and armed
with my gliding certificate and an expired FAI
competition licence , we set off for foreign parts.
Negotiating a Canadian glider pilot's licence

DEVELOP E T

on the strength of these documents was an
interesting experience. lt says a lot for the
Canadian authorities that with a minimum of
fuss and after parting with $45, I became the
proud possessor of an annual pilot's licence.
You have to have a licence if you want to fly P1.
Does that sound familiar?
Like Justin (see p217) we drove into the
wilderness of the high Rockies (in rain , of
course) and had a great welcome from
Christine and Peter Timm and Peter's partner
Rudi who own and operate Pemberton Soaring .
For once the weather gods smiled and as we
were being briefed the clouds lifted dramatically
revealing towering 1 0 OOOft snow clad peaks
right along the edge of the airfield. We trundled

EWS

planning guidance will be adopted as part of the
district local plan by 1999
The real danger is that it will then set a
precedent. albeit unsound. Which will be used
as a blueprint by other local authorities with no
proper airfield policies of their own.
The democratic processes have been pul to
the test and have. so far. been round sadly
lacking A well co-ordanated effort is needed
from all those Interested. not only in aviation but
In civil liberties, to ensure that the South Cambs
"Airfields" policy 1s treated with the contempt it
deserves and is chucked out before rt causes
serioUs damage.

Ttle section on operation and practice has
been condensed from manuals produced by
individual gliding clubs, from firsthand experience, manufacturers' data and from qualified
expertise.
All hough ltls written with the Tost winch as a
primary example, the principles are easily
adapted to suit any make, includmg those
splendid home builds one frequently comes
across at our clubs.
Malcolm Hook, DCFI of Lasham Gliding
Society. has been closely Involved with the sale
development of high powered winch launching
at his own club and has given invaluable help
and advice . So has Steve Longland whose
excellent drawmgs illustrate the text
Publication was delayed pending the settlement of several contentious Issues. including
weak link configurations and the use of Ottfur
rings. The various BGA committees are now
fully in accord and some new recommendations
are included before they appear officially 1n the
next edition of Laws & Rules for Glider Pilots.

BGA Winch Operators' Manual
Th1s is the first section of the long awaited BGA
operations' manual and should be available by
the Iima you read this. it gives advice, information and gUidance to those Involved 1n the daaly
operation and maintenance ot the club winch.
The theory and practice of winch launching is
covered with particular reference to the safe
exploitation of modern, high powered. high
acceleration winches which have revolutionised
launching techniques In fecent years.
John Glbson has written a detailed report on
the mechanics of the winch launch and we
have reproduced his article "High powered
winching without tears• (S&G. June 1996,
p144), as well as two of Charlie Goulthorpe's
recent excellent articles in S&G, although
Instructional aspects of winching have been
kept to a mmlmum as they are fully dealt wifh in
the BGA Instructors' Manual.

Lottery success at Wormi ngford
Essex & Suffolk GC has been awarded a
Lottery Sports Fund grant of £65 810 towards
the cost of building a glider store and workshop
at Worminglord
Since the club moved from Whattield in
1990, tile llas been spartan. After providing
essential intrastrvcture and launching equipment, clubhouse and toilets took priority and
club gliders had to be rigged every flying day.
Many hardened gilder pilots will consider Ihe
new building to be unnecessarily sophisticated,
but the local council insisted upon design
features that precluded agriculuturallype
structures and added substantially to the cost.
Repeated practice has given the club the
slickest rigging team I have yet encountered,
but the savmg or the chore w1ll cause few
regrets and trundling lhe lul!y rigged fleet
through the hangar doors wilt be a great luxury .

Ro er Coote. BGA d velopment officer,
dl cu ses ome dl turbln news about
ol nnln control for irfield
Gliding clubs th reatened by unlawful
planning policy ?
A consultation draft of South Cambridgeshire
District Councn·s ''Airfield" supplementary
planning guidance policy has caused
widespread concern in general aviation circles
and to local ghd1ng clubs m particular
The proposals, wh1ch were Intended to
control new and expanding alrtields in South
Cambs and which purported to encourage
recreational flying. Included.
• Launches/take-offs hmited to 40fday.
• Limtted operatmg hours wilh closure1400hrs
on Sundays and public holidays.
• Alrcraftlimtted to 240bhp and seating capacity
for four
representatJons
The Council rece1ved 1
from mterested Individuals and organisataons.
Including the BGA, RAeC GAAC and, indeed,
the CAA. Of these, 13 were 1n suppon of the
proposed policies and six offered no comment,
leaving i 058 objectors.
The planning director was advised that many
of the draM policaes were unrealistic. unreasonable and unenforceable. Some or the policies
were considered to be beyond the jurisdiction of
a local authority, being at best ultra vines and at
worst unlawful.
In spite of oveJWhelming opposition to lhelr
consultation draft and letters lobbying the
counc1llors concerned, the Council's Planning
Commltlee adopted the policy at a public meet·
lng on May 14 alter a minimum of discussion.
Unless these daft policies can be formally
overturned by a DoE planning inspectDr or by
action In the High Court. the supplementary

on
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the Super Blanik on to the massive 4000ft
asphalt runway and after a quick check for
bears (one had invaded the runway the previous
day} , Peter showed me the local terrain and
thermal sources. He then allowed me to take
Mary for a flight amongst the most spectacular
scenery before the clouds closed in once more.
I can thoroughly recommend a visit and we
are grateful to Christine, Peter and Rudi for
their ready welcome and hospitality.
Back home it was a question of straight to
work, with the French licensing situation still
unresolved , despite sterling work by Chris
Pullen and input from Peter Hearne.
The CAA had fired the first warning shots
that Class A airspace will be next on the
agenda for examination . More of this as the
picture becomes clearer in the coming months.
In view of the piece by Mike Woollard about
the Technical Committee on the opposite page,
I will take a break from my series on the workings of our various committees for this issue. In
the meantime , as I write this the new soaring
season is just getting off the ground, so I take
this opportunity to wish you all great soaring in
the months ahead .

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Eilif J. Ness, president of the Federation Aeronautique
lnternationale, on the right, presented the awards. He is
photographed with Silver medal recipient Bill Walker who
learned to glide with the ATC in 1943 and whose many responsibilities included being CFI at Edzell. As an MP Bill's,
support resulted in improvements in the ATC's fleet of
gliders and as parliamentary spokesman for the BGA he
helped to preserve a prime Scottish gliding site,
Portmoak, threatened by an airway.

Eilif also too'k the
opportunity to
present the FAI
Bronze medal to
Tom Zealley for
services to
gliding including
vice-president of
the 6GA,
chairman of the
London GC,
chairman and
later president of
the Royal Aero
Club, UK delegate
to the IGC, vicepresident and
influential member of the FAI
Council and
innovating
president of the
Statutes
Committee.

Ann Welch, on the right , who celebrated her 80th birthday this spring, was
awarded the Gold medal. Ann founded the Surrey GC, flew Spitfires as well
as many other aircraft with the ATA, and has campaigned for both traditional and less conventional flying . She set up and was president of two
FAI comm issions for hang gliding, paragliding and microlights, and is president of honour of both commissions as well as president of the BHPA and

the BMAA. With Ann is Geralyn Macfadyen who won the British Women
Pilots' Association's 0 . P. Jones rose bowl for the most noteworthy performance in gliding by a woman. it was in recognition of the longest flight in
the UK by a woman during 1996- the fifth time she has made such a flight
to win a BGA trophy. Geralyn flew 532.9km in an ASW-20F.

Royal Aero Club
Annua Awa ds
The Club's Awards Ceremony was at Goldsmiths' Hall on April15
Cedric Vernon, on the left, with his Bronze medal. Cedric was involved with
gliding's International Development Panel for 33 years and the drafting of the
OSTIVAS. For much of that time he was editor of all the published OSTIV papers. He played a major part in preparing the UK BCAR Section E requirements
and was secretary to the JAR 22 study group from its inception in 1976 until
1980. His 1000 gliding hours include test flying. The President's Rolex trophy
for young pilots went to Jay Rebbeck , on the right. Aged 19, he has a Gold
badge and Diamond height and is a promising competition pilot. He was
awarded the trophy fo r a 516km 0/R ,f rom Bicester to Sutton Bank last June 23
in his K-6E on a day without brilliant soaring conditions. Photos by Belgrave &
Portman Photography.

BGA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE NEWS
From Mike Woollard, who last year took over from Howard Torode as
chairman. Mike, who has been in gliding since 1980, has two Diamonds,
some 1000 gliding hours and more than 550 power, is the engineering
director of lrvin Aerospace Ltd.
A Technical Committee barely goes by without
some new glider type being considered for a
UK permit . Recent examples i nclude the ASW27, LS-8. Edgeley EA-9, th e Genesis fl ying
wing , the Me-7, PW-5, SZD-55 and Fox. as well
as the ASC Spirit and Falcon kits from the USA.
Fortunately the standard of glider manufacture is high so the adoption to lhe UK register Is
a simple formality. However, rogue problems do
occur and we make every effort to identify them
and ensure they are corrected. Recent exam·
pies include lost control movement between
pilot controls and control surfaces, high aileron
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circu it friction and a poor canopy release.
Although accidents due to technical failure
are fortunately extremely rare, when they do
happen the committee has to consider the
technical ramifications and give support to the
BGA accident investigation team A recent
example was the Oly 460 series where a rogue
airframe, which had been badly stored in an
open trailer, developed serious lntergranular
Right: Retrofitted vertical wing lets on a Std
Cirrus. See Mike's comments on the next
page.
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corrosion of the main spar duralumin side
plates with the tragic fatal consequence of a
main spar failure.
The investigation of the type , in conjunction
with the CAA who (unusually) had type certificated the design , found a small number of
gliders with a similar problem which are beyond
economic repair. The remainder can certainly
be returned to flight condition once the CAA
has rubber stamped the findings . As a precautionary measure the CAA requested the further
stren·gthening modification of additional through
bolting of the side plates to prevent any possibility of side plate buckling - this being the
mechanism for compression failure of the upper
spar boom.
it is unfortunate that this has meant an
apparent loss of confidence by owners in the
design. This is unwarranted as the problem is
relatively easy to monitor. The spar thickness
should not show appreciable signs of swelling
and provided the root spars have been well
maintained and protected through the life of the
glider, it is unlikely to be a problem. One
safeguard is to provide a D box trai ler support
for the wings at the root end , rather than
supporting the root end on the spar itself. This
will prevent trailering loads from "working" the
spar which is relative ly thin and so flexible in
the fore and aft direction.
One of our aims is to promote sailplane
development , usually through influencing
airworthiness standards and design requirements such as OSTIVAS and JAR 22. On a
more practical front we have recently seen
some exciting developments in the adoption of
retrofitted vertical wing lets on a number of
gliders such as the Libel le . LS-4, Vegas.
Nimbus 2, ASW-20 and Std Cirrus.
Alan Duerden , a newcomer to the committee , devoted his final university year t11esis to
fitting winglets to his LS-4 after studying the
lead given by P. C. Masak in Canada. All gliders fitted show significant improvement in
lateral stability, roll control and reduced stalling
speeds with likely benefits of drag reduction
which are difficult to quantify accurately.

Occasionally we have to take controversial
decisions on equipment. A recent example is
the reversion to single weak links for winch
cables to prevent double link misassembly - a
problem with a simple technical solution.
We have also decided that the risk of a winch
hang up caused by mixing the older style Ottfur
rings with Tost hooks was unacceptable, so we
had no option but to recommend banning Ottfur
rings . Tost rings are recommended as they
work perfectly with Tost and Ottfur hooks in
marked contrast to the Ottfur ring wl1ich can be
prone to distortion and jamming. The need for
this has come with the use of more powerful
winches launching ever heavier gliders and the
practical difficulty of ensuring the correct ring is
always used with the correct hook.
(Mike mentions how fortunate the committee
is to have members with such a wealth of
theoretical and practical knowledge and pays a
special tribute to Dick Stratton, BGA chief
technical officer.)
Dick tirelessly watches over the largest M3
maintenance facility in the country for which he
is the (our) official engineering signatory. Dick's
pragmatic. no nonsense approach to glider and
tug maintenance make him a a welcome
"official" when he visits BGA clubs all over the
country. Under his charge are the 410 inspectors and 110 senior inspectors who supervise
the airworthiness of more than 2000 gliders,
180 SLMGs and more than 20 tugs in the UK in
a manner which avoids unnecessary bureaucracy, keeps down costs and ensures the
highest safety standards. Long may we enjoy
such an efficient and cost effective system.

NATIONAL lADDER
Submissions have been limited to a few clubs
so far despite reasonable weather during all of
April and much of May. Well done to the
Cambridge Club in heading both ladders in
such dominating style and in particular to Mike
Young who is at last starting to get the hang of
long distance flying in his immensely under
handicapped LS-8 .

SLMG to PPL

COU~SES from

SILVER'(' SLMG COURSES
COURSES from
from

£495

£11320 £1000

THE REAL CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
STOP PRESS!
We tan now offer RT tourses

* Aircrah hire: Falke £40PH; ClSZ £75PH; PAZ8 £80PH
* SLMG Courses Availoble
*

FLIGHT
TRAINING
Oxford Airport or Hinlon-in-the-Jiedges Airfield, Nr Bonbury
Tei.0186S370814 Tei.Mobile0836787421 or0129S81277S
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Justin Wills (ASW-27 ) won the 15 Metre Class
in the Swiss Nationals, held at Chanis from May
22-30, with 5449pts after seven contest days.
The longest task was 350km.
The Open Class (longest task 370km) was
won by H. Binder (Nimbus 3T) with 4651 pts.and
the Standard Class winners were T. and D.
Frey (both flying LS-8s) with 4705pts. Their
longest task was a 350km.
OBITUARY· Lady Alex Orde
We were sad to hear ol the death, a few days
before her 90th birthday in May, of Alex who , as
Alex Kin loch, was secretary of the BGA in the
1950s. She was married to Cuthbert Orde who
was a distinguished portrait painter whose
subjects included many famous pilots.
Ale x was remembered by Ann Welch as a
"friendly, enthusiastic and very competent
presence in the BGA".

STOLEN RA'DIO

Club

Pts

Fits

Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
London
London

5731
4822
3422
3193
2846

4
4
2
3
3

On June 12 the BGA had received donations
from the following:-

PIS

Fits

8248
6600
5591
5180
3770

4
4
3
4

J. L. Bridge
S. M. Smith
M. J. Young
E. Downham
E. W. Johnston

FATAL ACCIDENT

II=IIL'DT

SUCCESS FOR JUSTIN

Pilot

Club

Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
London

M. J. You ng
J. L. Bridge
S. M. Smith
P. E. Baker
E. Downham

Please may I have your next entries by the
end of July .
John Bridge. national/adder steward

Farmhouse accommodation
can be arranged

The two national coaches, Dave Bullock and
Gee Dale , have had an encouraging start to
their first season. They are running more than
double the usual number of courses wh ich had
all been filled by late April with just a few places
left on the wave weeks in the autumn.
The feedback is very positive with pilots
appreciating the mi x of skills on offer - Dave
concentrating on the instructor courses and
Gee the soaring weeks. all under the watchful
eye of Chris Pullen .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pilot

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Weekend Ladder

IAII prices inc VAT and landing lees)

THE COACHING PROGRAMME

Watch out for an ICOM A2 radio . serial No.
04516 , stolen in late May in the Waterlooville
area of Portsmouth. The battery and Helical
antenna were attached but the charger was not
taken .
If offered it please contact M. J. Crawley, 36
T•he Glade, Waterlooville, Hants PO? ?PE,
tel /fax 01 705 251705.

Open Ladder

CONVERT WITH US

BGA 1000 CLUB LOTTERY
The May draw results are: First prize - S.
Parsonage (£50.50) witll the runners-up - A.
Cluskey , R. A. Williams , C. Garton, J. G. Alien,
M. J. Wilshere - each winning £10.10.
June: First prize- R. H. Di xo n (£50. 50) with
the runners up-S. Lynn , J. Edyvean, A.
Galbraith , C. Smith and R. H. Dixon - each
winning £10 .10.

Derek Knowlden , a Bronze badge pilot aged
45 , was killed on Sunday, June 15, at East
Sussex GC. Ring mer. He was being winch
launched in an Ast ir when the weak link broke
at about 300ft. Instead of landing ahead he
turned , but did not have sufficient height to land
safely.

ALPS DEFENCE APPEAL

P Wooley, Heron GC, T. Banks, P. Gray,
RAFGSA Bicester, T. World, Portsmouth Naval
Bar Bottle, Mr & Mrs O.Regan, J. Barrett, S.
Dunn , T. McGee, R. Williams , A. Emck, S.
Eyles, D. Eade, A. Davis , C & D Compston.
Portsmouth Naval GC, Cotswold GC, P. Onn ,
World Engines, M.J . Wilshere, D. Cadisch. M &
J Randle , Alvro de Orlean s-Borbon , A.R .
Doughty , D. Westwood, The Soaring Centre , P.
Storey. J. Dispaux . K.J. Cadman, A.R . Kerwin Nye , J. King, N. Davies, B. Jenkins , R. Brigden ,
R. Speer, M. Macefield and R. Glazebrook .
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Williams, John
Nevil l, John
Cavanna. Anthony
Laylee, Ann
Greenway, Peter

SGU
Deeside
Es sex
Lash am
Herelordshire

28 .3
10.4
16.2
20.4
30.1

Name

Club

Geraghty. Vincent
Gair. Gerald
Rebbeck. Robert

Trent Valley
East Su ssex
London
(in New Zealand )
London

1997
1.4
26.3
t0 _3

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983

ALL TH REE DIAMONDS

GOLD HEIGHT

No _

Name

523
524

Carruthers. Michael SGU
Chapman. Christopher Midland

1997
28.3
29.3

525

Robertshaw. Stephen Derby & Lanes
Hill, Susan
Southdown
Dandre. John
SGU

13.3
21
13.2

526
527

Club

DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
Nicolson. Keilh
11761
11762

Club
Cambridge
(in South A Inca)
Southdown
(in Australia)
SGU
(in Aus tralia)

Hill. Su san

1997
15. 1
2. 1

11763

Dandie. John

1/764

Pigoen. Mark

La sham

20. 1

Gentil, Paul

(in Australia)
Cotswold
(in Au stralia )

20 1

1·7 55

Nisbet. Graham
Dawson. John
Williams. John
Aspen. Derek
Williams, John
Goodchild. Simon
Halton. Ric hard
Cavanna. Anlhony

13 .2
Andrews. Roger
Heaton . Derek
Thompson. Stephen

Bannerdown
SGU
SGU
Easl Su ssex
Cranwell
(in France )
Bid ford
Essex
(in Australia )
Mid land
Glyndwr
Sou thdown
(in Spain)

19.3
23.3
28.3
10.4
26.3
20.3
26.3
16.2
29.4
4 .5
29.4

GOLD DISTANCE
DIAMOND GOAL
No.
Name
212534 Nevill. John
212535 Laylee. Ann
2/2536 Greemvay, Peter

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
311382 Rebbeck. Robert

Club
Deeside
Lasham
Herefordshire 30. 1
(in Australia)

Club

London
(in New Zealand)
SGU
3! 1383 Brown, Antlto ny
311384 Carruthers. Mrchael
SGU
3/1385 Chapman. Christopher Midland
Deeside
311 385 Greensmith. Alan
311387 Aspey . Derek
SGU
311388 Robertsh aw. Stephen Derby & Lanes
3/ 1389 Mountain. lan
Cranwell
311390 Stafford Alien. Peter Fen land
Cram•ell
311391 Goodchild. Simon
(in France)
3/1392 Williams. John
SGU
311 393 Andrews. Roger
Midland
311394 Bottomley. Robert
Lash am
(in Spain)
311395 Thompson. S1ephen Southdown
(in Spain)
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10.4
20.4

Name

1978

Dawson. John

Club
Bannerdown

Club
Deeslde

Laylee. Ann

Greenway. Peter

1997
10.3
20.3
28.3
29.3
2.4
10.4
13 .3
29.3
22.2
20.3
28.3
29.4
21.4

29.4

GOLD BADGE

No.

Name
Nevill. John
Cavanna. Anthony

199 7
23.3

1997
10.4
9. 2

Essex
(in Australia)
Lash am
Herefordshire
(in Australia)

20.4
30.1

SILVER BADGE

No.

Name

Club

10 19 1 Nuttall. Gary
101 92 Elliott. David
10 193 Garston. Brian
101 94 Hatfield. Andrew
10 195 Pocock. Nigel
10 196 Johnson . Wiliiam
10 197 Barter. Su san
10 198 Kendrick. John
10 199 Wrrght. Artn ur
10 200 Bird , Garoth
10 201 Johnson , Malcolrn
10 202 Clowes. Peter
10 203 Redington. Alan
10 204 Cavanna. Anthony
10 205 Latly. Keith
10 206 Hoskins. Martin
10 207 Loening, Adnan
10 208 Mullis, Paul
10 209 Steinberg. Stephen
10 2 10 Pursey. Graham
102 11 Churchill. Sean

Nene Valley

East Sussex
Bicester
Nene Valley
Lasham
Bum

East Sussex
East Sussex
Lasham
Lasham
Sack vi lie
Southdown
Perranporth

Essex
Borders
Shalbourne
SGU
Shenington
London
London
Bicest.er

1997
30.3
30.3
5.9.96
6.4
13.4
12.4
16.4
26.3
20.4
15.4
12.4
19.4
20.4
9.2
1.5
30.4
6 .5
1.5
12.2
14.5
14.5

UK CROSS-COUN TRY DIPLOMA
Part 1

Name
Bryson . Richard
Jackson, Rob 11
Rowland , Robert

Club
Wyvern
Wel land
Welland

1997
13.4
12.4
12.4

Part 2

Name

Club

Bryson, Richard

Wyvern

1997
t3.4

Late News
On going to press we have had the followlng statement from Peter Hearne,
BGA vice-chairman
The French DGAC has provisionally agre ed
to British pilots flying in France subject to: 1. Havi ng a CAA medical class 3 with a two
year validity for thos e under 40 years of age
and a one year validity for the over 40s.
2. Sending above , plus a photo copy for th e
BGA certification, the last logbook page ,
passport pages plus passport photos to th e
DGAC regional office.
3. Carrying out a normal site check flight with
a French instructor on arrivaL
4. Subject to above, British pilots may fly P1
on British single-seaters and as student pi lots on French registered single-seaters and
two -seaters. Two British pilots may share a
British two-seater.
4. Th e requirement for pre visit ratification of
Cs of A will be cance lled . However, take it
with you .
5. SLMG pilots with CAA licences are unaffected.
If you would like to write about your club (see p213)
we would be pleased to hear from you. The aim is to

try and reflect /he varying character of our UK
clubs. You may wish to make 11 a picture feature or
use the space (a maximum of 1000 words with two
good quality colour prints) to get over Its stmosphere. Or perhaps you would prefer to concentrate
on individual members who have had a strong
influence or made an outstanding contribullon. ~

All y ear round WAVE • RIDGE • THERMAL Soaring
at the Scoffish Gliding Centre
~

Portmoap/
~

,,J

Scottish Qliding Union-·'Limited
\ .......,. ..... ~
• Expand your gliding skills over the beautifully scenic ScoHish countryside (fastest 1996 UK 500k from Portmoak)
• Ab initio

* Bronze * Cross Country Courses, May - Oct inclusiv e

• Ma ke it a holiday course and relax in pleasant, comfortable surroundings -accommodation, cafeteria and licensed
lounge bar complex on the airfield
• Launching by winch or aerotow

* K21 's and juniors in fleet

For details contact: The Course Secretary, Scottish Gliding Union, Portmoolc Airfield, Scotlandwell KY 13 7 JJ • Tel: 0 J592 840543
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Copy and pho tographs for the
October-November issue of S&G
should be sent to the Editor, 281
Queen Edlth's Way, Cambridge CB1
4NH, tel 01223 247725, fax 01223
413793, to arrive not later than
August 12 and fo r the DecemberJanuary issue to arrive not later than
October 14.
GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH

Maureen Haddon recei ving her wings from
Lincoln GC's CFI Dick Hannigan after going
solo.

Above: Mark Courtney from Devon &
Somerset GC goes solo. Below: Southdown
GC bursary cadets Kirstin Speary and Fan
Zanardeni.

June 11

AQUILA (Hinton in the Hedges)
Most of our late spring cross-country activity has
been fru strated by th e weather, inclUding the
Inter-Club League we hosted. As ever, Mary
Maagher had the best story, return ing to RAF
Benson the following day with a metal detector
to find the tailplane main pin in the grass. At least
we flew fun tasks · as we have on 17 of the last
18 League days we have hosted. Is this a record?
A Lak- 12 has arrived , though we sadly say
farewell to Doug Edwards after five years as our
cross-country organiser, work com mitments
driving him south.
M. E.
BATH, WILTS & NORTH DORSET (The Park)
We have been given a £21 700 grant by the
Foundation for Sport and the Arts towards our
new winch. We are most grateful.
We have had a second very successful flying
week. Alan Milne, DCFI, and Phll Gascoigne
have run another well attended Bronze badge
course, resulting In a number of badge and
cross-country endorsements.
Dave Smith and Alastair MacGregor have
their full Cats and we have a new instructor, Mike
Edwards from Portmoak.
Our third Bocian is about to return after being
re-covered and resprayed in the club livery.

J. L.

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
Hamish Mead gafned Silver height and duration
during one flight; Grenville has resoloed and
flown his Cirrus; Fred Bishop has b een to
15 OOOft in wave and Mike T omllnson has completed his Silver. Two weeks of easterly wave at
the end of May produced climbs up to 12 OOOft.
The first barbecue of the year on a Friday
evening was followed by snow on the Monday!
Plans are progressing to buy the airfield.
J. C.
BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park)
Although the weather hasn't been brilliant, Rod
Hamilton fl ew Diamond goal in the Junior in
7.5hrs; Ken Stukey and Nick Gilbert ach ieved
Shrs, Nick, a cadet, on his 14th solo flig ht, and
Edward Garner, following brother Richard in the
scheme, soloed on his 16th birthday. Richard Is
again flying our club Discus in the Junior
Nationals . We now have 14 cadets.
"Shep" has organised the installation of a
1000 gallon water tank in the rigging area. 11 has
eight outlets, both large and small, and the larger
can fill a standard water co ntainer in around
1Osec. it should be useful at the Regionals which
are now almost full. The 265hp Pawnee should
be delivered by then.
An aerobatics course is being planned with
Sam Mummery. The RT courses were so su ccessful more are being organised. The Me?
demonstrator was great fun and we again have
the ch ance to send our Discus to South Africa
next winter.
Our former chairman, Bernie Morris, has not
retired from BA (as I implied in the April issue) ·
he does not do so for about two years.

R. N.
BOWLAND FOREST (Chipping Airfield)
We have two new cadets from our local school ,
Sally and David. The completed lounge and bar
will help us develop the club's social side.
We have already had some good cross-coun·
tries and there are expeditions to Shenington

Oxford University GC members during their expedition to the Long Mynd. Photo: Jamie Alien.

and The Soaring Centre . Some members have
entered the Northern Regionals and Enterprise .
S . R.

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nymspfield)
We have a new sum mer winch driver, Kay
Whittaker . Members wished Andy Davis well for
the World Championships.
Visitors to Nympsfield shoul d note there is a
new feature on th e landscape just south of th e
site- a wind turbine . it's not easy to see fro m
every angle, so beware.
B. F. R. S.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield)
We have negotiated with the help of Roger Coote
a new 27-year lease which adds a grass strip to
our concrete runway for simultaneous winch and
aerotowing . The BGA soaring co urse in June
was full and a great success thanks to Gee Dale.
We contin ue to see an increasing demand fo r
SLMGs and now have a DG-500M and Dimona
based at the club in addition to the club Falke.
N.

R.

BURN (Burn Airfield)
Mem bers of 578 Squadron held a moving re union at their form er warti me base and visited
the mem orial to this unit in our clubh ou se. All
three wart ime ru nways, altho ugh a little worn .
are still in regular use.
We have rediscovered wav e at Burn . Some
ex cellen t flights have been made at vari ous level s of exper ie nce with Ma rc h see ing us at
1 0 00011. Dave Joh nson has a Silve r badg e.
Danny McNeill and part ners have a Pirat. Ex CFI
Jack Sharples and wife Edna threw a mem orable retirement party . The stripagram raised the
odd eyebrow .
S. J. K.
CAMBRIDGE (Gransden Lodge)
Phi! Seeney has resol oed and George
Sanderson has his 1 OOkm diploma
Anthony Edwards has retired as president
after 19 years - he was chai rman for eight years
before this - an d handed ove r to Bryce BryceSmith who has just fin ished a 42 year stin t on
the committee as secretary, chief tug pilot and
chairman.
Our most recent band of cadets are progressing well. Funds have been allocated for our entrance track which is in desperate need of repair .
K.M . B-S.
CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth)
Doug Stewart has com pleted his AEI in time to
assist with our evening visits, and Mark Tolson
has his 5hrs .
J. P.
Obituary- Dr Arthur Chadwick
Arthur was a popular and hard-w orki ng member, but such was his modesty that few who knew
him on the airfield rea lised the full exte nt of his
many talents and achievem ents.
A biologist of world renow n, he was also a
gifted musician who played his violin as happily
in the club bar as he did at orchestral concerts.
He was president of the Leeds Philosophical and
Literary Society and a skilled crafts man with in terests in aeromodelling, archaeology and early
August!September 199 7
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Above: Mendip GC's first three cadets, left to right, Rhys Davies, Robert O'Sullivan and Luke
Endsor. Below: Three Scottish Gliding Union solos from the same holiday course:- left to
right, Steven Dobbie, Bob Street, instructor Tony Spirling and Bill Alexander.
•

CLUB NEWS

photography, but none of this prevented him flying enthusiastically at every opportunity.
He began on Harvards with Bristol University
Air Squadron in the 1950s and took up gliding at
Dishforth in the mid 1980s, quickly becoming
mentor to our Leeds University students.
Soaring , aerobatics, competition. vintage gliders, motor gliders, any conditions the sky could
throw at him, Arthur delighted in them all.
Last summer he went to Africa , we thought
on holiday, and subsequently fell ill. Only after
his death we discovered he had gone there as
an honoured guest, to open a school which he
had raised the funds to build.
Arthur's packed life has inspired us all. and
our sympathy goes out to Sibyl and his family.
Jlll Povall

CORNISH (Perranporth)
Rachel Pegg and Sid Hillman have soloed, Sid
in a motor glider. Alan Redington's Silver height
completes a rare all Cornish Silver badge. A
M200 and LS-7 join our privately owned fleet.
The 40th anniversary was well attended with
visitors from eight clubs. The weather was kind
and we flew all three days of the Bank Holiday
weekend. Many old members came back- at
least for the cream teas and pig roast if not all of
them flew! With a T-21 and a Tiger Moth it was
almost as though we had turned the clock back.
S. S.

DARTMOOR (Brentor)
We have had more east winds than usual giving
good wave and thermals. A K-6E, Vega and a
Swallow , which once had an engine, have arrived . Tire Swallow had been in a floorless trailer
for many years .
Keith Hubbard has gone solo. Sue Smith (tel
01752 364856) has taken over from Gill Meakin
as secretary. We thank Gill for her great efforts.
PW. W

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield)
Apart from a poor early May we have had a good
spring, with a challenging mix of wave and thermal . Exploring the Cairngorms by thermal has
made a nice change from the usual rather detached view through the wave gaps.
Following his Gold and Diamond heights in
February, John Nevm completed his Gold with a
Diamond goal , while Steve Thompson was only
just short with an excellent flight in the club's
Junior. Dave Raper went solo.
Our Camphill visitors notched up lots of kilometres . We had bad weather for the first two
Inter-Club League weekends.
Resident instructor, Mike Law, was awarded
the Chairman's trophy at the AGM by retiring
chairman, Lionel Sole. Our thanks to Lionel, togetherwitlr Glen Douglas and Graham Morrison,
for their work on the committee. Ed Colver has
taken over as chairman.
CFI AI Eddie and Mike Flaherty are making
progress on improving the procedures for using
the airspace above Flight Level 245 . The RT licence course at tire club was well supported, although thankfully most of our operating area
remains free airspace.
J . D.
DERBY & LANCS (Camphill)
Phil Measures has gone solo and Dave Robertson and Dave Stanger have Bronze badges ,
Dave with a cross-country endorsement.
We hosted the Vintage Glider Club rally which
was was a great success with good soaring. Our
thanks to Ian Dunkley for his tireless efforts.
Sylvia McKenzie, catering manager, is retiring after eight years and we are appointing a
steward and stewardess. Our thanks to Sylvia,
who will be sorely missed , and to Carol
Velnoweth for organising an enjoyable caelidh.
w. T.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hilt)
We have had an exciting two months with a BBC
film crew preparing Sue Cook's "Out and About"
series wh ich was shown in May. it has given the
club excellent coverage and our thanks to
Stewart Procter for doing the flying .
The Inte r-League Club now includes Da rtmoor , Mendip and Bath, Wilts & North Dorset
GCs. On the first day, despite difficult conditions ,
John Pursey was at 15 OOOft over Dartmoor.
Some 20 members, taking a K-21 , T-21 and a
tug , enjoyed the Cornish GC's 40th anniversary
Julie Minson has her Silver badge and Mark
Courtney and Tom Wythe have gone solo.
The expeditions to Scotland have given members memorable wave flights .
S. C. L.
DUKERIES (Gamston Airfield)
At our annual dinner-dance a surprise party was
held for our retiring CFI John Swannack w ho was
awarded a life membership in recognition of his
hard work and dedication . Trophies went to
David Prosolek (2) and Gary Wardle.
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Our thanks to Colin Pellat and his team fo r an
amazing effort resulting in our second Lottery
Sports Fund grant to buy a plastic two-seater.

D. P .
EAST SUSSEX (Ring mer)
Brian Gee re has gone solo; Karl King , Derek
Knowlden , Alan Pemberton , Ron Simpson ,
Dave Watson , Graham Whee ler and Peter
Wilkins have Bronze badges; Barry Clarke, Karl
King , Dave Lingford, Nick Pearson and Alan
Pemberton cross-country endorsements; Barry
Clarke and Dave Linford Silver heights; Gerry
Gair has 5hrs; AI an Pemberton Silver height and
5hrs and Sue Barter, David El liott and John
Williams have completed their Silver badges.
John Williams and Gerry Gair gained Gold
height at Glyndwr; Peter Davey, Nick Davies and
Adrian Lyth have A El ratings and lan Bull, safety
officer , is a full Cat. Steve Barter, DCFI , co mpleted his 2000th launch in March.
Sadly Ian Agutter has given up instructing, a
position he has held since we were formed in
1973/74. He will be much missed and was
thanked. for this invaluable service at the AGM.
Building an immaculate lau nch point vehicle
was a club team effort, the idea originating from
Geoff Reeves with the construction expertly led
by Les Groves. We have a good crop o f newcomers including ju nior members we have encouraged. We plan to improve the club fleet and
iron out some of the airfield bumps.
R. S.
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Wormingford)
Tlranks to the Sports Fund Lottery grant (see the
BGA News) a new hangar wil l complement our
excellent clubhouse and site facilities.
Mike Benson and Phi\ Duffin ·have become instructors and Chris Nunn and Darryl S impson
have AEI ratings. The re are new ships for CFI
Paul Rice and Pete Nicholls (ASW-20 L); Phil
Duffin and Mike Benson (Discus) and Dave
Griffiths pairs with Nick White in a Club Libelle.
We are hosting the Inter-Club League in August.
C. B.
FEN LAND ('RAF Marham)
The soaring season is going well and we even
had our first wave flight when Del Lay climbed to
4200ft for an 81 m in trip - not bad for Norfolk.
Martin Pike and Padge have their SLMG
PPLs. M ick O'Brian has Silver height and 5hrs;
A. J . her Silver badge arid Simon Driscoe, Nick
Major and David W ren have gone solo.
We are celebrating our 45th anniversary over
the August Bank Holiday. All ex members are
invited and may bring their own a ircraft. Included
in the programme wil l be a party on the Satu rday
night. For further details contact Martin Pike on
01553 771352 or 01760 337261 ex760 1 .

N. M.
FOUR COUNTIES (RAF Syerston)
Paul Armstrong has taken over as CFI from All an
"OJ" Garrity. Sam Cooke, J ames Rub io and
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Gary Wallace have gone solo ; Mark Paddock
has Silver distance and 5hrs; Pete Dixon Silver
distance ; Gary Bridge man 5hrs and Terry Moyes
Gold height and Diamond goal.
Five enjoyed a 300km milkrun on May 24. We
are hosting the 15 Metre Class Nationals.

D. M. R.
FULMAR (RAF Kinless)
The season started well' with Steve Darke getting his 5hrs and Diamond height with 19 750f!
at Systeron. The Connel expedition was as successful as ever. Martin Pearce and Mark
Whittaker gained their 5hrs. (Mark was so excited the first time he forgot to claim it.)
Jonathon Joynson is a tug pilot, Mark
Whittaker has soloed on the Falke while Eddie
Pratt has his SLMG PPL.
A big thank you to Martin Pearce who is
smartening up the clubhouse so the powers that
be at Kinloss aren't fooled into thinking it should
be pulled down .
We have the ASH-25 for a week at the end of
June. Nick Joseph , who trained at Fulmar, went
solo on his 16th birthday .
Dave Brown , our new officer i/c, on his first
flight with the club was flown to 13 500ft.

J . P.

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon Airfield)
We had good weather for the London GC's
spring visit and splendid conditions for our club
week in May with continuous thermals.
The new bureaucratic requirements have
caused a lot of disturbance among our members
who normally take a gliding holiday in France . it
seems that less than half the usual number will
go this year.

R. P.
KENT (Challock)
At our recent AGM Cyril Whilbread was reelected as chairman , Stefan Bort as secretary
and Tim Gardiner as treasurer, assisted by Peter
Charaton .
The season started well with a good midweek
day in May when we operated to our ceiling and
flew several 1OOkms. Graham Drury gained his
third Diamond in South Africa making six members with all three.
We have a task/fun week in late August. Nigel
is course instructor for the season.
A. R. V.

LAKES (Walney Airfield)
Our club outing to HusBos in June was hugely
enjoyed - five out of six of the club gl iders went
and every private glider was there at some point.
Four Silver distances were flown by David Bull ,
Martin Lewis, Andrew Tebay and Lyn
Martindale , Lyn being our first female pilot to
have a Silver badge.

A. D.
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LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
Up to the middle of May , we have had 20
300kms, one 400km and five 500kms from
Lasham . John Caton and Jim Lyell gained
Diamond heights at La Cerdanya, Spain.
Our new seasonal staff instructor is Jamie
Halstead from New Zealand . At present we have
expeditions at Le Blanc and in Austria.
We are enlarging the NE landing area which
has meant removing a large bank of earth, left
when the airfield was constructed in 1942, and
levelling bumps in the peritrack. The vintage aircraft in this area will be moved .
The social committee are buying disco equipment instead of hiring it for each social event.
A. M.S.
LONDON (Dunstable)
The PW-5 and Me? demonstrators have been
much flown and greatly enjoyed, as has the
Dimona. Recent experience has highlighted the
need for motor glider instruction in field landing
techniques.
There is satisfaction at our much improved financial performance , hence the AGM went very
smoothly with Mike Bird and Rupert Robinson
joining the committee .
We hosted a successful BGA gliding day for
ATCOs which we hope will result in better relations between us . After a presentation on our
airspace needs by Carr Withal! , members were
able to buttonhole their guests in a convivial atmosphere .
We still have a few places on our Regionals.
R. C.

MARCHINGTON (Tatenhill Airfield)
The season is here with most members enjoying long local flights in superb thermals . We
have a BGA cross-country course in June.
Our cadet scheme has started with two pupils
from local schools each being given £1 000 worth
of flying . This is the first stage in our subsidised
training programme being developed th is year.
Finances are just breaking even (according
to the re-elected committee) .
I. N. R.
MENDIP (Halesland Airfield)
We have launched a cadet scheme after canvassing 30 schools with five of the six places
awarded. Local newspaper interest has generated good publicity just ahead of our open day .
Dave Wood , a member for many years , has
at last gone solo with his recent retirement giving him more chance to fly. Sieve Little has also
soloed. Paul Croote flew a Bocian on a 1OOkm
0 / R in just over 1hr on a wildly unstable day. The
co-pilot Mike Bridges commented "What a ride" .
PS . it is rumoured that one of our Inter-Club
League team landed out when he got lost - on
the aerotowl
K. S .

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
The soaring season has made a variable start
but on April14 a total of 1500km were flown , with

Nick Heriz ach ieving 500km , Richard Justice
300km and Roger Andrews 180km in the Oly .
On April 29 Roger flew Diamond height and
course members enjoyed cruising round Wales
at high level. Having acquired a taste for Celtic
cruising , John Stuart and John Parker !hermailed to Aberdovey in an early June easterly ,
but the K-21 's lack of penetration left them in a
field at Caersews on the return trip.
Richard Langford , Ron Stokes and Colin
Calderwood went solo on courses and Chris
Nicklaus and Chris Gilbert on their 16th birthdays. Jon Blackhurst has a full Cat and Charles
Carter an AEI rating .
Sadly , former members Ron Hayes and Peter
Wulff have died.
Airfield improvements continue , supervised
by Howard Bradley , with filling in and seeding of
the Portway. This shoLcJid all be completed in time
for our task week in late August.
PA . S .

NENE VALLEY (Upwood)
Paul Cooper has gone solo ; Guy Brook has both
Bronze legs and Les Walsh a Silver leg.
Our new site is now fully operational. We
have a 60m x 1100m NS facing grass strip approx 500m west of the RAF Upwood perimeter
fence . Visitors , please do not land at RAF
Upwood . We no longer have access and it is a
secure site .
The site move was surprisingly smooth and
building work is progressing well. The clubhouse
is in position and the hangar foundations were
laid in June.
Martin Reynolds is resigning as chairman. the
RAF having posted him to Scotland. We thank
him for his significant contribution as chairman
and instructor.
A. F.

NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield)
Our seventh Eastern Regionals was won by
Sarah Harland. With excellent weather and
seven competition days, 25 competitors flew wel l
over 30 OOOkms and went away happy .
Barry Marcham and daughter Cheryl have
soloed - both on the same day . Paul Taverner
and Sieve Cattermole have Silver distance and
Mark Panton his Bronze hours . We have put in
a grant application to upgrade our fleet .
BW .

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
Our new Skylaunch winch and its dramatic af fect on launches (and some members!) has
made the long wait worthwhile. Now that we
have secured our future by buying the site , we
continue to update our development plans for
the next three to five years.
We have three more cadets who are proving
very willing to learn - Jamie Norris is the first
cadet to go solo on reaching 16.
John Dickson completed his Silver badge with
a flight to Carlisle; Brian Hindmarsh has a Bronze •
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Telephone 01 16 253 1051
(ACCESS/VISA accepted)
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Left: A T -21 and Tiger Moth at the Cornish GC's 40th anniversary. Photo: Nigel Climpson. Right: Diana Wright of Bath, Wilts and North Dorset GC
on final approach during her first glass-fibre flight. Photo: John Garland.
badge and our chairman , Colin Tweddell, has
become an instructor.
D. H. & J. R.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
We welcome our six cadets. Gary Cuthill has
gone solo. We have ordered th e new LPG en gine for our w inch, and look forward to the best
launches in the country fo r all our gliders.
The soaring season has got off to a slow start.

Aspe y gain ing Diamond height w ith a clim b to
21 OOOft In a club Junior.
Steven Dobbie , B11 1 Alexan der, Mark
Hutchinson , Robert Street, Andy Young and
Chris Robinson have gone solo .
We have renovated our briefing room with the
addition of a video and TV for non-flyable days .
VIe Blaxill has taken over from Eom McDonald
as CFI. We thank Eoin for all his hard work.
N. F. G.

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
The weath er remain ed fin e for the April crosscountry week but although not brilliant for soa ring , Phil Morg an flew Silver distance . A week
la te r Ro b Jarvls missed his Shrs by a narrow
margin during a club trip to Sutton Bank.
Uz Bertoy a has her 300km and we had a successful ab-Initio wee k In May w ith Bill Chaffey .
Pal Lucas and Roy Nash going solo and Ke1t h
Lovesy resoloing.

J. S. G.
PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland
Airfield)
A Skylark 2, beautifully restored by Dave Mason
and Ric hard Kllham. has joined our private fleet.
Dave Leggett has Bronze legs ; Sheena Fear
and Byron Smi th Silver distance and Shirley
Elsdon and Ravl Sharrn an have resoloed.
Our annual barbecu e and gliding evening with
neighbouri ng Fenland Aero Club increase s in
popularity with 23 sampling gliding. Now we plan
a return event to try power fly in g. Our ann ual
task fo rtnight begin s on August 4, co ncluding
with th e Inter-C lub League and barbecue.

F. R. P.
PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee on Solent)
We had seven consecu tive days of almost perfect gliding weat her for ou r Easter ab-initio
course . wh ich produced nine solos. We h ave
two furth er courses in J uly and August.
Th e early May Bank Holiday w as designated
a "Sprouie Weekend " to rnark the 50th anniversary of the RN GS A. We we re vi sited by Murray
Hayes and hi s syndicate partne r, Laurle
Woodage, w ho brought w ith them a Fleetlandsbuilt Gruna u Baby 2B . Sandy (Joh n Spro ule's
son) also spen t some ti me w ith us and broug ht
his father's logbooks and photo album .
Tony Wo rld has a ful l Cat and Rich W eeks
has gone solo .
K.S.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak
Airfield)
The season has continued to produce som e exce llent thermal and wave conditio ns , with Derek

Kay Whittaker, Bristol & Gloucestershire GC's summer winch driver, went for a check flight
with chairman James Metcalfe in the aerobatic DG-505 bought with a grant from the Foundation
for Sport and the Arts. Photo: Bernard Smyth.
SOUTH DOWN (Parham Airfield)
Th e "Columbus Club", formed to foster competiti ve cross-country flying. had a good start with
Jullan Hitchcock's 442km in the LS-7. Julian Hall
and Glles Th oma s hav e solo ed , w hilst John
Heykoop resoloed after a lon g break .
Peter Tralt has handed over running the trial
lesson evenings to Frances Backwell.
Six have been selected for our bursary students scheme and another has been offered free
membership. Stuart Ross Is their mentor and we
are delighted with their attitud e.
P. J. H.

The new catering van should be ready for our
next open day in June.
C. N. H.
SHENINGTON (Shenington Airfield)
John Vella-Grech went solo; Chris Paimer has a
cross-cou ntry endorsemen t; Mike Jaban, Robin
Adarns , Andre Stokes, Emma Norris, Nick
Powley, Kelth Marchan t and Harry Phelps
gained Bronze leg s; Paul Mullis Silver dista nce
and 5hrs fo r his Silver badge ; Mark Wilksch has
an AEI rati ng an d Chris Kidd is now a tug pilot.
Bob Play le and Shaun Badby came 1st i n

Below: Left, Northumbria GC's cadet, Jamie Norris, photographed with his instructor, Martin Fellis, after going solo. Right, Welland GC's SF-27
with the club logo.
•

RIDGE, WAVE, THERMAL
NYMPSFIELD HAS ITS FAIR SHARE OF EACH
Seven days a week operation (subject to weather) all year round • Expeuitions anu visit!)rs
welcome at any time • Dedicateu holiuay courses April-October
NEW!! LIMITED OFFER ONLY: Fixed prin: to solo scheme, includes membership and ~t ll tlying
to solo , subject to a maximum of HO launches. Prices range from &.;);)0 - £4<JO depending on
membership classitkation.

For details of any (!l the aboue contact:

THE BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Teh (01453) 860342 • Fa.x: (01453) s6oo6o

Nympst1cld, Nr Stonehousc, Gloucestershire GLIO 3TX

MINI VAR 0
~'(

,'( Open 7 days a week, all year
,'( Instruction available every day, f(H· ab-initio tv advanced
-,_'( New f(>r '97- Half Day Booking Slots. 3 acrotows in
morning or afternoon. No extra charges 1

it

,'( Special oHcr t<x new members- annual membership just
L275.00 , and no enrrv tee

Competitive
pncmg

. ,_,( Efficient
launching
:_'( Visitors always
welcome

VISA!MASTEBCARD ACCEPTED

$169
(£109)

us

Dollars
only

(:all or ii>ritc.fiJr mlour brochm·c:

BOOKERGLIDING CLUB
Wycombe Air Park, Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DP • 01494 442501/529263

World's Smallest Variol

GLIDING HOLIDAYS
THE MIDLANDS NEAREST CLUB

Visitors anc1 ne\:v members are
welcome • Trial lessons £25 •
5 day courses £215 May &June
£230 July & August
Phone for details lOam - 7Jlrn ll1926 429676
STRATFORD ON AVON GLIDING CUm
Snitterfidd, CV37 O"EX

+
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Lots to see and do on the
ground or in the air

+

The Ultimate
"Challenge"
Courses for ALL

llwl.:lllills/N

GLIDING
CJ u/,

+ Weekend lntro.
+Week (5 Days) from £190.00
ALSO PPL (A) SLMG Course
at only £39 per hr.
Ring Clive on 01 476 86038 5
SALTBY A/F- 15nm SE of NoHingham
20nm NE of Leicester- Nr Grantham

• Clips to cap , shoulder strap or
glasses near pilot's ear
• 200 hours battery life
• 0 -6m/sec range
• Fast response and very sensitive
in light lift
• No tubing required
• 2 year guarantee
• Size 4cm x 4cm

MALLETTEC
PO Box 15756. Santa Ana. CA 92735
714-966- 1240 • Fax 714-757-16 10

Call for a brochure I
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CLUB NEWS

Bidford's Wood Comp. Weekends and mid weeks are very busy (we did 2300 launches over
April and May) and John Harwood is back from
New Zealand to assist The BGA soaring course
we hosted in April went very well.
The K-8s , and soon the K- 13s, have new instrument panels with electronic varios and we
have new kitchen equipment There is a barbecue on the first Saturday of each month.
T. G. W.

winch has a replacement engine after it finally
expired alter many years' service. Our thanks to
Lester Goodman and Malcolm who worked hard
to get it back into service.
We have applied for planning permission to
build a private members' hangar funded by those
wishing to keep their gliders rigged.
Our newsletter, "Hot air and thermals", has a
circulation of some 400 and can be viewed on
our website.
T.W.

SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
David Masson was elected chairman at the
AGM . Wally Kahn 1.1as been a member for 50
years. The trophy for the earliest 300km flight of
the season in a club glider was presented to Mike
Nash-Williams for 1996. Peter Paterson has already flown 300km (in April) in a club DG-300
on his fourth ever cross-country.
Members are taking an increasingly active
part in maintaining the club fleet and trailers.
A. M. S.

SURREY HI LLS (Kenley Airfield)
lt is worth recalling that the only gliding club
within lhe M25 did keep flying throug hout the
cold season on every weekday when the
weather permitted .
We have enjoyed having a full fleet of gliders
after mi nor problems la st year . By m oving
the T-21 's belly hook further aft we have been
getting significantly improved w inch launches .
Not only is our Bocian resplendent outside, the
cockpit and seats have been refurbished .
Our annual charity open day on Spring Bank
Holiday Monday was well supported by the public and raised some £750 for the London
Helicopter Emergency Medical Service.
The tel' number given in the April issue (p98 )
was incorrect- it is 0181 763009 1.

P. B.
THE SOARING CENTRE (Husbands Bosworth)
We have won approval for a Lottery Sports Fund
grant for a Duo-Discus.
Our first task weekend was a great succes s
with three out of four days and tasks of over
250km flown - our thanks to Derek Abbey and
his team .
Ken Payne. Mike Hughes , Tom Burton and
Richard Johnson are now instructors .
The first Silver distance of the year was completed by Peter Dowse in a Junior. Our four drum

N ORFOLK
GLIDING
CLUB

TRENT VALLEY (Kirton in Lindsey)
John Kelsey has an AEI rating ; Shaun Lewis has
gone solo and Cyril Lavender has resoloed after
a 50 year break from flying in the RAF.
After careful negotiations w ith our landlords
we have a 12-year lease on the airfield .
Peter Holland is in his 31st year as treasurer
(is th is some sort of record? ). Many thanks for
all his hard work.
We will have a three glider contingent at the
Two-Seater Comp in August
J. R. & S. R. W.

ULSTER (Bellarena)
By early June hours and launches were at record
level , boosted particularly by a very intensive
Easter, though a blustery SE gale wiped out our
open day on June 7. There was more early season cross-country flying than for some years and
on May 25 Jim Weston took his EJG-300 on a
320km four TP ramble round Ulster.
Latest soloists are Jay Nethercott and
teenag er Rickie Nolan w ho jointly hosted a
splendid "thank you" barbec ue for the whole
club . Fred Parkhill has beco me an AEI.
Our youngest current soloist, Rachel Neill, 16,
has been selected for two-seater task flying with
an instructor at the Bidford Junior C hampion ships in August, to follow a stint as an organiser's gofer at the Dunstable Regionals .
R. R. R.

VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Sandhill Farm)
Althoug h weekend weathe r has not been very
good recently we have kept up our record of flying every weekend this year.
Tony McNicholas and John Ashc roft flew a
100km triangle in one of our K -13s, wh ich Tony
repeated the next day in the club K-18.
In the Inter-Club League on May 18, despite
a 2000ft cloudbase, Chris Key managed to get

Experience tbe exhilaration of
soaring above tbe Norfolk countryside

• Open weekends, midweek and bank holidays •
• Clear airspace, large site, big fields •
• Bronze C field landing and navigation course now available •

r'or further information ring 01986 874160 evenings
TIDENHAM AIRFIELD • THE HOME OF GLIDING IN NORFOLK
August!September 199 7

to Keevil, landing out near Marlborough o n the
return leg . The poor weather has bee n p ut to
some good use with 25% of members now having RT licences.
G. N. T .

VECTIS (Bembridge Airport, Isle of Wight)
Adrian Flail and Darren Card have soloed ; Ray
Ginsburg has hi s cross-co untry endorsement
and Silver badge ; Malcolm Huddart has part 1
of the cross-country diploma; John Leonard both
parts and John Pretty and John Kenny have Gold
badges. Chris Waghorn is now a seasoned tuggie, coping manfully with our crosswinds.
Due to the dreaded sea breezes most of the
badge claims beyond Bronze are made lrom expeditions to the mainland or France. Currently
we have an expedition at the Mynd and imminently to HusBos and France (paperwork permitting).
J. E. K.

WELLAND (Lyveden)
We have an "adopt-a-glider" scheme with groups
of three giving a clu b glider extra care, keeping
it clean and tidy, doing minor repai rs and reporting more serious ones to a BGA inspector.
The pa intwork on the club fleet- th ree K-7s,
two K-Bs and an SF-27 - has been smartened
up by Fred Thomas who has also put club logos
on all the gliders.
Our open day in May was a great succe ss ,
being blessed with good weather. We gave 76
trial flights and several are joining us .
Howard Barnard and John Taylor have gone
solo on the ab-initio course run by Andy Parrish .
R. H. S .

WREKIN (RAF Cosford)
We are flourish ing . Our membershi p has increased to 100 and our Wednesday evening flying attracts good attendance.
Work on converting two old houses into a first
rate club house is nearing completion . w ith some
discovering DIY skills they didn't know they had.
Steve Crane, Andy Done and Chris Kyle have
gone solo and secretary , Dougie Bye, has his
SLMG PPL.
N. E. R.

YORK (Rufforth)
We are ru nning "Early Bird " courses for members first thing in the morn in g on week ends,
which have proved a valuable method of concentrated training . lt also avoids launch conflicts
with pilots starting cross-country tasks and air
experience flights .
The late May Bank Holiday task weekend was
a huge success, with cross-countries on th e first
two days and wave to 11 OOOft on the third .
M. D. C.

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
Over the Bank Holiday weekend Richie Toon organised a successful Mini Comp with Jon Hart
winning the Pundit Class and John Goodall the
Intermediate Class .
Gavin Ward and Robin Strarup have gone
solo. Several members have entered competitions an d Steven Ell went to the O ve rseas
Nationals at Le Blanc.
~
C. L.
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GRENVILLE CROLL

SHINE A
LIGHT·
What a Retrieve!
With gliding you never know
how the day will end, as
Grenville discovered

Grenville, photographed with his four yearold daughter Eleanor, is a member of
Rattlesden GC, flies a Nimbus 2 and has
500hrs, a Silver badge and Diamond goal.

I,

wa, a bl"' day ;o May Camb,;dge GC w"e
hosting the Inter-Club League in which I was
competing. I had squeezed my large frame and
a parachute into the tiny cockpit of the club
K-6CR. Rob Smith was standing over the cockpit. I could hear his usual incantations about field
landings and inexperienced young pilots. His
wise words were interspersed with illuminating
Angle Saxon expletives. lt wouldn't have been
Rob without them.
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Cable on. Up Slack. All, out! And a 2000ft aerotow into the last remaininQ' thermal which took
me to 3000ft. The wind was south-westerly and
the task was Tibenham. A simple downwind
dash for the Novices. I was lasl to launch. All I
could see were loads of blue sky. No circling gliders and a line of cumulus in the far distance
where everyone else was.
So there was nothing for it but to glide in a
straight line as far as I could and at least get past
X. Before I knew it I had landed at the prirvate
strip at Newmarket racecourse. The place was
deserted. I tried all three phone boxes around
the circumference of the track. They had all been
vandalised or were not working.
Standing idly aroun d near the Newmarket
Road, I noticed a sweaty but nevertheless rather
attractive young female in a grey track suit appear as if out of nowhere.
"Excuse me" I said. "Do you know if there is a
phone box that works round here?" Surprised,
the jogger stopped and muttered breathlessly
"Have you tried the one round the corner?" "Yes
- it doesn't work - nor do the other two on the
other side of the racecourse," I grumbled.
"Oh well, I'd better give you a lift into
Newmarket and you can call from there," she
said cheerily. Pleased with my luck, I got into her
modest car, and we zoomed off towards
Newmarket.
As I quietly sat there minding my own business, I saw her head turn towards me. "My
name's Katrina. What's yours?" she asked, smiling brightly. Slightly surprised at her - well friendliness, I replied. We chatted idly for a
minute or two until we reached Newmarket town.
I remember it vividly. A line of bright red phone
boxes standing proudly outside the post office. I
reached for the door handle and said thanks for
the lift, I'll phone from here.
There was a jerk, a slight screech of tyre on
road and we made a very sharp right hand turn
into a back street. "You can call from my house"
said the sweaty, friendly jogger. Surely enough,
we arrived at her house in the back streets of
Newmarket. A simple terraced house . Nothing
remarkable.
We went in, she pointed to the phone and disappeared. I phoned for a retrieve. Back she
came. "You must be thirsty after your long flight
- can I get you a beer?" "No thanks, an orange
squash or something will do" replied I, modestly.
"You must be hungry, can I cook you a meal?

Omelette and chips perhaps? Would that be
OK?" Although bowled over by her generosity I
felt it only right and proper to decline.
Katrina and I sat talking for a while. "What do
you do for a living?," she asked inquisitively. "Oh,
I run this software publishing company in
Colchester." There was a pause.
"I'm a pop star" said Katrina.
You could hear a pin drop. "Would you like to
listen to some of my records?". A CD player
blared out for ten minutes, but I didn't recognise
muchr. Katrina sang along as if to encourage me
to recognise her music. But no, I admitted defeat. "I dml't think I recognise the tracks, but they
sounded good anyway." "Walking on Sunshine"
sounded vaguely familiar though.
A few minutes later, Katrina ran me back to
tl<le landing strip at the racecourse and soon after
Mark Wright arrived and listened patiently as I
re-told the story of the retrieve for the first time.
A trip to WH Smith the following day revealed
conclusively that indeed I had just been retrieved
by Katrina out of "Katrina and the Waves". Her
picture was on the front cover of the album I
bought. Almost exactly ten years later, Katrina
won the 1997 Eurovision Song Contest. A whole
gliding club moaned- shine a light- not that sto_!Y
again I Thanks again Katrina.
k':l

AUSTRALIA
FOR THE BEST SOARING YOU CAN'T BEAT

LAKE KEEPIT
NEW GLIDER FLEET for hire
*LS6 *LS7 LS4 Hornet junior
K21 Twin Astir Puckatek
"':hailable for competition hire

CRO.S:\· COUNTRY /;\\5TRUCTION - }i"om G Dale
SliPERB SOARING COUNTRYin !be plains and mountains
LOCAl'lON - 40 minutesji"Om TamwortbAir}Jort
ACCOMNODATION- 011 site or in Lake Kee}Jif
Recreati011 Park
fOR DF/iUL\ !~1/.L
Annie La)'lte or G Dale on 01256 381 169 or

LAKE KEEPIT SOARING CLUB
PO Box 111 Man ilia NSW 2.'146 • Tel ++61 2 9439 2022
l'a.x ++6167 851 81!0 • ,\ lobile ++61 19 906 211
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IT'S ALL

ABOUT
ARITUDE
A story which illustrates the
elusive nature of gliding

tan, who has just finished at Aberdeen University with hopes of becoming an airline pilot,
photographed with the Junior. He still flies
with Deeside GC as a university member and
went solo with the Air Cadets in 1990.

' " ' "and
" 1995;
bloe
'"•'·asbig
w.,e,
booocy
thermals
as much
gliding
this
humble
student could spend five hundred quid on . lt
seemed to me that summer that the sky in its
subtle working s was teaching me a valuable lesson. lt felt as though it was showing me that patience is indeed a virtue and , above all , was
helping me to enjoy life all the more in the process. That well known proverb: "All will come to
those who wait" rang true in my ears and saw
me through the subsequent flightless year.
I had two weeks of uninterrupted soaring at
Deeside GC and I was hell bent on one obje ctive; to complete the Bronze badge syllabus and
as much of the Silver as I could . Immediately
after my time at Deeside I was due to begin a
course of 15hrs powered flight training through
an Air League Educational Trust flying scholarship, and naturally wanted the reduction in training hours that a Bronze and Silver badge allows
a would be PPL holder.
Therein lay my problem ; I had removed the
element of freedom , the joy of flying for flying's
sake, and had laid the foundations of frustration
and dissatisfaction . In short , I had brought the
rat race with me to fly . Luckily, the sky had a
th1ng or two to say about that and eventually I
saw the light!
August!September 1997

The first day went quite well despite a cloudless sky and a three month lay-off. After a good
check flight with the CFI ( sometimes quite a
scary bloke!) I was allowed to have a stab in the
club's Junior.llet us say I was feeling not underconfident and ready to go and conquer the sky
in my gleaming white chariot! Needless to say ,
an uneventful fl ight of just under 25min followed
and this was enough to sort my attitude out for
the next go . This time, I had no expectations and
simply wanted to enjoy the soaring .
After descending without any luck from a
2000ft tow, I stumbled into a thermal at 1250ft,
just when I thought I would have to join the circu it, defeated again . lt was pretty gusty with
strong intermittent peaks of about 6-8kts and
took me up to 3400ft where it topped out.
I flew back upwind to the probable source and
after groping around for a while , managed an other climb back to 2500ft, repeated this and
then scratched around at 1500ft for 1Omin or so
before I came back in . To my surprise, I had been
in the air for 54minl Now to me this was a considerable improvement on my previous record
ol 31 min and the Bronze badge seemed to creep
closer to my ever more desperate grasp .
At this point, I should have listened to the sky's
subtle teaching and listened well . My first flight
in the Junior, where I was full of high hopes,
ready to break all known records and show the
world what a great pilot I was , proved fruitless .
My second fl ight though , in which I held no expectations and showed a greater degree of humility and respect , brought me tantalisingly close
to that magic hour . However, I did not take the
hint and went to bed that night practically convinced of getting my two Bronze legs the following day ; after all I had come within 6min of one
on the first day of my return to the gliding world .
Day two and the sky was to remind me again
who was boss . I managed 25min in patchy and
broken thermals on my fi rst flight of the day with
a moderate crosswind . As the day went on the
crosswind strengthened and conditions on the
tow and in the circuit were becoming quite rough .
Th is left me grounded until the crosswind died
down and the CFI deemed it safe for me to fly .
Consequently , I spent the best part of the day
milling around , pushing and fetching gliders for
the more experienced pilots and becoming increasingly frustrated. Eventually, though , the
crosswind died down by early evening and I was
allowed to go .

After a bouncy tow, I released east of the airfield and found mysel f in the middle of some
pretty nasty rota . I was being thrown around all
over the place and it is the closest I have ever
come to sympathising. sincerely with a pin-ball!
There was strong lift, but I was repeatedly thrown
out like some troublesome gatecrasher at an expensive party : "If your name's not down, your
not coming in" the sky was saying. suppose the
condition s were what the old timers call "sporting", but little old me in my little glider had had
just about enough .
By day five and seven flights later, I still had
not come anywhere near an hour's solo and became quite depressed . Perhaps the sky took pity
on me at th is point, feeling that I had learned my
lesson and now needed some encouragement,
for the next day I managed to stay in the air for
52min! In gusty thermals!
lt was then that I finally came to my senses . I
asked myself why I was doing this gliding lark ,
spending all this time and money trying to stay
in the air with aircraft that have no engines! The
answer was simply that I enjoyed it , loved it ,
wanted to fly more than anything - not to get a
PPL with less hours , not to work my way up the
certificate ladder, but simply because the feel ing of flyi ng a glider is like no other. lt brings you
closer to the sky than any form of powered flig ht.
The sky demands respect and humility and
brings great rewards . lt is not som ething to be
used , but something that is to be worked with :
man , machine and environment in harmony to gether. This is what I was striving for all along ; a
close intimacy with the sky , not possible with
powered flight, as fun as it is . The solution then
was to chill out!
With this new realisation, a weight was lifted
from my shoulders. If I did it , I did it , if not ,
it didn't matter. I would still have had two weeks
tremendous fun and get to know the sky that bit
more. On day seven I got my first 1hr flight and
on day eight my second . On day nine I climbed
to 6000ft in steady wave and looked out in awe
at the views of Lochnagar and the silent majesty
of the Cairngorm mountains. Oh , and I bagged
my Silver height too .
That summer saw my love of gliding deepen
to a more mature leve l, taught me the real reason why I fly , taught me that you can not rush
these things and so after eighteen months with
my feet stuck firmly on the ground , I'm back. And
~
this time with the right attitude!
11

C's of A, REPAIRS AND GLASSWORK

Purpose built glider workshop on a 500yd grass strip
2 nautical miles SW of Warminster
Currently maintaining over 15 motorgliders
Please fly in , call or write to:
Tim Dews, Airborne Composites, The Hangar, Wing Farm, Longbridge, Deverill,
Warminster, Wilts BA12 700.
Tel: 01985 840981 (workshop) or 01985 841125 (home)
Fax: 01985 841126 • Mobile: 0378 963277
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We guarantee:
+ A maximum of 3 pupils per instruc tor for rapid results
+ .j() flights/H hours pe r week min imum (Apr-Sept) or you receive a
pro rara refund

or let us tailor a course to suit y our requin:mnlts. e .g. tt)' our 0:---JE
or TWO DAY COU RSES fo r:
+ Ab-initio training
+ f'idd landing instructio n
+ Spin :md stall awareness ami avo idance
+ Aerotow/wineh launch tuition and d1eeks
+ Wave/ridge !lying training
+ Navigation training fo r your Bro nze ·c

+
+

7 days a week operatio n (weathe r permitting)

+

Free caravan packing during the period of your eourse, or we can
You get your vety ow11 iustructor ami glider/ motor glider
book you into on site l:l&B farmhouse aceommoclatinn
for tbe duratio11 ofyour course
Visitors membership now much reduced - .1:.20 for 9 days

To use iJlStructors dedicated to achieving a high standard of tuition

For further details, a11(/ our 1997 brochure, contact us at:
THE GLYNDWR SOARING CENTRE Lleweni Pare, Mold Road, Denbigh, North Wales • Tel: 01745 813774

If you're going for it go for it at
Husbands Bosworth.
We offer a professional approach to training, with a comprehensive
range of courses from air experience onwards, at the friendliest
club in the country.
•
•
•
•

Intensive course to solo.
A superlative fleet of gliders.
Book your club expedition now for 1997.
Bronze C endorsement, field selection approach, navigation,
training available.
• All year round, 7 days a week operation, with daily met and task briefing.
• Accessible central location with excellent cross-country opportunities.

SEND FOR THE 1997 FREE
COURSE BROCHURE.

Call: The Manager,
The Soaring Centre,
Husbands Bosworth Airfield,
Lutterworth,
Leicestershire LE17 6JJ .
Tel: 01858 880521
Fax: 01858 880869

CASH IN AT THE BANK!
INVEST in a trip to Sutton Bank this year
PROFIT from the experience and enthusiasm of resident instructors David Hayes and
Richie Toon
TELL us your goals and ambitions- WE will do our best to see that they are achieved

+
+

Ready for solo
Improve soaring skills

+
+

Convert to glass
Dual X-Country

+
+

Complete Bronze C
Experience hill & wave

Bring your own glider or fly one of ours (subject to experience)
We have 3 glass 2-seaters + Discus, Astir and two DG300s
Three tugs and a winch guarantee a launch when you want it
Snacks/meals in season. Self catering facilities at all times. Accommodation on site or in
nearby B & Bs. Comfortable clubhouse/bar
P.S. 1

August 17th to 23rd. Task Week. Serious cross country flying in a fun atmosphere.
Novice or pundit. Entry iiee £5. Don't miss it!

P.S. 2

Wave fly and hill soar this winter. Base your glider at Sutton Bank. Great package
deals between Oct 97 and Easter 98.
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SHENINGTON GLIDING CLUB
Stay current this 'liJinter and enhance your flying skills.
Du LO continuing demand, Shenington Gliding Club is pleased to
an no unce clay a eek, year round operation at Shenington Airtkld

WHAT WE OFFER:
e

t>u r1 1Wn dedicated glidi ng :Lirlleld close toJII andJ 12 of the M40 , 4 5 minutes fro m
Binn ingham, 75 mimHes from \Vest L~111do n
• lntegran:d club/ course en vi ronment - "th e fri e n Ui c~ t club in the co umry"
• lntensi\·c l1n: day courses fro m £ 200 tu £j 50
• One day cours · from £.4 0.00 fo r 6 fli ghts
e lnstrucwrs exp -rit·n ·c: d in int ·nsive training
•
•laxi mum <) f :) cOttrse membe r. pe r instructor
e W!nch/ t\erotow traini11g
e 1-rce Course brie fing nores and do cume nratio n
• Th e h ·t tl ying/!aunch guarantee in th e co umry
• Ridge fl ving and excellent so:uing dose w the Co tswold Edge with few airspace problems
e U:tr, on-site catering and cooking faciliti es
• Camp on site o r stay in o ur bunk ho use. \'i'e w ill also happily boo k a local13&ll on your
behalf

Sheni ngton Gliding Club is no w o fferi ng Individu al
Tuition w ith Bru no Brown . Specia lising in:

CONFIDENCE BUILDING COURSES
INSTRUCTOR WORK UP TRAINING
GROUND STUDIES IN ALL GLIDING ASPECTS
Al l co urses w ill be tai lored to your own req uiremen ts
b ut w ill includ e:
./ STALL APPRECIATION AND SPIN AWARENESS
./ LAUNCH FAILURE RECOVERY TRAINING
./ UNDERSTANDING THE DANGERS OF LOW FLYING

"SAFETY THROUGH KNOWLEDGE " IS GOOD

SAFETY THROUG H
UNDERSTANDING IS BETTER
Phone Hila ry and ask abour lndivio'u<JI rw rion wlrh Bruno Bro w n

SHENINGTON GLIDING CLUB
Shenington Airfield, Banbury. Oxo n OX15 6NY

Tel: 01295 680008

Motorg.Uder training vailabl for field landing instmction and navigation
exercises for bro nze and cross-country endorst:ment.
Adva nced one-on-one instruction with Bruno Brown"Safety through knowledge".
Clu b e..-xped itions welcome..

Ifyou u.JOuld like m m·e information. on ou1· courses please write to
Hilary Stevens, Shenington Gliding Club, Shenington, Oxon, OX15 6NY
or telephone 01295 680008/ 688121

The Ultimate Sell-Launch Two-Seater
STEMME 510-VT
TURBO

510-VT Rotax 914 (Turbo, dual ignition ,
water-cooled , hydraulic tappets)
declared a quantum leap by Certificat•ion
Authority .
• 800 fUmin cl imb rate at max weight
• cruising speeds of 130 knots
• powered climb tested to 30,000 ft
while retaining :
• range of over 650 mliles
• best glide ratio , engine off, 50 :1
• safest low height engine restarts
• sociable side-by-side comfort .
Winglets & aerodynamic fine-tuning now
optimise the handling and performance.
Five more S1 O's scheduled for delivery
to UK during summer 1997.

For information please contact
Mike Jefferyes,
Tanglewood, Fingrith Hall Road,
Blackmore, Nr. lngatestone,
Essex CM4 ORU
Phone & Auto Fax: 01277 823066
August!September 1997

FOOTLAUNCH FLYING!
SKY SYSTEMS
PARAGLIDING
PARAMOTORJNG
HAND GLIDING
Sky Systems are the UK' s leading Footlaunch
Flying centre. Our team includes some of the
UK's top instructors; all teaching is to British
Association syllabus.
Sky Systems ore based on the South Downs
near Brighton, open 7 days a week:
- TRAINING - SALES -MAIL ORDER -ADVICE -

Call today for an information
pack, or check out our website!

Micro Vario

Matchbox-sized
audio only with
adjustable threshold.
Wear round your
neck or under your
beonie hot! £69.99

6V
lU

Camelbak
NEW! Pakteen hands-free
insulated drinks system .
1.5litre capacity, easy to
fix in cockpit. £27.95

GPS12NEW!
12-channel , 500 waypoint, moving map
GPS from Garmin. Logger output,
no speed restriction. £225 inc. VAT

SKY SYSTEMS LTD

Edburton, Near Henfield, West Sussex 8N5 9ll
Tel : Brighton (01273) 857700
Fax (0 1273) 857722
ema il: skyinfo@skysystems.co.uk

hHp://www.skysystems.eo.uk/
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SDI Franz Poschl
VARIOS/FLIGHT COMPUTERS
mm!J,
. ,.
FOR GLIDER PILOTS

IIlD

Sales in UK
ERNST SPECHT
FRANK STEVENS
Tei/Fax 01203 382190
Tel. 0121 3532146

I

13
25Y:25

c4

AVAilABlE NOW!

PRICE ON APPliCATiON
COMPETITION
• Wind calculation - Directian/Strength
• Fast centring in thermals with tendency arrows
• GPS os standard
• with Garmin 12 XL

IS-AVIATION
Exclusive UK Distributor for IAR SA Brasov, Romania

Please call for full details of

IAR Sailplanes, Motor Gliders and Very Light Aircraft
SUPERBLY ENGINEERED- QUALITY BUILD AND FINISH
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND GREAT TO FLY
PROBABLY THE BEST VALUE FOR MONEY IN A VIATION TODAY
IS-AVIATION LTD
SCOTI HOUSE, 5 WHITSOME VILLAGE, DUNS, BERWICKSHIRE TD11 3NB
Tei/Fax +44 (0)1890 870666 (24hrs) or 01661 832087
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BENALIA niiS WINTER? YES!
~EWSFI.ASH: EL ~INO IS BACK! '11)(~ Oz Weather
Bureau is warning fanners in south east Austrnlia
to expect another El ~ino drought next sununer,
"Like the one in 1982/83!". That's when most of the
current Oz records were set. Come to BENALI.A and
you could be sening yours, too, so don't forget
your Competition Licence!
If your ambitions are more modest, say Bronze to
Gold in just two weeks, there is a place for yon on
our No1•Ex courses. We teach you all you need to
know:

11Jertmt l Soarl11g- Pflllt/Qck Landings- Pboto

Teclmfq11es - Bt~dge t1nd Racing Tt~sks

Solo fleet comprises PW-'i,juniors, l lomets, Mosquito
and Nimbus lC, plus privately owned Nimbus 2, Ke:<trel
I'), l)(i-200, St Jantar and Cirrus. We can abo arrange
acce:<:< loa ~imbus 40,\1 and a DG-600.
Inexpensive on-site accommodation. or nearby motels
arailable. Ea'y lr:tvcl from Melbourne or Sydney.
For detaib contact llnnc or John at:
Gliding Club of Victoria,
PO Box 46, BE'iALI.A, Vie 3672, Australia
Tel: +61 357 621051! • Fax: +61 3'i7 625599

OurWebsitc:
www.home.aone.net.mJ/benalla__J:Iiding
Email: vh•drew@msn.com
:\nd for discount tra,·el, quote '8enalla' to
Trm·elbag, 12 High Street, AI ton, llants GU14 SBN
'J'el: 01 420 1!8724

EL NINO IS BACK! BOOK NOW!

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

Weather not good enough to fly again?

TRY MOTORGLIDING
STOP PRESS!

We can now offer RT courses
WE OFFER
• Intensive courses or by the hour
j(n· se((htuluhing nwtorglider PtJt gruttjJ A PP/.
(jf nron::t· 6 Sih'('}' COJl(ICrsions

* SLMG Instructor
* Bronze C Navigation
* Field Landing Training
* £50.00 ph dual £40.00 solo
Cour~t:s

CoLU-~t:~

~To:~LID~
CENTRE

llintnn-in-lh~-lledg~s

Airfield
l'cl: Banhury 0 129; l'ltl77'io
or Ul86; .i70814

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
Compiled by DAVID WRIGHT
Ref.
No.

Glider
Type

BGA No.

Damage

Date
Time

Place

Age

PiloUCrew
Injury

Hrs

143 PIK 20o
Minor
16.6.96 Incident Report
54
None
83
During the tow out behind a car the driver allowed the starboard wing to hit a hedge. This swung the glider around
and the left wing hit the car.
-.9.96
Incident Report
66
None
1708
144 K-13
Subs!
During crosswind winch launching operations a retrieve was diverted off the normal track to avoid a slope. This
change took place after a launch started and the released cable drifted towards the towed glider. After trying to
retrieve the cable before it fell over the glider, the driver cut the power but the cable damaged the wing.
145

Libelle 1028

3841

Minor

K-21

4105

Minor

SZD Puchacz

N/K

Minor

14.9.96 Dunstable
69
None
543
1534
The pilot received a thorough flying qualities briefing but not on the canopy locking mechanism. Shortly after takeoff the canopy lifted and the pilot held it shut until he was at a sufficient height to sort it out. He could not shut it so
held it shut down to finals when. adjusting the brakes. he lost his grip and the canopy flew off.
2.10.96 Portmoak
44
None
1000
24
None
0
1010
The student flew a normal full airbrake approach at about 55kts but rounded out rather too late and over-rotated. As
a result the tail wheel impacted first and pitched the glider forNard on to the nose wheel which was damaged.
2

5.1096
Camphill
57
None
1000
None
0
1600
At about 1200ft on the winch launch the weak link broke and, unknown to the pilot, the cable hit the tai lplane puncturing the port tailplane and elevator. Demonstrating the effects of the controls to his student. he noticed a "rumble "
similar to a loose tape. As th is was mcreasing he made a precautionary landmg and found the tailplane damage.
3
Ventus
Minor - .10.96
Incident Report
53
None
After a safe and uneventful field landing the pilot went to find the farmer and 'phone his club. When he returned he
found the glider surrounded by young cows, one of wh ich had broken and cracked the canopy.

Please call us now on
Mansfield (01623) 822282
or Fax (01623) 822695
FABEN INSURANCE
CONSULTANTS
Assurance House
3 East Lane, Edwinstowe
Mansfield, Notts. NG21 9QN

2552

Subs!

13.10.96 Nr Gt Hucklow
48
None
500
1630
None
750
57
During a cross-country flight, after eight engme extensions and starts , the engine failed to start so the crew returned
to ridge soaring while looking for a field. With few good fields they crossed the valley to land upslope and into wind.
On final approach they saw power cables and in flying over these lost speed and stalled in from 20ft.

5

Janus CM Motor glider G-LOAF

Subs!

Std Cirrus

Minor

17.10.96- Tomatin. lnvernesshire 44
None
303
1615
While outlanding on a wave cross-country flight a field was selected at 15001!. A normal approach was made unti lduring the roundout the pilot saw the line of an old stone wall that he had not seen from the air. He tried to hold the
glider off to clear the stones but landed just short, damaging the underside of the nose.

6

STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
Our NEW instrument panel mounting a1r set.
model TR 9005 is now in production. Main
features:
Covers entire band 118-136 MHz.
Accepts up to 8 channels.
Offers cost saving narrow band receiver ver-

*
*
*
* Full power transmitter accepts both hand
and boom microphones.
* Sensitive and selective receiver w1th crystal
S!on.

filter.
Economic service for all our previous models
plus most other air and ground radios.
Pye "Westminster" 6-channel ground sets available, fitted 130.1 and 130.4 Mhz.
Detailed information, prices and technical specifications from
Tel. 01932 784422

H.T. Communications, P.O. Box 4,
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex, TW16 7TA

1706

9.10.96 Aboyne
49
150
None
1740
After a wave flight the pilot approached at 70kts with the airbrakes open. lt is possible that the noise in the cockpit
may have prevented the pilot noticing that the undercarriage did not lock down and the gear retracted dunng the
landing run on the runway. (lt is not known if a warning buzzer was fitted.)

7

GEORGE STOREY

ASW-198

1151
13.10.96 Feshiebridge
Minor
1038
The aerotow started normally until at about 20tt they hit severe rotor from local wave/hills. The tug was forced back.
sideways,on to the runway and released the glider. The tug pilot managed to get airborne then land safely. The
glider landed heavily, breaking the fuselage and injuring the pilot's back.

4

Std Jantar

N/K

Mm or

K-21

3673

Subs!

18.10.96 Torphins (nr Aboyne) 43
11
None
1600
The low hours visiting pilot was soar ing in wave when conditions deteriorated and pilots were called back.
Descending through the nearest cloud gap the pilot found he could not recognise the area so called for assistance.
Having identified his position he landed crosswind in a field damaging the glider's nose in the process.

8

9
K-13
3952
W/0
04.10.96 AstonDown
61
Serious
11
After a normal launch to 1400ft the pilot released and flew straight ahead. He then found his speed was excessive
(80kts ind icated) and he "could not control by the use of the stick". He used the airbrakes to slow and made a
downwind crash landing. lt is possible he was seated too far forward due to a seat insert and 'chute. obstructing the
stick
10
K-7
Minor
?.10.96
Incident Report
None
The aircraft was being moved from the hangar with the canopy held open by a club member to provide a hand hold
on the fuselage. The glider's wheel ran into a pot hole and the person holding the canopy lost his grip and dropped
it. The restraining strap broke and the canopy smashed against the side of the fuselage.
11

Astir CS77

3995

Minor

29.10.96 Aboyne
None
175
36
1617
Returning from a wave flight, the canopy iced up and a sleet shower near the airfield caused the pilot to fly a hurried
circuit and miss his downwind checks. As a result he landed with the wheel updamaging the fuselage gel coat.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ·
August!September 1997
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12
Mosquito
2225
Subs!
1.11 .96 Talgarth
52
None 1248 1130
The pilot attempted to wave soar in deteriorating conditions but the cloud gap closed below him. Rather than flying
east towards lower ground he elected to descend through cloud over high ground by using GPS. He made a distress call before breaking cloud just before hitting the hillside. Unhurt, he left the glider and walked back.
13
Ventus CT
R38
W/0
8.11 .97 Aboyne
42
Minor 1222 1220
The pilot returned from a wave flight into known turbulent conditions due to rotor. He chose to fly a left hand circuit
which meant he encountered very severe turbulence during which he lost roll control and crashed wh ile being
blown downwind. Club briefings made it clear that a RH circuit should be flown in these conditions.
14

30. 10.97 Husbands Bosworth
52
None
23
1030
During the flare the pilot closed the airbrakes too quickly causing the glider to balloon then stall and land heavily.
15

Not Known

K-21

HQV

15.11.97 Booker
60
None
705
1330
44
Minor
0
The instructor, after demonstrating the airbrakes to his pupil, omitted to check they were locked before starting the
aerotow . At about 130ft. and descending. the tug pilot had to release the glider. The instructor was slow to realise
his problem and sunk rapidly , cartwheeling into the ground, fortunately causing only minor injuries.
16

SZD Puchacz

2591

None

3864

Subst

Minor 161.11 .97 Yeovilton

55

None

162

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
The Premier
Motor-gliding School

* W e will fly to your Club at any ti me as
req uired for training to gain your:

BRONZE ' C ' C ROSS COUNTRY E NDORSEMENT
AND
FIELD LANDING CHECKS

* Specialists in BGA SLMG instructor courses
* Convert your Bronze/Silver badge to a
Self-launching Motor-Glider PPL

* conversions
Bronze and Silver
at a
special rate

* Ab initio training

, * Trial lessons

* Lessons from £48
per hour

As the auto tow launch commenced the vehicles engine hesitated causing the glider to overrun the cable. The cable
became jammed in the wheel and could not be released by the pilot and the glider was dragged sideways. The tow
driver could not operate his release due to the tension in the cable so had to brake hard before it would work.
17

K-2 1

3586

8.1 2.97 Long Mynd
48
None
650
1126
42
None
85
The instructor arranged tor a simulated winch launch failure at about 500ft. Despite the height and the lack of any
headwind P2 decided to land ahead. Realising he was too high he sideslipped but took it off too early and landed
well up the strip. The glider ran off the strip at low speed into a recently cleared area where it hit a small tree stump.

Minor

31
04.12.97 Tibenham
65
None
1305
After a rather low circuit the pilot was seen to make a perfectly normal landing. During the ground run the glider ran
over a rut and the pilot. who was wearing a hat with a "button top", hit the canopy and cracked it. He was using a
seat cushion and this. combined with insufficiently tight straps. allowed enough movement to strike the canopy.
18

Astir

19

K- 13

2582

Minor

69
None
1989
64
None
26
The two-seater was winch launched In calm conditions. At the top of the launch the pilot hung on rather longer than
normal as he waited for the winch driver to reduce power. As a result of this and a changed upper wind the cable
drifted over the winch and fell across a road. damaging a passing van.

None

?.11.97

Incident Report

1.1 .97
Perranporth
47
None
332
1419
Minor
0
On a training flight Pt allowed the student to balloon to about 1Oft and the glider stalled to a heavy landing on very
hard ground. This pushed the wheel box up into the fuselage and damaged the structure.
20

K-7

1664

For details call on 01608 677208
Open seven days a week

Subst

52
None
676
5. 1.97
Winthorpe
1241
44
None
0
The pre-solo student pilot flew a good circuit and approach without prompting . He then failed to round -out adequately and the instructor failed to take over in time to prevent a heavy landing which damaged the fuselage tubes.
21

K-7

2223

Minor

22

K-18

2317

Subst

3.2.97
Lasham
61
None
2.3
1130
On final approach the, inexperienced pilot opened the airbrakes as he was a little high. He realised he was de scending too quickly but did not fully close the brakes and as a result undershot the runway. The right wingtip hit a
treetop which spun the glider into the ground.

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
(M. G. Hutchinson)
Repairs and overhau ls
carried out
P.Z.L. Sales and Service
Barograph Calibration centre
Write or phone:
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
T el : 01568 708 368

(answering machine)

XKlO "CLUB" VARIO SYSTEM
DEDICATED AVERAGER OPTION

XK10 "CLUB" VARIOMETER
• Audio 10des climb role
• No Aosk Required
• AVC on Oown lone • Gust Filtering

£249

• BolletyVolts
• Three Averoger Modes
e lhermollotol Average
e lpetd to Fly
• Climb/ Ccuise Mode
• Auto Shut Down Overnight
• High link Role Alert
• 0- Skis Wove Mode

£149

REPEATER METER OPTION
• 60mm Mounting • No Mods Required
• loomIncluded
• Metrit Version 0-Sm/m

£89

* Over 300 units now in use in the UK alone
* Metric export model available
fromGir
g
_d._
Aviation Ltd.~

I

·

"You can bank on us"

+ New Instruments: PZL Expanded ScaleASil.S Turns 0-I 40kts, 1.75 Turns 0·200kts £105, PZL Varia with zero reset, Flask and Ring, 80mm £189, 57mm £2 19, PZL T.E. Unit £19.90,
PZL I 2V Mini T/S £259, Sensitive Altimeters £ 149-£159, Mini Accelerometer £159, IFR Pedestal Compass £59, Airpath C2300 Panel Compass £59, T/ S 28V Converter £22.90

+ Surplus Tested Instruments: Horizons with new Solid Stale Inverter, Ferronli Mk6 £289, Ferronli Mk 14 (Coloured Display) £319, 80mm Glider Role Turn/Slip £89, Mini American I 2v
Glider Turn and Slip £259, Single Turn ASI 0-150kts £79, 80mm Altimeters from £89, Miniature EllioHAltimeters £289 + Radios: ICOM IC·A3E £255, IC-A22E £290, Delcom 960£2 1·4.90,
Delcom 960 80mm Panel Mounted Version with Speaker/Mike £247.90, Serviced PYE MX290 Compocl Mobile/Base TX/RX, 12.5kc spaced, All gliding channels £130, Mobile Magnetic Mount
Aerials £26 + Glider Battery Chargers £24.50 + Parachutes: SK94, Type Certified, Stale of the Art, Rapid opening, low descent role, Steerable, Comfortable, Lumbar Support, Bog. £485
+ "Ottfur" Releases: Manufacturers Exchange Service incorporating Latest Improved Hook £89, New "Ottfur" Releases £189

COLIN D. STREET, 7 Sharpthorne Close, !field, Crawley, Sussex, RH 11 OLU, England Tel 01293 543832 • Fax 01293 S13819
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NIMBUS 3'S FOR HJRE
Soar the dear, open skies of Australia's
best soaring territory in one of our
Nimbus J's (one with Turbo)
+ nnal !!)ides rro111 Ol:er 1()0 miles Olll
+ uo airspace hassiL.,, with '' isiMfi(l' tu the horizon
+ pair n~in ~ ;\imhus .r:- to lllfl.\"itllbte your da~
+ ciJoire of nwuntain nr floulaud soaring
+ prm eu l,(HHI kilometre distance site
+ m111p-equipped iu ~trumcntation (nut \.luh standard!)
+ cnjo) in~ an A11s.~ie hofidaJ• at the same time
E\pcrienn· great conditions and top racilitics with
persm111fised sen;ic••

Cont:tct Benalla Sailplanes PI)'. Lld. on :

23

K-13

None

24

Motor Falke

G-FHAS

Minor

25

K-8s

2307

Minor

26

Discus

N/K

Minor

27

Motor Falke

G-AYZW Minor

28

SZD Junior

3951

?.1.97

Incident Report

50

None
1640
None
The experienced instructo r was looking for local wave soaring conditions but was unsuccessful. The glider was
seen to be rather low in the circuit and . because the sun was in the pilot's eyes he misjudged the approach and the
glider undershot, brushing bushes before landing without damage
6.3.97
Burn
68
None
700
1435
None
At about 3 to 4ft above the ground the motor glider appeared to round out and then balloon slightly. The nose was
then lowered and the aircraft landed heavily nose down . The prop struck the ground before the motor glider
bounced back into the air and settled into a normal landing.

Phone/fa, 613-9(•99-9060

T. IL. CLOWES
& CO. LTD.
GLIDER INSURANCE
OUR
~COMPREHENSIVE

INSURANCE PACKAGE
INCLUDES:

14.12.97 Halesland
48
None
12
1253
During the winch launch ground run the glider hit a frozen molehill causing the pilot's head lo hit the canopy quite
hard. After this the launch conti nued normally , including through a "too fast" yawing signal. The pilot then closed
the DV window and thi s dislodged the canopy which flew open. He closed the cracked canopy and made a safe
landing.
7.3 .97
Sutton Bank
63
None
36
1403
The pilot. upon returning to the aiJfield . encountered turbulence which became worse on final approach. At about
30ft he reduced airbrake and at this stage the canopy opened , closed then flew off . hitting the leading edge of the
starboard wing . The pilot was surprised by this and the glider made a heavy landing.
16.3 .97
Portmoak
65
None
2122
1230
58
Minor
1032
After maintenance the motor glider's engine was ground run satisfactorily so an air test was made. After a good
climb the engine was shut down and a glide approach made. After a sidBslip approach the pilot encountered strong
sink and was unable to prevent a heavy landing which burst the tyre and broke the prop .
None

08.3.97

Camphill

None
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While towing the glider back to the launch point for its third flight of the day the next pilot heard an unusual rattle
from the rear fuselage. Close inspection found the elevator disconnected. The pip pin for the locking sleeve had not
been fully home and thi s had been missed in the Dl , including full positive control checks.

1ST CLASS SECURITY

Cambridge Gliding Club offers you ...

+ COMPETITIVE RATES

•

+INCREASING NO CLAIMS
BONUS SCHEME

A Discus, Pegasus, Astir, and two Juniors. And, choice of two seaters:
K2 1, Grob 103, K13, and, forfun, a T21.

•

Three huge runways in the middle of great soaring country, w ith very
few airspace restrictions.

•

Personally tailored courses - call us and ask how w e can help.

•

Flying 7 days every week.

+AGREED VALUES
+ UK COMPETITION
fLYING IN'CLUDED
IF REQUIRED
+PILOT PERSONAL
ACCIDENT
COVER(EX
CLUBS)

Located 10 miles SW of Cambridge, off the B1046, midway between
Little Gransden and Longstowe. Phone 01767 677 077

SPORTAVIA SOARING CENTRE, TOCUMWAL
Australia's International Gliding Centre

+

For further information or a
quotation please contact.

•

LLOYD'S

BROKER

Keeley Tompkins
T. L. Clowes and Co. Ltd .
4th Floor, 52 Lime Street,
London EC3M 7BS
Tel 0171 220 7878
Fax 0171 220 7879

August!September 1997

Now offering Power Flight Training up to
Multi-Engine Instrument Training and Outback Tours

+

Situated on the beautiful Murray River with large open spa<es for sale
X·<ountry flights. Personal o<hievemenl5 are daily events and National & World
re<ords are regularly a<hieved. Over 25 modern, well maintained sailplanes to
<hooselrom. We olso have ava~able a Nimbus 4DM 1lar X·<ountry flying with
lngo Renner, 4 times World Champion. The on·lield auommodation, restaurant
and bar lodlities surrounded by lawns, gardens and swimming pool <omplete
the pi<lvre far a perle<t gliding holiday with a friendly wel<oming atmosphere.
VERY ATTRAffiVE Off SEASON PRICES FOR FLYING AND ACCOMMODATION

For further information please contact us

SPORTAVIA SOARING CENTRE
PO Box 78, TOCUMWAL 2714, NSW, Australia

Phone 61 (03) 5874 2063
Fax 61 (03) 5874 2705
E-mail sprlavia@<obram.net.au
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International Sailplane Services Limited
In our first year of trading we have supplied over
£700,000 worth of quality pre owned sailplanes
From a lovely ASK8 to a LS6C18WL with only 92 hours. We have supplied ASK21 's to
various clubs. See what one of our clients had to say below on receipt of a beautiful
Std Cirrus.
Over the next few months is the
best time to buy your sailplane
for next season. Save yourself
the heartache, let us find it for
you.

P/lif Harr;s
17 Penile
Pen!/
. Close

S
epo,
0 aundersroor

w~:ed S469 9Bw

es, U.l{
Voice ·
.
Fax : ·
+44 1834
+44 1834 877 3so
814 292

Whether you are an individual or
club our service will always be the
same, courteous and reliable.

Stop Press. Did you know it is
almost certainly cheaper to
have your aircraft refinished
by our German repair shop
than it would be in the UK
We collect from you and
deliver back to you to an
agreed timescale with no
bass/e. Also major and
minor work carried out.

I

MAI<CII/ ~97

LlcA /1 TEIIRy

Call Terry joint
Tel 01420 88664 Office
Fax 01420 542003
Mobile 0802708670
e.mail joint.aviation @virgin .net
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CWSIFIED
SECTION
TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE CLASSIFIED
SECTION, please send your remittance together with a copy
of your wording to Debbie Carr, BGA, Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester LEt 4SE (Tel 0116 2531051 or Fax
016 2515939), before September 5th for next publication.
Any advertisements received afler this date will be carried
forward to the next edition of S&G . Rates 70p per word with
a minimum of £14.00. Black & White photographs accepted
£6.00 extra. Box No. £3.00 extra. Prices include VAT.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
On going (o pre ss we have the fo llowing
results of the World Championships:
38.1 , SHK with Borg elt 821 1824 , par ach ute and trailer
£8500. Av ai labl e mid August - when I've got my 500km.
Martin Parsons, Tel : 0 1983 852095

ASW 20BL. Exce llent condi tion , ex ten ded tips to 16 ~ Metres.
B as ic instruments . radio , GRP trailer. £24 000. Additional instruments. new covers also available. Can be vie wed at
Duns table. Tel: 01923 827 12t
MORA NE MS 893 . 180 hp, towplane to go : motor 480 hours,
prop 1100, fuselage 97 0. 495 .000 Bfr. Te l: +0 14 813t73
evenings. Aeroclub Keiheuvel, Balen. Belgium .
DG200 (1979). Excellent condition. 1100 Hrs. 540 launches. full
panel , 720 CH . Dittel FSG40, Pesches VP4 (1993), parachute.
Excellem fibreglass trailer. Rigging!Tow out gear. £19 750 ono.
Tel: (eves) 003531 493590 1
PEGASUS D. 1987 model. Exce llent co ndition. lully mstru men1ed. ready for com petitio n. Only flown by myself- 1000
hours: i ncluding Schroeder tr ailer. 1993 model. Te l : 0041 1
7406 551 (Switzerland) evenings or Emai l rohuber@access.ch.

QUICK SALE- Viva! motorglider , UK demonstrator, excel ·
lent condition. £25 000 ono. Contacttel : 01608 677208

FOR SALE
MOSQUITO PARTS FOR SALE. Fuselage com ple te ,
ilplane , Port Wing , 2 x Mim Nimbus Wings (Mosquito B) ,
Te~ Fax 01628 477999
K8 . New canopy. new straps. With instruments and new CofA.
Excellent condition . £-3850. Enclosed trail er negotiable . Tel :
01494 535005
COBRA SZD36A, 15m , LID 38152kts, handling ex.cel lent,
woodlfi breglass, retractabl e utc, barograph . oxygen, rigging
aids. towout gear. based Las ham , £7800. Terry Jo int Ot420
88664
t987 MK 2 DIMONA MOTOR GLIDER, Seeker V .H. F. Radio

and V.O.R .. 70 0 hours, excellen t condition. £43 000. Tel: 0 t 553
772950
PIK 20E. Ful l lnslrumenls , parachu te. fac tory trailer w ith so lar
charger. one man rig & tow out. £25 000. Tel : 0131 44 7 4227
(home) or 0 13 1 556 7563 (Work).
GROB 109s Motor Glider. Fully equipped. VOR . tra nsponder.
GPS etc. Operated by the 109 FLYING GROUP at North
Weald . 1110 share . £3999 ono . £35 pcm. £30 p.h. Wet. Tel:
0181 5013305
PARACHUTE for sale. trvlne EB-80 suitable for glider and
aerobat1c pilots - 2 years old . Packed and serviced at lrvi neis.
Complete with logbook and carrying case. Offers in the region
£550. Tel: 01923 68 1001 (day) Mobile 0468 857964
LIBELLE 301. Excellent condition \'lilh lull Scheumann mods.
outlit complete an d ready to go. reluctant sale at £13 950. Tel:
01608 674209. TIMHAR@GLOBLNET.CO UK
DART 17R. Full panel, oxygen. radio. parachute. Superb fitt ed
trailer. Genuine two man rig. Ex·cellent example ol type . £8000
ono. Tel: Ot 295 78 04 73 or 01869 337 t 38

M100S. T +S. Pye radio. trailer, K6cr performa nce. powerful airbra ke s. Immacula te c ondition . Mus t be seen at North Wale s
Gliding Club . £4 500 ono. Tel : 0151 336 2826
STD CIRRUS . Excell en t cond ition . Modilied alrbrakes. Ba s1c
panel. Glassflbre trailer . 12 months ColA. £13000. View at
Nympsfield. Tel : 01 4 53 828852 evenings
T21 B Dual Seat. Restored with new ColA (June 98) . Buyer col lects . Offers. T el : 0 1280 813095 Oflice hours. 01844 345575
Home.
ASTIR CS. Low hours . Full ColA, all usual instrumems. just
hard waxed. Ready to go. £ 10 500 ono. Tel : (0 1225) 444002 or
(0370) 750344
FALCON 1. A much admired and prestigious vintage glider with
ex cell ent trailer an d always hangared . Easy to lly and soars
well. Top award winn er. T otally magnificent. Tei/Fax: 0181 892
0409 Mike Beach .
G109 A MOTORGLIDER. 90 PS Limbach 2.4 1, excell ent con dition. fully instrumen ted. a lways hangared. t 000 h left on
motor, 2200 TI. £42 000 ono. TeliFax : + 49 6103 67788
PESCHGES VP4HE Nav - the ul tima te electronic, adjus table.
total energy, GPS compatible variometer. ideal lor connection
to Garmln 901 100 , com bining ease ol use and economy . Price
ex-stock, only £1720 including VAT. Te l : Southern Sailplanes:
Ot488 7 t774
DISCUS B with winglets. winner of World Championships an d
numerous N ationals. Meticulously maintained. Complete outfit
or hull and instruments. Tel : Andy Davis 0 1453 860945

Open Class: 1. Gerard Lherm (ASW-22 ),
France: 2. Didier Hauss (Nimbus 4) ,
France: 3. Robert Schroeder (ASW-22sL).
Germany: GB: 13. Philip Jones (Nimbus
3DT) , 16. Robin May (ASW-25). 15 Metre
Cl·ass: 1. Werner Meuser (Ventus 2A)
Germany: 2. Mich ael Grund (VentLtS 2A).
Germany ; 3. Giorgio Galetto (Ventus 2A).
Italy : GB: 5. Justin Wills (ASW -27); 11 .
Ali ster Kay (Ven tus 2a) ; 12. Steve Jones
(Ventu s 2a) . Standard Class: 1. Jean Marc Calliard (LS-8A); 2. Jean-Deri e
Barrois (LS-8a); 3. Jean-Ciaude Lopita ux
(LS -8) , all French GB : 5. Andy Davis; 12.
Martyn Wells , 24. Brian Spreckley, all flying
LS -8A.
A full report and results will be in tne next
issue .

VENTUS 2T. New Las ham Syndicate. Interesting fly ing possl·
bill ties UK and France . Attractiv e pnce fo r hall share. Tel· Peter
Hearne Ot622 812385 FAX: Ot622 813073
SF2 7A. With well maintained wooden trailer. Easy ri g, 34 :1 ,
Similar to Ka6E . Exce lle nt handl ing. Ideal fo r ridg e and !her·
mailing . Full panel plus radio . barograp h, parachute a nd oxy gen. £7750. Tel: Terry 01323 73292 1
DG400 1990. last one imported into UK , all extras. Sale or half
share Ounstable, Cambridge, Ens tone? £470 00. Tel : 0 1462
7906 10 Dave Walsh
ASTIR CS. All Mods, new ColA, basic instrumen1s and sound
wooden trailer. Offers invited over £ 10 000. Tel : 0 1380 870008
Evenings
SKYLARK 3e. Based at Southdown. Re -covered '94. Excellent
condit ion. Radio, parachu le. new trailer chassis. Distinguished
history . Offers invited. T el: 01483 578493
LS6c . 18m. In especially good condlt1on and very low hours.
Bare hull £33 900. Rest of k1t negotiable. Te l: 01844 354304 or
01844 353859
PUCHACZ in excellent condition wit h bas 1c Instruments .
Addit ional instrumentation and specially -built AMF lraller negotiable. Tel : 01705 345845 or 01962 88358t
LIBELLE. Good condition . oxygen . water ballast. Parach ute.
ba rograph . stan dard panel, trailer. £1 t 500 o no. Tel: 0114
2301853 e mail. 100331.750@compuserve.com

Ka6E. Good condition . no pr angs. ColA. Metal tra iler. chute ,
tow-out gear. Bantam. Barograph . Based at Nympsfleld. Offers.
Tel: 01454 4 17533 or 329 751

TURN & SLIP. 80mm . Glider rate. With t2v converter. £75. Tel :
01925 81408 1

DG400 . ;> share. Based Lasham . Excellent condit ion. Wings re gelled in 1995. fully equipped. L Nav/Cambridge GPS recorder,
AI H etc . Cobra, covers. rigging aids. £19 750 ovno . Tel : Peter
Hearne 01622 812385 Fax: 01622 8 t 30 73

PI LATUS B4. Immaculate cond ition th ro ughout. always pri vat ely owned. Low hours. launches. Full panel. rad io.
parachute. Unique colour scheme , tinted canopy. Good trailer ,
rigging aids tow out gear. £13 750. Tel: 0 1454 228755

International Sailplane Services Limited
The One Stop Selling and Buying Depot for Gliders in the UK and Europe • Worldwide Collection and Delivery Arranged

Buying a Glider?

Selling a Glider?

lnternotionol Soilplone Services ltd now hos ogents in Germany ond Scondinovio.
We hove ovoiloble from stock i~ Europe ond the UK the following ond more ovoiloble.
ASW19B, ASWlSB, DG202 17, Ventus CT, Discus b & CS DG300 & Elon, Astir Cs, Ko8,
Ko6E, ASK6CR, lS3, lSl , ASK21 , Grob Twin 11.
Quality guoronteed with importation inspections by Southdown Aero Services

Just fox us details if we sell it for you. We chorge 3 to 5%. No sole no fee.
With our expanding network we reoch o lorger morket thon ony other
method of advertising.
Terry Joint, 3a &3b Old Aylesfield Buildings, Froyle Road,
Shalden, Alton, Hants GU34 4BY • joint.a.viotion@virgin.net

Telephone: +44 (0) 1420 88664
August!September 1997

•

Fax: +44 (0) 1420 542003
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L23 SUPER BLANIK. t2 months ColA, TT 430 hrs. Full basic
standard instruments. excellent condition, our demonstrator.
Price negoliable + VAT. AMF trailer available if required. Peter
Clillord & Co .. Tei/Fax: Ot49t 8393t6
PEGASUS 10tA. t986. Low hours. basic instruments +
LX3000 Aluminium Trailer. Tow-out gear. £t6 500. Tel: Home
0 t 252 522309 Work 0 I 483 575497
TRAILER. Fully refurbished wooden trailer. sold with fittings lor
Astir but suil able lor wide range ol aircraft. Oilers around £750.
Contact John Ot Bt 3046874 or Stelan 0171 2746532
DISCUS B. Complete outlit with lull panel including new
Cambndge Lnav and brand new trailer. Only BOO hours. Oilers
to: 0 t426 954208 any time.
DG400. t987. H1g hest specification equipment. Immaculate.
No expense spared. Cobra trailer. t -man rig . 45: t glide.
Excellent machine. £45 000. Tel: Ot706 57728
SWALLOW. Good condition with new ColA. Complete with
electric vario and parachute. Wooden trailer. £ 1650. Tel : 01343
54 7228 or 0 t542 832t96

ASW15e. Good condition . Complete outfit including metal
trailer. parachute. full panel. 720. GPS. View Dunstable. £t 2
000. Tel: David 01442 870873 or Paul Ot462 896393
SB5e 1134.5 in wood, easy handling. good condition. E-vario,
FSG t5 radio, covered trailer. £4900. Tel: 0049 2367 518 Fax:
0049 2305 1062424
DG200. Full panel. radio. oxygen . sprung undercarriage, ColA
Jan t 998, parachu te, barograph , metal trailer. tow -out gear.
£19 000. Tel: 01 428 712587
ASW20F. Always privately owned. Low hours. Gel OK, hard
wax polished. Tow hooks. Tail and nose ballast. LXI 00 director.
720 radio. GO parachute. Centrair trailer. Tow-out kit. Good
condition throughout. New ColA. Must sell hence only £17 950
ono. View Nympslield. Tel: Ot453 872740
ASTIR CS77 superb condilion. parachute. radio . audio vario ,
excellent trailer, tow-out gear. ColA. complele, excellent first
glass. Tel: 01978 852556
K6e Very good condition . good panel, parachute. barograph .
refurbished trailer. wet and dry covers. rigging aids. single man
tow out gear. Tel: 0 t667 546958

ASW20F. Good condition. no accidents. Full panel, 720 radio.
hard waxed. 1 years ColA, good GAP tra1ler. Available now.
£ t 8 975. Tel : Ot353 74t55t

NIMBUS 3. In excellent condition complete with Instruments
and glass fibre trailer. £32 000. Tef: Ot17 9505924 (Day) or
01 t 6 84t 079 (Eve)

ASTIR CS77. VGC. low hours. New ColA. Full panel including
speed director, GPS, radio. boom-mike. Demand oxygen.
Turbulator tape mod. Parachute. Aluminium trailer. covers. tow·
out gear. £12 000. Tel: Bridgnorth 01746 764296

Ka6e Good condition. wooden trailer. panel includes artificial
horizon. electric vario. oxygen. Winter barograph , parachute.
£7000. Tef: Ot 330 860828

K6e. Excellen t condition. Good Instruments. radio, parachute.
barograph. Trailer. tow-out gear. Competitive price. Tel: Ot793
725265 eves 01788 563652 work. View Swindon.
OLY 463. Superb condition . mods completed. ColA from July
97, barograph, oxygen. parachute. optional transceiver radio .
Excellent trailer. Offers around £7000. Tel : Ot837 840720
K8 £3350. Unblemished canopy. Fuselage recovered t995.
Excellent condition. Only t290 hours. Tel: 01908 562592
K7 £2900. A very nice example. Wing s recovered 1993. Open
trailer. 4t00 hours. Tel: Ot908 562592
OL Y 2. New ColA. new skid, hook. intenor restored. Excellent
Aluminium trailer. £3000. Tel: 01903 830689

Please note new \
domain name &
e-mail address

LS4. Share(s) available. Lasham based. Fully equipped. excellent condition. Tel: Nigei/Ginny Pringle on Ot 256 862 t65 or
Ot256 862380 (answerphone)

BASED AT ENSTONE AIRFIELD
Offers yo u more flying privileges than private
ownership without any of I he hassle! We have a
choice of GPS equipped flapped big wings for
gentlemen and standard class retractable glass
ships to start you o ff. We are a dedicated
soaring and cross country club with efficient
guaranteed retrieves. Utopia has arrived and
can be experie nced for a special refundable
months trial membership of only £75.00.

Call 01295 788526 for details

FOR SALE-

SZD JUNIOR

A superb GRP club single se11ter
\'rry ~ood condition. only 700hrs • Basic panel with
elrctric Htrio. tail dolly etc. • Fleet upgrade forces sale •
Offers around £16,000
Stee/1.-llumillitlllllrtllla {ltw.real's old)jm·t!Je t1bm·"
may lll.<o be lll'«ilab/e, price 1/egollable

!

WOLDS GLIDING CLUB • 017S9 ~O~S79

ASTIR CS77. All mods completed. Good panel. EW Baro. radio.
new parachute, aluminium trailer. Based at Welds Gliding Club.
£11 000 ono. Tel: Harry Ot 723 375927/ Peter 01759 3720 18
STANDARD CLASS JANTAR Built 198t . new ColA . Jack ing
Dolly and wooden trailer. Probably the best value proven 500K
and Std Class Competition Glider around at £t 1 500 ovno. Tel:
01295 788526
19M FLAPPED JANTAR 47:1 low hours. excellent condition.
new CofA. Horizon. speed director. metal trailer. tow-out gear
and complete covers. B1ggest big wing. Bargain at £12 500
ovno. Tel: Ot295 788526

(?' ~

~

~
CLOUD NINE SOARING

~

~

Keno Me7
from £11,5DD+VAT

CAA APPROVED COMPANY
A/19182189

Cotswold Gliders
'http://www.cotswoldgliders.co.uk.

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Carbon, kevlar and glassfibre, wood and metal. Alloy airframe repairs a speciality.
All types of repair work undertaken, from minor trailer rash to large insurance claim.
Kestrei/Libelle rudder and aileron drive rebuilds, also NOT testing of rudder drive.
Motor glider engine approval. Machining facilities for wing pins, axles, etc. Tig welding .

If you require any of the above services, please contact
TONYCOX
Tel : Workshop 01993 779380
Office/Fax 01993 774892
Email: tony@cotswoldgliders.co.uk.
or 18 Stanton Harcourt Road, Witney, Oxon. OX8 6LD

BRIAN WEARE - AERO

ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE
LARGE INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF
TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT
RESTORATIONS.
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON EX14 ORA
254

Phone:
Works (01404) 891338
Home (01404) 41041

26 sold worldwide
Strengthened cockpit for club use
Easy rig, 32: 1 glide
130kg empty, auto connect
controls
Extra Scm legroom
New address:
KENILWORTH INTERNATIONALLTD
17 Thorn Close, Verwood, Dorset BH31 6QG
Tei/ Fax 01202 828886 • Mobile 0976 817626

Sky\Nings
is the official monthly magazine ol the
British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association.
£27 per annum subscriptions from
BHPA. The Old Schoolroom. Loughborough Road.
Leicester. England LE4 SPJ. Tel: Ott6 2611322
http://test.ebrd.com/skywingsl home.html

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

FREE FUG HT: bi-monthly m agazine of
the Soaring Association of Canada
US$26/yr, $47/2 y r~ & $65/.)yrs
Soari ng Assoc of Canada
101-1090 Ambleside Drive, O ttaw a
Ontario K2fi RG7 Ca nada

ASTIR CS low hours. new ColA. radio , turn & slip, audio vario,
easy rig trailer. lillings, Jacking belly dolly. See lly and buy fo r
£10 500 ovno. Tel: 01295 788526
SF27A (34: 1). Excellenl condil ion , full panel. new Cambridge
audio vario. winter barograph , parachute , recen t Col A. Good
Steel/Aluminium lrai ler. £8000 ono. Tel: 01433 65 1854 or
01457836228
NIMBUS 2 Superb condi tion , only two owners, brake modifica lion. Aluminium trailer, easy-rig aids , tow -out gear. £17 500.
Tel: 01495 785499
NEW LAK 12 Hu ll & Trailer - Available Now. Superb performance Max UD 48 & doci le handing .. Only £17 950 inc VAT .
Delivered UK. Tel: Tony Pozerski s 01536 485552 (office)
01858 468820 (home).
DISCUS B 1988 , 800 hrs, neve r broken, £33000 . View al
Lasham. Tel: Tim on 01734 827164 days or 01256 476362 eves

____....._
TOWBARS TO TRUST

e ~~~c~s~:~~ ~~:ro~r.~iU:scK>u~
lowb:m ~upplied .

e :~.t~~::ng lo B.S ond I. S 0
e G\;oronteed for life

See Yellow Pages lor your neor•st speciolist fitter ar stockist. I

WITTER TOWBARS, CHESfER CH 1 3LL
Telephone: 01244 341166

VENTURE FAULKE. Price according to condi tion . Tel: Bernard
01793 614946 (Home) 01793 612266 (OIIice)
WINTER BAROGRAPH in good working order, Pye
Westminste r transceiver or similar for ground com munications.
Tel: 01306-7t27 18

MISCELLANEOUS
FOR HIRE ASTIR CSn . 1 week to 6 months rental. Ava ilable
to pilots with Bronze C and SO hours solo minimum, Clubs and
private individuals. For more details Tel: 01256 381359
DO YOU INTEND TO FLY IN AUSTRALIA? Try Mangalore
Gliding Club al Locksley. 130 Km N. E. ol Melbou rne . Cou ntry
atmosphere, 8 aircralt types lrom Ka6 10 Janus C. Hourly. dail y.
weekly h1re. 7 days/Wk Ops. Winch & Ae ro Tow. Tei!Fa x: + 61
357962058 or Mobile+ 6 1 4 12297177

NEARLY NEW SHIRENEWTON TRAILER. Fillings lor Ven tu s
or simtlar I SM glider wilh lips . £3500 ono . Tel: 01892 890533 or
01264 363203

ENGINES

VENTUS CT complele oullit in excellent condilion. Melal Cobra
trailer. £52000. View at Lasham. Tel: John on 0181 76 1 4005
days or 0181 670 4656 eves

ACRO ENGINES L TO . Specialists in SLMG engines since
1981. Limbach. Rolla son . Rectimo etc. Tel: 01642 470322
Barry or Tim Srnilh

WANTED
WANTED VENTUS B. 15m/16.6m. Please fax l ull details to
(+44) 1540661099 (Scotland).
INSTRUCTOR with towing rating . Current cross country pilot.
From Sepi·Ocl th rough to April 98. For more details contact
Stephen Smith, Sunstate Soaring, Au stralia. Tei/Fax: +61 (0)76
625860 Emall: sunstate@liga.com.au

SITUATIONS VACANT
CFTG1TOW PILOT, experienced in mounta in soaring, wanted
for 6 month assignment in Southern Calilorn ia. Please send
information to: Crystal Soaring, 32810. ! 65th Street East, Llano.
California 93544 10 11 USA. Or fax to: (OO 1) (USA) 805-944 4029

SA 'ILPLANE
& GLIDING
You can buy the magazine from
most GMing Clubs in Gt. Britain,
alternative ly send £17.50, postage
included, for an annual
subscription to the British Gliding
Association, Kimberley House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester. Red
leather-cloth binders specially
designed to take copies of the
magazine and gold-blocked with
the title on the spine are only
available from the BGA. Price
£5.50 includ ing post and packing.
USA and all other Countries:
payable in either Sterling £17.50
(or US$30.00) (or US $40.00 by
Air Mail) direct to the British
Gliding Association .
1

1

British Gliding Association

THE 1000 CLUB MONTHLY LOTTERY
A great chance to win substantial cash prizes and at the
same time enable the Philip Will's Memorial Fund to
make loans to clubs for site purchase and development.
1000 is the target number of members to participate in
th is monthly lottery which started in July 1992. Whe n
1000 members subscribe £1 .00 a month each then the
monthly first cash prize will be £250.00 .
HALF of the proceeds go to the Philip Wills Memorial
Fund to help with its work in developing BGA clubs and
the other HALF is distributed each month in the form of
6 CASH PRIZES. The more participants we have , the
greater the prize money pool.
1st PRIZE- 50% of the prize money pool .
5 Runner Up Prizes of 10% each of the prize money
pool.
Chances/numbers can on'ly be bought from the BGA at
£1 .00 each . Those whose money has been received at
the BGA by the end of each month will then participate
in the draw on the first Wednesday of each following
month. Tickets will not be issued in order to keep the administrative costs low but each member will purchase a
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"number" which will go into the draw. lt is hoped that
members will purchase 12 months' worth of tickets at a
time . Winners will receive their prizes di rect from the
BGA and a list of their names will be published in S&G.
Please complete the form below and return it to the BGA
with your payment. Please note that only BGA members
and their families may participate and that the BGA is
registered under the Lotteries And Amusements Act
1976 with Leicester City Council.

Barry Rolfe
Promoter

r---------------------------------------------------To: Barry Rolfe , British Gliding As sociation. Kimb erl ey House,
Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4S E
Pl ease incl ude me in the "1000 cl ub" and I enclose £12.00 (payable to
BGA) for twelve mon ths of en tries, or mul ti ples thereof.
Name

.Signed

Address ...
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INTERNATIONAL
GLIDING CLUB
OF,
SOUTH AFRICA

GLIDER/AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE?
Contact:
Tony Fidler
Glider pil'ot for 30+ years
35+ years insurance
experience
Telephone/tax/write to:
ANTHONY FIDLER & C O

Fly 1000km

27 High Street, Long Sutton
Spalding, Lines PE12 908
Tel : 01406 362462 (office)
or 363574 (home)
Fax: 01406 362124

this winter
If you want to
experience some of
the best soaring in
the world, then it's
got to be with the

European
Soaring Club at
Mmabatho
High performance
gliders for hire,
comfortable hotel
accommodation
and swimm ing
pool on site

November 1997 February 1998
Elaine Townsend
European Soaring Club
82 Bedford Road
East Finchley
London N2 9DA
Tel (0181) 444 6457
Fax (0181) 883 8096
Email
106163.1246@compuserve.com

256

~

**
*

.

'LIDER

Your Simple to Use
Electronic Log Boo((

Back-tip
Analysis

Graphs

t Of your traditional Log Book
t Powerful User-defined Reports
t Experience on specific aircraft
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

or types etc etc
Best sites you've flown from
List your memorable flights
Who you have flown with
Annual Returns (instantly)
SLMG engine-on time
Hours Launches or Kms
Vanous Crew Capacities
Selectable P e r i o d s .
Pilot Currency

• Enter ~ach night in just seconds
·
• For any IBM P C (or compatible)
• Mouse Driven & Runs in Windows 3 or 95
.h:kfor frt't OrmtJ Disk. Tt l-1-'ar:IJ/32'1 221992 orfimail~ tunrpikr(fjrlam.ml
Vi.rtit (lur lm~nu~t Web Site m: lrttp:l/lr(Jm e.c/nm.tretl-turupikel

TURNPIKE TECH\JCS 73 Old Turnpike, Fareham, Hanls P0167HF

VISA • MASTERCARD •

CHEQUE

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Airborne Composilies ...... 245
AMF Enterprises..
. . 230
Anglo Polish Sailplanes . ... 196
Aquila GC .
. ... 212
E.W.Avionics .
. .... .... 214
Benalla GC
.. 248
Booker GC .
. 242
Bristol & Gloucestershire GC. 242
BGA .
. . 255. 220. 240
Bruno Brown
247
Btlckminster GC. . . . ..... . 242
Cair Aviation.
. ... 250
Cairngorm GC
.. 240
Cambndge Aero Instruments 226
Cambridge GC ..
. .. 251
T.L.Ciowes.
. . 251
Colswolds Gllders . . . .... 254
Crabb Computing. . .
248
O&M Engineering... .
. 200
Derlly & Lanes GC . .
. . .. 238
European Soaring Club ..... 255
Faben Insurance Consultants 249
Anthony Fidler .
. ..... 256
Right Insurance .
194
Glidet Instruments..
. . 250
Global Aviation.
, 207
Glyndwr GC .
. . . 246
Hill Mtation .. .
.. . 218
HT Communicalions .
. .. 249
lr1in GB.
. ... 219
IS Aviation .
. ..... 248
JSW Soaring .
203
Joint Air Ser1ices . . . . 226, 253
Terry Jomt . .. .. . ..... . 252
Keep it Soaring Centre ...... 244
Kenill'lorth International .... 254
Kent GC.
. .. 240
Lasham GS
.. IFC
Lomond County Inn . . ..... 256
London GC .
. .. ...... 195
London Sailplanes
.. . . 195
McLcan Aviation..
.. 214
Mallellec . .
. . .. 242
Manfred Sauer UK .
219

Harry Mendelssohn
.. . 211
Midland GC .. ,. .
. . 242
Tom Miller . . .
. 244
Nevynn International
201
Nortolk GC ..
243
North Yorkshire Sailplanes . . 201
Oxlordshlre Sportflymg ... .. 250
Ozee Leisure..
. 207
Pilot Flight Traming. . . 234. 249
Profeits Hotel .
. ... .. 256
AD Aviation . .
IBC
Rematic .
.. .. 200
S&G .. .
. 255
Scholfleld Avtation ........ 201
Scolltsh Gliding Union ...... 235
Sedgrlick Aviation ......... 198
Severn Valley Sailplanes . . . 240
Shenington GC
... 247
Shtrene1·~on Sat!planes . . .. 240
Skycraft Servtces .
. . 211
Sky Systems Ltd .
247
Skywmgs .
. ... 254
J.L.Smokcr . .
. .. 200
Southdown A ro Services . . 230
Southern Sailplanes.. , ..... BC
Ernst Specht. .
. .. , .•. 248
Sportavta .. . ..
.. .... 251
Stemme Motor Glider
. 247
Stratlord on Avon ......... 242
Sunstate Soaring ... . . ..... 227
Tarade Aero Club ......... 212
Roger Targell
228
The Soaring Centre .
. . 246
Thomas Sports Equtpment . 230
Turnpike Technics
. ..• 256
Brian Weare .
. ... 254
Wells Design .
256
C.P.Wtner..
. ...... 255
Yorkshir~ GC . . ... . ...... 246
Zulu Glasstek .
. .. . ... . . 222

WAVES SEASON
Visiting D eeside Gliding Club?

Glider Pilot)s
Special
AcconunOLbtion a,·~ibhk ~l rh<: "Profcirs
Hotel" {:100 .00 pn wc~k - bed and
breakfast • On lv rwo miles ti·om Abo\·nc
r\irtidd • W ,1rm comtr>rrJbk rooms •
S.ll!na :tvaibbk • l)ood home cooked fc1ocl .

* LS 8 WORLDS WINNER *

Contact: Trcvor or David

ALSO 2+3+4+5+6 *

Tel: 013.398 85229 • Fax: 013398 87 007

LS 8-18
LS 10

TOP STD CLASS/18m

New 15 racing class

LS 6-18w
LS 9, LS4b
Martyn Wells
Workshop:
01608 685790
Home:
01608 684217
Mobile:
0850 240524

A

GLIDINGAT
PORTMOAK?

Ju>r 2 miles fron t rhe
ai rtidd thi' cosy t:uuil y
run hotd otTer>
TH E L OM OND
IlEAL FOOD :tnd
COUN T RY I NN
Il EAl.. ALE
.tr r<'a5onabk prire. All roonb 3rc en suite
lliNN ER LIEI and Ul
I< Ff\ . T
fi·um £37. 50

.........

Sc1111i'h Touri"l lh,Mrt.l
COM .\l£~ 0£1}

~SS\VOOI1

UY lUri I Ll! Y I.N
!'Ell I HSHIIlE K\ 1.1 71-!N
TELE I' H(lNE I/ I;i~~ 4112.1.1 FAt:StM tLLIItW~, 4111ii.1
KIN

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CloudMaster 'Plus' lenses are
optimised for glider pilots. As well
as providing excellent haze
penetration, the 'Plus' tint
accentuates cumulus clouds, and
often makes the whispy caps
visible on blue days.

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE AVAILABLE

5eg_elflugBildkalender

•

GPS& VAR/0
PRICES

GREAT NEWS!
I!Jl!} Aviation Ltd have been appointed
UK distributors for the
1998 SEGELFLUG BILDKALENDER
Place your orders now £15 (+£2 p&p)

Garmin 38 ............ £139 inc. VAT Filser LX20 SFR ........ £995 inc. VAT
Garmin 12XL .......... £225 inc. VAT Filser LX5000 Vario .... £2795 inc. VAT
Garmin 89 ............ £325 inc. VAT Cambridge GPSINAV25. £1740 inc. VAT
Garmin 90 ............ £445 inc. VAT Cambridge LNAV ...... £1790 inc. VAT
BGA TP loaded free into all above GPS and Varios
Tel: 01 865 841441
Fax: 01865 842495
1

RD Aviation Ltd.
25 BANKSIDE
KIDLINGTON
OXON OX51JE

24hr Answerphone & Fax
SHOP HOURS:
0900-1830 Moo-Fri •1000·1230 Sats.

THE RESULTS SPEAK FOR
THEMSELVES!
NATIONALS- SYERSTON
15 METRE CLASS OVERALL results

1st
2nd

1st
2nd

K1

110

K1
110

KayA
Jones S
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
32nd
33rd
34th
35th
36th
37th
38th
39th
40th
41st
42nd
43rd
44th
45th
46th
47th
48th
49th

Kay A
Jones S

Dawson M
Coward P
Morris G
Johnston E
Crabb SJ
Cheetham RA
Metca!leG
Edyvean J
Shelton P
Howes N
DaleG
Lysakowski T
Marsh B
HurdP
Fox B
Cheetham HE
Cooper BL
Wilton JN
SmithG
Langrick J
Westwood D
Gardner Dl-l
Harvey P
Toon R
Starkey C
Jordy M
Housden S
McCoshin J
Passmore NJ
Forman M
HattonAP
Freestone I
Nunn AVW
Rebbeck HA
Murphy TJ
BrowneR
Durham MW
AldisCJ
Lytt!eton CC
Throssell MG
Da!ling R
Gorringe J

8th
Jun

9th
Jun

1Oth
Jun

11th
Jun

12th
Jun

13th
Jun

14th
Jun

15th
Jun

TOTAL

0
0

986
946

1000
998

270
266

0
0

0
0

234
234

0
0

0
0

2490
2444

Ventus 2a
Ventus 2a

Ventus 2a
Ventus 2a
841
L88
172
721
C65
E1
104
L8
D1
76
247
58
847
218
HPR
135
68
634
42
781
804
EFZ
Z1
HVR
900
676
Z6
161
526
753
586
$5
302
232
70
126
952
646
941
659
658
241

7th
Jun

986 1000
946 998

0
0

Ventus a
Ls 8
ASW201
Ls 6a
Ls 8
Ls 8
ASW24
Ls 6
Discus b wl
ASW20
ASW24w
Ventus 2c
Ls Sa
Ls 6
Discus b
Discus b
Ls 6
ASW 20c
Ls 7
Discus
Ls 4
Ls 3a
Ls 6
Discus b
ASW 20
Ls 6c
ASW20cwl
ASW 24
Discus b
Ls 7wl
ASW 201
Ls 4
Szd 55-1
Ls4
Ls 7wl
Ls 6c
Ls 7
Ls 4
Ls 6c
ASW 19club
ASW 19 club
Ls 6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

901
904
810
899
574
956
909
610
812
804
549
540
422
859
723
529
849
549
870
815
406
400
857
451
851

o

0

0
0
0
0
0

461
406
656
406
549
413
410
516
406
176

o
0

o

o
0

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

o

0
364
0
463
0
180

727
834
867
796
841
422
616
763
666
678
764
679
754
672
737
687
793
852
210
683
697
702
355
798
351
851
620
678
378
354
421
565
735
410
605
413
709
329
683
287
329
0

270
266
266
316
103
0
245
295
176
270
196
104
260
176
359
0

0
219

0
0
293
21
188
176
0
193
21
287
0
0

0
196
0

0
0
158
0
182
259
0

0
34
78

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0<
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

234
234

0
0

0
0

184

0

0

0
0
0

218
235
234
219
190
232
186
241
191
350
186
186
240
227
0
193
219
0
186
195
240
0
186
219
234
212
214
241
219
186

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
227
21
172
115
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

2490
2444

2078
2054
1998
1930
1894
1892
1891
1875
1860
1827
1764
1745
1721
1717
1700
1662
1642
1594
1592
1519
1477
1473
1452
1442
1409
1357
1315
1296
1248
1197
1189
1164
1145
1084
1011
998
989
865
798
784
407
180

For more information on the Ventus 2 and the
Schempp-Hirth range of sailplanes contact:

Southern Sailplanes
Mem bury Airfield, Lam bourn Woodlands, Hungerford, Berkshire RG 17 71)
Tel: 01488 71774 (day) 01488 682058 or 668484 (eves) 0468 372806 or 0374 429404 (mobiles)
Fax: 01488 72482

